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THE HOUSE WHERE THE PARTY WAS FOUNDED IN TIBANA, ON NOVEMBER s,tg4t, HAs BEco*ri ropey A GREAI cENTRE oF prtcRrMAGE AND REVOTUTIONARY EDUCATION FOB THE YOUNGER GENERATION. IN THE PHOTO: A GROUP OF CHITDBEN VISITING THIS
HTSTOBIC CENTRE" IN THE PHOTO ON THE THIRD PAGE: ANOTHER
GBOUP OF CHITDREN HAVE GONE TO THE MABTYRS' GRAVEYAB.D.
IN THE BACKGROUND THE IMPOSiNG MONUMENT TO MOTHER
ALBANIA.
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Prog.tmnme .sp.eech

of the new Gouernmetl[ deliuered by

th.e

Chairman ol ttte Council oI Ministets, MEHMET SHEHU, at the

tirst

session

oI the 8th legislatute of the people,s

Assembly,

COMRADE DEPUTIES,

ALLOW ME, ABOVE ALL, TO THANK YOU, THE WOBTHY
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE, FOR THE GREAT
TRUST YOU SHOWED BY CHANGING ME AGAIN WITH THE
LOFTY RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COUN.
cIL OF MINTSTEBS. JUST LrKE yOU, I TOO AM A SOLDTER

OF THE PARTY AND SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE, THEREFORE, THIS TRUST IS PI.ACED IN OUR GLORIOUS PARTY,
WHICH ALWAYS LEADS OUR PEOPLE CORBECTLY ON THE
ROAD OF SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM.
I ASSUBE YOU, COMRADE DEPUTIES, THAT UNDER THE
LEADERSHIP OF THE PARTY, A,ND IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ITS TEACHINGS, THE NEW GOVERNIIIENT WHICH WILI
EMERGE FROM THIS SESSION OF THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY,
WILL EXERT ALI. ITS FORCES TO IMPLEMENT THE PBOGNAMME OF OUR PARTY FOB THE COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIALIST SOCIETY, TO PRESEBVE AND CONSO.
LIDATE THE GAINS OF THE REVOLUTION, AND TO LOYAI.LY
DEFEND THE FBEEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE OI'OUR SO.
CIALIST IIOMELAND.
The elections of deputies to the people,s Assembly, and

their crowning with the brilliant victory of the Democratic
in the October 6 voting, were a powerful manifestation
of the unbreakable unity of our people round the party and
a triumph for its always correct Marxist-Leninist line, and the
revolutionary determination and optimism of the Albanian
people to march courageously along the road of socialism
and communism, so as to strengthen constantly our State of
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Front

The perlod of the 7th legislature of the people,s Assemhlv,
which has just concluded, has been a period of selfless struggle
and work for our people and party to implement the historic
decisions of the 6th Congress of the party, and for the successfull realization of the fifth five-year plan, according to the directives

of this

Congress.

OR UT,
RE BE1ONGT

AND COMMUIIISM
During this four-year period we are analyzing, our sociasocio-economic order has been further developed and the
ecotromy has advanced at comparatively fast rates and has
cieveloped in an all-round and harrnonious way, at a time
when in capitalist and revisionist Europe, inflation, unemployment, an unrestrained rise of prices and economic crisis,
have been ranpant. Deep transformations have been effected
iu the mentality and consciousness of our men and women,
the builders of socialism; the Marxist-Leninist ideology and
world outlook have been further consolidated; important suc-

list

in moulding the new socialist man,
and the ideological struggle against alien influences and manitestations has been intensified, by consistently developing
the class struggle, under the leadership of the Party, against
liberalism, bureaucratism, conservatism, backward customs and
religious dogma, aud continually sweeping away, with the
iron Marxist-Leninist broom, of the Party, all stains and manifestations of bourgeois and revisionist ideology.
During this period our country has made big strides on
the road of its gradual transformation into an industrial-agricultural country, with a stable, harmoniously and comprehencesses have been achieved

sively developed economy.
Social production during the four-year period 1971-197.1
is expected to grow at an average annual rate of about 7.6
per cent. This increase is the result of a better use of the
political and socio-economic factors, and of the correct integration of both intensive and extensive methods aad courses
in our economic development, in which superiority is being
gained by such intensive factor of development as increased
labour productivity, the improvement of quality and the increase
of the culture of production, systematic reduction of productiou costs, a constant rise in the effectiveness of production, etc.

The socialist industrialization of the country has advanced at rapid rates. Industrial production has gown, and its
structure has been improved. Special attention has been paid

to the construction of major industrial projects, such as ferrous metallurgy, the intensive oil processing plant, the big
Fierza hydropower station, and other important plants in the
engineering, chemical and oth€r industries. Itr the constructior
of these, a great, disintersted, internationalist aid has been and is
being given to our country by the People's Republic of China.
At the same time, applying the principle of self-reliance,
we have continued to set up many new lines, sections and
factories so as to fulfil the needs of the people better especially
with mass consumer goods.
The plan for total industrial production in the four years
of the current five-year plan is fulfilled by about 101 per cent,
with a 44 per cent increase over production io 1970, and an
average annual rate of increase of 9,5 per cent.
With the rapid development assumed by the main branches of the extracting, fuel and power industries, Albania,
although it is small in area and entered the road of industrial
development only ir the years of the people's power, has been
able to fulfill its constantly increasing needs for oil, fuel and
electric energy; the food processing and light industry fulfills
today about 82 per cent of the needs of the population for
mass consumer goods, etc., at a time when in the capitalist
and revisionist countries, a great energy crisis has broken

out, which jointly with the financial crisis, is shaking their
whole eco[omic and social system to its foundations,
These results in the field of socialist industrialization have
still more increased the leading role of industry and of the
working class in socialist construction aad in the whole life
of the country; they have strengthened the economic iudepeudence of our tlomela[d and have reinforced its defence capacity, opening, at the same time, great prospects for the future.
The Party and the Government have always devoted special atteation to the developmeut and progress of agriculture.
During four years of this five-year plan, agriculture has firmly
advanced

on the road of its intensification and

moderniza-
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tion. The socialist system of our agriculture as a whsle

has

been strengthened, the agricultural economies are being turned
into powerful units of large-scale modern socialist production,
and agricultural and livestock products are increasing from
year to year.

In L974, as against 1970, the total volume of agricultural production is envisaged to have grown by 26 per cent,
at an average annual rate of 5.9 per cent, which is about 2.5
times higher than the average annual rate of increase of the
population. Grain production will be about 31 per cent higher,
while the production of wheat will have increased by 76 pet
cent. This is a great success for our agriculture in the struggle

to futfil the important task laid down by the Party of

TODAY

art and culture in the sound education of our youth and people

is strengthening with every passing

day.

Great expenditures are being made by the State to cope
with the needs of the free health service, and of social insurance pensions, which have been extended to the country
side, to improve the work and living conditions and cultured
relaxation of the working people, as well as to cope with the
fulfilment of the educational and social cultural needs of the
labouring masses.

gua-

ranteeing the people's food suppiy.
Satisfactory developrnent has been seen during this period

in the main livestock products, too, particularly milk and eggs,
which have increased by 37 per cent and 59 per cent respectively, while the production of vegetables has increased by
39 per cent, and so on.

To promote the steady development of agricuiture, the
in particular
for the development of agriculture in the hilly and rnountainous areas. All these measures for the allround development
of our socialist agriculture have directly contributed to the fur'
State has invested large funds during this period,

ther improvement of the income of the cooperativist peasantry,
for the continuous flourishing of our socialist countryside.
The Party and the Government have always seen the development and progress of the countryside as an important
factor, not only for the harmonious development of the various branches of the people's economy, but also as a decisive
political factor, which is directly connected with the reinforcement of the defence of the Homeland, quite unlike what is
occurring in the capitalist and revisionist countries where the
mass ruin of the peasantry compels them to abandon their

land and homes, and sell their labour power on the capitalist and revisionist labour market.
The volume of construction work for these four years
of the fifth five-year plan is expected to be realized about
102 per cent, with an increase of 60 per cent in comparison
with the volume of construction work during the corresponding
period of the last five-year plan. Dozens of new factorits and
enterprises and hundreds of new lines and sections have been
built and put into operation. Besides construction in the productive sphere, a large amount of construction work has been
carried out in the socio-cultural sphere too. The construction of
housing with State funds, in these four years, is 24per centlarger
than that in the whole five years of the previous five-year plan.
Important successes have likewise been achieved in the
development of transport of all kinds, as well as in the field
of trade. The export plan for these four years is realized about
101 per c€nt, or 66 per cent more than in the same period
of the last five-year plan.
During the period r{e are reporting on, our ideological

revolution

in the field of

education and culture has further
of our socialist education,

developed and deepened. The role

The rapid development of sociai production, the increased
participation in work, the growing labour productivity, the
stability of retail prices, the increase in the social consumption
fund etc., have made it possible to raise further the material
wellbeing and cultural level of the masses in town and countryside, at a time when, in the capitalist and revisionist countries, the prices of mass consumer goods and the cost of
living rise every day. By 1974, as compared with 1970, national income has increased by 33 per cent, while the real
incomes of workers and employees has increased by 9.4 per
cent, and the real incomes of the cooperativist peasantry by
13.4 p$ cent. Retail prices here, as you know, have showrt
no increase whatever, despite the very high rise in the prices
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of mauy raw and auxiliary materials which we have to irnpott

from the capitalist and revisionist countries. This is a great
success for the correct economic policy of our Party and State;

it

also shows the superiority of our socialist order to the

ca-

pitalist order, which is in decay. But in order to carry oirt
this policy through to the end, tireless work is needed, toriay
more than ever, there is the need for stronger proletatiau
eliscipliue,

a more powerful struggle to

increase production.

improve quality, increase productivity, reduce production

costs,

At the tirst session ol the gt.l.t leglislalure
at the I'eople's Assembly, the Ch.aitftzail ol tha'
Council t'tl Ministers, Mehntet Sh.ehu,
pteseilL:) the ptograntme of the Gouernment.
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and strengthen the savings programme.
One important aspect of the Goverrment's activity dulir.rg
the four-year period of the 7th legislature has been the continuous improvement, in a revolutionary way, of the socialist
relations of production, with a view to continually preserving
and deepening their socialist character, so that they may play
an increasingly active role in building socialism, and bar thc
way to any danger of degeneration into capitalist and revisionist
relations. In this connection, measures have been taken, in the
first place, to develop socialist ownership steadily in its two
f orms (state and cooperativist), so as make its preservation,
administration afld management more effective, as the firm
foundation of our socialist socio-economic order. Important po-

litico-ideological, economic, financial, jui'idical and adminisirative measures have been taken to stre[gthon thc riaratiell:ri]flt
ar:d control of socalist property.
Another important field to which the Ciovernn:e'lt itns
paid particular attention to irnproving socialist r:elaiioas ol
production has been that of distribution. In this respeet thc
socialist principle of distribution accordin5J to the v'ork clot:c
is being firmly implemented, without allorving great (iiffrerltiation between high pay and low pay anC preserving thc i:rost
correct propoftions in remuneration for work. T"rere has br:ei-r
greater extension of moral incentives, gir"ing th*ur p;:iclit3r
over material incentives, in contrast with what is practiced
in the revisionist countries, which absolutize the rnaterial fac-
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tor and pave the way for the operation of the value and profit
law, to the detriment of the labouring masses and to the be_
uefit of the oppressing and exploiting classes in those coun_
tries, with marked differentiation of their incomes.
Important measures have been taken to strengthen the

management

of the people,s

econonly, based on the correct
principle of democratic centralism. The competence given
to
the state and economic organs at the gras_roots is
being better
utilized, strengthening at the same time the clemancling
oI
account for their correct and full irnplementation,
as well as
strengthening planning and contractual discipline.

A great deal of work has been done to strengthen the
programme, as a socialist rnethod of managing
thc
::Hrr
and protecl socialist property, More
right
formed about corninon property and
the s
and more satisfactory results haye
been
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Party of Labour is, when they struggle for a just cause, and
are determined to defend their homeland and their achieved
victories

to the finish. -

comradedeputies,

*

'

'

Allbw me to present to you the composition of the new
government, Having also the opinion of the Central Committee of the Party, I propose that the composition of the new
government be as follows:
First vice-Chairman of the Council

of Ministers Adil

Car

qani,

Vice-Chairman of the Council of Ministers Spiro Koleka,
Vice-Chairman of the Council of Ministers and Chairman
of the State Planning Cornmission Abdyl Kellezi,
Vice-Chairman of the Council of Ministers Xhafcr Spahiu,
Minister of People's Defence Mehmet Shehu,
Minister of Internal Affairs Kadri Hazbiu,

Minister of Foreign Affairs Nesti Nase,
Minister of Industry and Mining Kogo Theodhosi,
Minister of light and food processing industry Myqerem
Fuga,

Minister
Minister
Minister
Minister
Minister
Minister
Minister

of Agriculture piro Dodbiba,
of Education and Culture Thoma Deliaua,
of Construction Rahmarr-r Hanku,
of Trade KiEo Ngjela,
of Communications Luan Babantcto.
of Finance Leftel Coga,
of Public Health Llamhi Ziqishti,

Comrade deputies,
The new Government,

in its entire activity, both in the
field of internal policy and in the field of foreign policy,
will be guided by the general Marxist-Leninist line of our
Party of f,abour and will work with all its energies to carry
out the programme of the party for the complete construction of the socialist society and for the defence of our socialist Homeland.
In the field of internal policy it aims to secure the further reinforcement of the economy and other sectors through
the vigorous development of the productive forces, mainly
of industrial and agricultural production, and on this basis
achieve the further improvement of the wellbeing of the working
masses and the increased defence potential of the Homeland.
An immediate task of the Government in this direction
will be the orgauisation of work and the adoption of all measures to secure the successful realisation of the plan targets for
1975, so that, as the last year of the fifth five-year plan, it

Europe, when they are led by a Marxist_Leninist
party, as our

can become a year of allround mobilisation and general offensive to fulfill in their en irely the tasks of the fifth five-year
plan and make a good beginning on the work for mapping
out and fulf.illing the tasks of the sixth five-year plhn.
The Central Committee of the party and the Government
have set down the main lines of the most important objectives
to be reached under the sixth five-year plan (tg76-19g0), but
they will be defined, discussed and elaborated by the labouring
masses, We are faced with particularly great tasks concerning
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the working out of the sixth five-year plan for the economic
and cultural development of the country, bearing well in mind

the difficult conditions of the capitalist-revisionist

encircle-

ment and the continuous deepening of the general crisis of
capitalism. The new Government will see to it that the tasks
of the sixth five year plan become a matter, in the first place,

for our working class and all the working people in our
country who, conoeiving of them ideologically and politically,
will take an active part in implementing them and better utilizirg all the reserves and great opportunities provided by our
econoffy and our socialist system.
In setting the tasks of the new five-year plan, we shall
be guided by the teachings ol the Party to place in command
lofty political and ideological interests and those of the economic and cultural development and defence of the Homeland, further deepening the principle of self-reliance, using
in full, and in the most rational way the labour

fo-,ce, the

material and technical base, the productive capacities of the
existing machinery and equipment, and the material and financial resources

of the country.

In working out the sixth five-year plan the Government
will take care to increase still further the feeling of responsibility in mapping out and implementing the plan by the State
and economic organs as well as by the working masses,
fighting alien departmental and localist tenclencies, the tenden.
cies toward globalism and running after quantity to the de-

triment of quality and assortment, and tendencies

to

work

out plans for maximum expenditure and minimum effort.

The development and deepening

of the socialist

indus-

trialization of the country, with the completion of the industr'ial projects under construction and those to be built during
the next five-year plan, particularly in the heavy extracting
and processing industry, and, parallel with this, in food processing and light industry, to improve the structure of production and better fulfil the needs of extended socialist reproduction and of the people, will be the object of special
attentior in the new five-year plan.
Agriculture, which is the basis of the entire people,s
economy, will proceed more quickly under the next five-year
plan, on the road of all-round intensification, otganizatiorand management on more sciertific bases, extensively using
the achievements of advanced science and agrotechnology and

the extension and generalisation of advanced experience that
has been achieved, to make a greater forward stride in ful.
filling the needs of the people for agricultural and livestock
products, supplying the food processing and light industry
with raw materials, and meeting export needs,
These will be further development of construction and
transport, goods turnover in town and countryside, the social and cultural sectors, education, culture, health and muni-

of science and technology
will be more extensively used in all the branches of the economy and culture. Parallel with this, special care will be devoted to increasing labour productivity, reducing production
cipal services. The achievements

1974
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costs, and improviug financial indices, with a view to increasing the revenue of the State budget.
As always, in realising the great tasks of the next plan
the decisive factor will be the internal one-the correct leadership of the Party, the selfless work of the working class, the
cooperativist peasantry and the people's intelligentsia, their revolutionary vigour and spirit, creative initiative and socialist
emulation, our economic potential and our internal possibilities.
Firmly upholding the principle of self-reliance and placing
it at the foundation of the whole practical activity for the
construction of socialism, at the sarre time the Albanian
people, in the next five-year plan too, will certainly be given,
as always, the disinterested assistance of the People's B.epublic
of China. The Albanian people are for ever gratefui to the
great Chinese people, the People's Republic of China, the
glorious Communist Party of China and the great MarxistLeninist Chairman Mao Tse-tung, the most respected friend
of the Albanian people, for the generous, fraternal and pro-

foundly internationalist aid they have given anci coniinue
to give to our country.
In order to successfully carry out the 1975 plan and get
properly prepared for the sixth five-year plan, we are facecl
with a series of important tasks, in individual branches and
the people's economy in general, for the successful fuifilment
of which the new Government will take in time ali the necessary measures.

In industry, measures will be taken to ensure a more
rational utilization of the productive capacities, regular rate
of production, and improvement of quality, without neglecting
quantity. Particularly in the fuel and power industries, attention will be better conce[trated especially on the more intensive,
coord.inated and rational exploitation of various sources of fuel
and electric energy, for a more correct employment of them,
applying everywhere the best programmes of work and re'
duction of losses, and establishing everywhere a strict savings
programme. In all branches of industry work will go on vigorously to further increase economic effectiveness and ever better
fulfil the needs of the people's economy for industrial products.
The Government will take further measures to see that

the agricultural workers, and all the specialists and cadres
of that sector, during L975 and in fhe coming years, will
make more determined alkound efforts for the intensification
and modernization of agriculture, to place agricultural pro'
duction on more sound scientific bases, to make it as independent as possible of weather conditions, and to secure stability and contiauous increases in yields of agricultural crops and
livestock productivity, contiruing at the same time the work to
extend the cultivated area by means of breaking in new land.
In the field of investments, design and construction, work
will continue strictly to carry out the decisions and instructions of the Party aud the Government to secure as tnuch
economic effectiveness as possible, concentratiflg forces and
means better on the most indispensable projects, and putting
them in operation as soon as possible, according to the set
timelimits; work will continue on strengthening technical and
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financial discipline, and strictly abiding by the demands of
the approved project and funds so as to increase labour pro'
cluctivity and reduce construction costs by incleasing the
extent of rrechanisation and applying industrial methods in
constructioa.
sector attention will be concentrated on
irnproved utilization of vehicles and on catrying out the platr

In the transport

tasks for getting goods to the set destinations in due time,
according to contracts, in order to better meet the needs of
the economy and of the people.
The fulfilment of the ever increasing material and cultural needs of the people will continue to be the object of
special attention by the Government. In the trade sector greater care will be devoted to raising commercial practice levels, giving better service for the people, making a rto-re
scientific study of the needs of the population and increasing
the role and influence of trade in production, particularly
iir extending range and assortment and improving product
qirality. In the sectors of municipal services, rnore determined
efforts will be made to improve services to the people in thc
town and countryside, more rationally using the material antl
rnonetary means set aside for this purpose.
In the health sector measures will be taken to improve
preventive work, further developing sanitary culture, especially in the countryside, to improve work in the healing

institutions and to use with more effectiveness, order and
strict discipline the funds and means made available for the
health of the people.

people's education, the process of the
further revolutionization of the school will keep deepening,
and its educative role, discipline, and the productivity and
quaiity of teaching and educative work will be strengthened.
Creater, more concrete activity will be carried out for the
development of our pedagogical science and for the qua-

In the field of

in all categories of schools.
our socialist art and culture will assume a gteat development in the coming yeats, ever better reflecting our socialist
lification of teachers

reality in its revolutionary development, according to the teachings of the Party and wilt always be on the offensive against
the imperialist-revisionist ideological aggression towards our
country, exposing and, tlaying mercilessly alien manifestations
of whatever type in the field of art and culture, or in any other
field of our life.

The research work of scientific institutions will increase
and further develop, and will be more closely connected with
the tasks of production and the needs of the application of mo'
dern technology on a broader scale, as well as with the requirements of the technical and scientific revolution.
Such will be, comrade deputies, in its main lines, the program(ne of the new Government in the economic and cultural
field for the period of the Sth legislature. The carrying out in

practice

of this revolutionary programme for the building

of

socialism, in the conditions of the savage imperialist-revisionist

cncirclement, requires from the State and economic crgans,
from the centre to the grass-roots, from all the working people

TODAY

of the town aud the countryside, more struggle and efforts,
more labour and sweat, more sacrifices, more discipline, consciousness, organisation, control, order and thrift'
In view of the fulfilmeut of the great tasks we are faced
with, the Government wiit take measures to strengthen and
inrprove its work and that of all the State and econoruic organs
oi the country, particularly in certain main directions.
Ideological and political work with the working people will
be further inteusified in order to deeply instil in their cousciousright concepts and stands on the development, administration and better mainienance of socialist property, to fight
iicerai manifestations and stand in this direction, to bar any

ness

possible tendency to damage or abuse of socialist property, as
well as to exercise strict systematic control both from above
ancl from below, state and worker control.
In the field of the socialist organization of work, and its
remuneration, according to the instruction ol the Central Courrnittee of the Party, efforts will be made to put into practice
the measureE set dowrr in special decisions of the Council ol
Ministers to perfect everywhere the transition to wages paiel
according to category and process of the work place, to pass
over to the cultural-professional attettation of workers as well
as to the qualification of the technico-administrative personnel,

executer through attestation, to further extend participation in
work with norms, especially with technical norms, as an indispensable condition for saving labour power and increasing its

productivity.
Comrade Enver lloxha, at the meeting with his electors, said

among other things: "Today the situation in the world is such
that the interests of the country and defence demand sacritice
and economy as the order of the day" Io carry out this iustruction from comrade Enver Hoxha we shall do allround ideological, political, social, organisational and technical work in order
to ever better place the savings programme at the basis oI the
method and style of work and the organisation, managemeut,
planning and administration of the people's economy, to make
it second nature to every working person, with a view to saving everywhere, in everything and continually.
We shall struggle with determination in order to successfully
face, in the future too, the imperialist-revisionist blockade towards our country, the influence exterted on our economy by
the worsening of the international economic situation, and the
fuartic, constant rise of prices in the capitalist and revisionist
countries, aiming to preserve the present level of retail prices,
so that the living standards of the people will not fall btrt
are able to rise.
These situations and needs require that we tealize, by every
means, all the plan targets, in all their quantitative and quali'
tative indices, and economize as much as possible, continually
reducing production and circulation costs and administrative
and socio-cultural expenses, and introducing the savings idea
in every aspect of our economic, cultural, state, social and
family life, fighting the harrnful tendency of some people to
demand everything from the State. The government will take
all the measures needed to strengthen everywhere the discipli-
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re of work, the discipline of the plan, and financial and

con-

tractual discipline, to increase responsibility at work for the fulfilment of tasks and to demand account from everyone.
But as the Party teaches us and as comrade Enver Hoxha

instructs us, the main task over all other tasks is for us the
continuous strengthening of the defence capacity of our Homeland on the basis of the methods of people's war, which make
it possible for even a small country, as our country is, to
successfully face and defeat in the battle-field any enemy many
times greater and more powerful in rnanpower and war material. our people are living, working and building socialism in
conditions of encirclement and double blockade. The US imperialists and the social imperialists keep us .in their rifle sights,.
our duty is to keep them "before the cannon's mouth,' The Government will adopt all the necessary rneasures so that our
army will remain, as always, ideol'ogically pure, Ioyal to the
end to the line of the Party and the interests of the people, and
prepared to defend the ltromeland frorn any danger and aggres'
sion. And this will, without fail, be done, because our army is
an army of the people, born from the people; because here the
entire people are soldiers of the revolution, and the Party
commands the rifle, not vice-versa. Therefore, our defence is
unbreakable, therefore there is no pact and treaty of aggressors
that can annihilate socialist Albania militariiy.
In order to better meet the tasks we are faced with, meaincrease the effectiveness of mauagerial work, and to further improve the method and revolutionary style in the work of the State and eco-nomic organs; a rnore
determined and consistent fight wiil be waged against manifestations of liberalism and bureaucratism; the implementation of
the mass line, and the rendering of account to the masses will
be further deepened, in order to conserve the revolutionary class
character of our State apparatuses, to make them simpler, more
effective and lEss expensive.
In all this great and difficult work we shall, as always, have
as a compass the correct Marxist-Leninist line of the Party and
comrade Enver Hoxha's teachings for the uninterrupted der,elopment of the class struggle, anctr the enhancement of revolutionary vigilance against the fiendish activity and plans of the
sures

will be taken t6

internal and external enemies, we shall fight on a broad front
to expose and eradicate the influences and manifestations oI
poisonous bourgeois and revisionist ideology, and the remnants of petty-bourgeois, religious and patriarchal ideology; we
shall work to instil better in the rninds and consciousness of
our men and women Marxist-Leninist concepts, world outlook
and ideology, to make them ever more conscious of their duties,
of the difficulties which arise and the obstacles that must be
over-come in the struggle for the complete construction of so-
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plished the tasks set in this programme. Always enlightened by

the

Marxist-Leninist

line of the Party and

comrade

Enver Hoxha's teachings, our Govetnment has pursued a revolutionary and principled foreign policy. The People's Republic
of Albania has always openly and courageously had its say.
In unity with the revolutionary peoples and socialist countries,

in solidarity with the progressive dernocratic states, it has
to fight against US-led imperialism,

fought and continues

against social imperialism and the forces of reaction, for the
defence of the cause of the freedom and independence of the
peoples, of democracy and progress.
During the years of the 7th legislature, alongside the victories achieved in the building of socialism and the defence
of the freedom and sovereignty of the country, there has also
been constant strengthening of the international position of
our People's Bepublic, and its prestige and authority in the
wolld have grown, we are glad of and take pride in the fact
that our country has loyal friends and numerous well-wishers,
everywhere and we gratefully value the sympathy nourished
for our people and country by the peoples of other countries,
the revolutionary forces, and progressive men and women
everywhere in the world.
US imperialism and social imperialism, which are the most
savage enemies of mankind and progress, feel socialist Albania

like a thorn in their flesh, they see with envy its victories
and allround achievements and, in all sorts of ways, some
times by threats and blackmail and some times by flattery and
demagogy, have striven and continue to strive to divert it from
the road of socialism and the revolution, But they have failed
and will continuaily to fail with shame, There is nothing that
can move Albania from its strong socialist, anti-imperialist and
anti-revisionist positions, today or tomorrow.
The ties of friendship, collaboration and militant solidarity
of the Albanian people and the People's Republic of Albania
with the other freedom-loving and peace-loving peoples and
countries are strengthening from day to day. Our country main:
tains now diplomatic relations with 67 states. Our relations in
the field of trade and cultural exchange, and in other fields,
are growing and extending steadily. The doors of Albania are
open to real friends. They have always been anC will always
be shut to enemies, the imperialists, revisionists and reactionaries, to spies and propagators of the poison of bourgeois ancl
revisionist degeneration.

Our foreign policy and relations of friendship and close
fraternal collaboration with the countries faithfully upholding
the road of socialism and revolution are based on the life-giv-

ing priuciples of Marxism-Leninism and proletalian intettrationalism. An excellent example in this direction is the excep-

cialist society, for the consolidation of the achieved victories

tionally fraternal, social, internationalist relations existing bet-

and for the defence of the socialist Ilomeland from any even-

ween the People's Republic of Albania and the People's Republic of China, which are developing and strengthening daily
in all fields, We shall continually and resolutely work so that

tual

aggression.
Comrade deputies,

Our Government, in its rvhole activity in the international
arena, has faithfully upheld its programme apprcred by the
People's Assembly four years ago, and has successfully accom-

the great revolutionary

and unbreakable

Albanian-C'hinese

fniendship, forged and tempered in fierce class baitlcs, for the
same ideals and against the same enemies, by our tvro heroic
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parties and our beloved leaders, comrades Enver Hoxha and
Mao Tse-tung, will ever more flourish and shine, for the good
of our two peoples, socialism, and revolution. Let the enemies
of China and Albania cherish no illusions whatever: there is
no force, trick, blackmail, intrigue, devilry, demagogy, conspi_
racy or enemy in the world that can touch or damage, in the
least, this miliant, revolutionary, consistent, internationalist
friendship between our two peoples, two parties and two socia-

list

countries.

Our Government has worked and will, work to strengthen
the relations of fraternal friendship and militant solidary with
the Democratic Republic of vietnam and the Republic of South
Vietnam. The Albanian people and their Government will

just
ple, in the south and north of
rialism and its servants and f
always strongly support the

e poe_
impe_

on cf

their lofty national aspirations.
We shall develop and still more strengthen our relations
of friendship and close collaboration with the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, in the common interest of our two
peoples. We hail the successes achieved by the fraternat
Korean
people in the building of socialism and we shall support
the
just struggle being waged by the Democratic people,s
Republic of Korea against the aggressive policy and interference
of US imperialism in the internal affairs of the Korean people

for the independent reunification of the country.
Our people and Government have backed and will unreservedly back to the end the armed struqgle of the heroic Cambodian people against the aggression of US impetialism and the
traitorous Lon Not cligue. and will defend the riqhts of the
Royal Government of National Union of CamboCia, which is
the sole government in Cambodia entitled to reDresent the
Cambodian oeoole in international relations.
and

Our Government supports the further develooment of
of Albania and

relations between the people,s Reoublic
Socialist Republic of Rumania,

the
the

in ateas of mutual benefit and
in the interests of strengthening the friendshio between the

Albanian peoole and the Rumanian oeoole.
The building and develooment of normal qoorl neiqhbourlv
relations between the People's Reoublic of Albania anC neighbouring states remains an unchanged aim of our foreign poticv. It is in the interests of our neoole and of the neighbour
countries, the deferce of their freedom and indeoendence, and
peace and stabilitv in the Balkans anC the Adriatic atea that,
in the most suitabte wav for each countrv, anrl without interference in the internat affairs of each other, these relations are
develooed still further.
Our Government has always displayed due care for the
normal development of state relations between our country and
Yugoslavia. We think that there exist possibilities, on the basis
of mutual understanding, and, acling in a constructive spirit
for these relations to develop still more, in a useful manner
acceptable to both sides, in those fields in which the peoples
of our countries are reciprocally interested. The establishment
of diplomatic relations between Albania and Greece was arl
act which met the interests and aspirations of the two peoples,
which put an end to an abnormal situation and paved the
way for the development of good relations in a series of fields.
Our Government will not spare its efforts to concretize and
further develop these relations in those directions which both

TODAY

sides consider suitable. We shall never allow any evil to come
to the fraternal peoples of yugoslavia and Greece through AIbania; and we hope that they too judge as we do and will
act in the same way towards us.
Our Goyernment has shown good will for the development of normal good neighbourly relations with ltaly too. But,

of course, to achieve this the other side too must have the same
desire and make sincere efforts. We notice with regret that
recently in Ita1y, where the fascist forces are being intensively activated, events have taken place which do not serve
the good neighbourly relations between our two countries.
In the conditions, it is for the Italian Government do draw

the proper conclusions.

We have striven and shall strive

in the future too for

the

development of relations of friendship with the Turkish people
and the Republic of Turkey.
Strong ties of traditional friendship and powerful solidarity
in the struggle against imperialism and reaction exist between
the Albanian people anC the Arab people. On this basis we have
developed anC will further develop o:!r relations with the Arab
Republic of Egypt, the Algerian Democratic and people,s Re-

public, and with other Arab countries.
History had not known before any case in which a state
sold its citizens for money. But in October 1924, such a state
emerged in Europe - the social irnperialist state which reached
an agreement with the swindler of the interests of the peoples.
Henry Kissinger, to send every year 6C,000 citizens of the so_
cial imperialist state to the state of Israel, in return for the
credits it will receive from US imperialism anel the granting
of i,most favoured nation" status by the United States of America. These 60,000 people do not go to America, as emigrants,
but to Israel, to fight against the Arab people whorn social
imperialism pretends to support. This supply of Israel
with
manpower by the social imperialists will continue every year.
Social imperialism has thus become the greatest supplier
of
aggressor Israel with manpower fol work, science
and war.
Such is the extent to which the perfidy and treachery
of the
social imperialist superpower towards the peoples has gone
!
We denounce with contempt and condemn with hatred this
base trade of human beings between the two superpowers
against the fraternal Arab people, who will know how
to draw
the due conclusions.
C\ur country backs the just struggle of the sovereign
freedomioving and peace-loving countries of Asia, Africa and tatin
America to preserve and consolidate national independence
and
sovereignty, to take into their own hands their national riches
and natural resources, to ensure economic indepenrlence, and
to
guarantee their independent development. We have
established

diplomatic relations with a large number of cotrntries in these
areas, and our contacts with them are grad:ually extending.

Our Government

will strive, within the possibilities of our
concretize and further extend in the future the
friendly relations with pakistan, Tanzania, Guinea, the Congo,
Argentina, Peru, Mexico and other countries in Asia, Afuica
and Latin America. We are conducting negotiations to establish
relations with some other states too and we are willing to
create diplomatic ties with all the progressive countries which
respect the known principles and norms governing relations
country,

to

between sovereign countries.
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We have developed state relations and have increaseC trade
and cultural exchanges with Erance, Austria, Switzerland, and
the Nordic and Scandinavian countries. In the future too we

shall uphold our known friendly stand on the development
of relations with these countries, in those fields which give
us mutual benefit.
Our country's stand towards the USA, which pursues an
aggressive imperialist policy, towards some capitalist countries which have not yet repaired the injuries and injustices
done to the Albanian people and towards some states where
reactionary fascist and racist regimes rule, has always been
clearcut. \Ye have nct maintained relations with them. Comrade Enver Hoxha once more gave the proper reply to the Government of the USA, Britain and the Federal German Republic concerning the question of establishing diplomatic relations with Albania. This is our clearcut stanrl with regard
to relations with these countries.

The social imperialists should

well remember

comrade

Enver Hoxha's words in reply to their statements about uthe
great desire, they allegedly have for relations with the people's
Republic of Albania ! They, better than anybody else, must
hnow that neither threats nor flattery work with us; and that
we neither want nor will want the least contact, let alone di
plomatic relations, with these sworn enemies to Albania's
freedom and independence, who are the greatest afld most
dangerous traitors to socialism, history has ever known. We
shall fight and expose them to the end.
With the countries where revisionist leaderships are in
power, which have submitted to the social imperialists and have
been incited by the latter to anti-socialist activity, we have only
limited state relations. It is a wellknown fact that this is not
our fault. The leaderships of these countries should not hope

to receive from our Government a different answer from the
one they have receiveC so far. The Albanian people are sorry
about the sufferings of these countries under the oppression
of the social irnperialists, and keep their feelings of friendship for them. tsut we openiy say that the people of a country
which allows its territory to be turned into a place d'armes of
the social imperialists against the people's Republic of Albania
and other countries take a heavy responsibility on themselves.
Comrade deputies,
The session of the People's Assembly convenes at a time
when the world is in a period of dynamic developmeuts. The
present international situation, particularly the situation in
Europe, especially in the Balkan and Mediterranean area, is
characterized not by d6tente, as the US imperialists, the social
imperialists and their servants make out, but by a rise in
tension. The cause of this explosive situation is to be sought

in the permanent rivahy of the two superpo\,yers for

hege-

mony in the world and in their short-term collaboration, to
the detriment of the peoples,
Btrt irrespective of the desires and actions of the two
superpowers, time works for the revolution, against the two
superpowers. The peoples of the entire worlC, and an increasingly greater number of sovereign countries, are rising with
determination to oppose the aggressive policy of the two
imperialist superpowers, to destroy colonialism and neocolonialism, to defend their freedom and independence, their natural riches and reso,rrces. In this struggle the sovereign
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freedom-loving and peace-loving peoples and states draw inspiration from each other, strengthen solidarity with each other.

A role of historic importance is played in this struggle and
a large contribution is made to it today, by the People's Republic of China, which is the impregnable fortress of socialism and the revolution in the world, the real great and powerful friend of the peoples.
The two imperialist superpowers are intensifying their
expansionist policy and activity, they are preparing to
throw mankind into a new slaughter, more terrible than the
Second World War. They speal< of disarmament while they
are arming themselves to the teeth, They speak about peace,

but are making preparations for war. They speak about
relaxation of tension, but undertake aggressions. They speak
about the solution of conflicts and delicate problems, but
instigate quarrels among the states. They speak about aid,
but increase their plunder and exploitation of other peoples
and countries.
The People's Republic of Albania has exposed and will
forcefully expose the aggressive activity and demagogic slogans the two superpovers and their heralds are spreading, This
is our duty, as it is the duty of every people and every state.
And we think that this duty must be accomplished right to

the end by everyone who sincerely desires to work for
cause of the peoples, of real peace and security.

the

The Albanian Governement has condemned and forcefully
of US imperialism against
the Wetnamese people, the Cambodian people and the other
peoPles of Indochina, and will support their just struggle
condemns the barbarous aggression

through to the end.
In the Middle East the Israeli Zionist aggressors and the
two imperialist superpotyers are striving, through pressure and
blackmail, through plots and tricks, to restore their positions,
which received a heavy blow duriug the heroic war waged
by the Arab people in October last year, Under the cloak of
searching for a solution to the Middle East problem, the two
superpor{ers are seeking to once rnore impose the "no war

no peaceil situation on the Arab countries, and want to
accomplish their plot for the liquidation of the cause of ttie
Palestinian people. Peace and stability in the Middle East will
be established only when the Israel Zionist occupiers withdraw
from all the occupied Arab territories, and when the national
aspirations of the Palestinion people who are waging a just
struggle to regain their stolen homeland, and return to their
territory, are fully realized. Our people and Government ar€
confident that the Arab people, in unity with each other, by
their determined struggle, will without fail realize their sacred
aspirations. We haye been and will always remain with them

in this just struggle,
Our Government has most determinedly condemned the
two superpowers as mainly responsible for the suffering and
miseries that struck the people of Cyprus recently, and for the
grave situation, fraught with dangers, they created in the
Eastern Mediterranean and the Balkans. It thinks that the
Cypriots themselves, without any foreign interference, must
find a solution to the difficult and complicated problems that
have been created in Cyprus, and that Cyprus must be an
independent and sovereign state where the two ethnic commu.
nities live in harmony and enjoy equal rights.

Our People's Rep,,rblic, as a Mediterranean and European
state, is profoundly concerned about peace and security on
the European continent and in the Mediterranean area.
It always uphokls the view that the peoples and countries of the Mediterranean must struggle to compel the aggressive fleets of the two superpowers to withdraw from this sea,
rnust demand the '.vithdrawal of the military and naval bases
of the two sllJrerpowers and must not allow foreign warships
into their ports, on whatever pretext.
Our country hes irot failed to make its modest contribution
to the examination of a series oI important problems in the
United Nations and in other intetnational organisations and
forums in which it has taken part.
,The People's Republic of Albania,, comrade Enver Hoxha
said in ltis speech at the nreeting with his electors, ,,has its
own opiniols, and it carries out its constructive policy openly,
in the light of the sun. No question is alien to it, anC it
allows nobody to shut its mouth. . . False modesty and the
opportunist spirit of a slave aie alien to the policy of the
Albanian State and of the dictatorship of the proletariat".
Our Govelnment will always pursue, in the future too,
this principled and revolutionary policy, the force and correctness of which have been confirmed by life itself. We are
convinced that, under the leadership of the party, we shall
always have successes and victories in the practical realiza-

q

tion of this principled foreign policy, which serves the interests of our people and our Homeland, and the cause of the
freedomloving peoples of the world, socialism, the revolution,
and Eeneral peace and security.
,F:k*

This is, cornrade deputies, the course the new Government
anC the tasks it will accomplish in the coming
years. We are profoundly convinced that we shall achieve
new and still greater successes and victories on the road of
the complete construction of the socialist society. A firm guarantee for this is the correct and crystal-clear line of our
glorious Party of Labour, the determination and the high revolutionary spirit of our working class and of our entire people,
the economic basis we have built, the invin:ible defence power of our country, as well as the work and sweat of our
people and the great experienoe we have amassed in the organisation and rnanagement of the economy and of all other

will follow

sectors.

TIME WORKS FOR US. THE FUTURE BELONGS TO SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM!
LONG LIVE OUR HEBOIC AND INDUSTRIOUS PEOPT,E !
LONG I.IVE OUR GLORIOUS PABTY AND ITS CENTRAL
COMMITTEE WITH COMRADE ENVER HOXHA AT 'IHE
HEAD!

I.ONG LIVE THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA!

. Deputies dpptoue unanimously the progra.fie
of tlte Couernment presented by tlte chairtnan"ol the
Council oI Mittistets Mehmet She.hu
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GI.ORIOUS JUBII.EE

OT THE

AI.BATIIAiI PEOPI.E
fi

HYSil' KAPO

DEAB COMRADES,
DEAB FRIENDS,

TODAY THE WHOLE AI,BANIA IS JUBILATTNG. OUB ENTIBE PEOPT,E,
WITII
GNEAT JOY AND MAJOB SUCCESSES, ARE CELEBRATING THE GLOBIOUS
JUBILEE, THE 3OTH ANNIVEBSARY OF THE LIBERATION OF THE HOMELAND,
AND
OF THE TNIUMPTI OF THE PEOPLE'S BEVOLUTION, THE 29TH OF NOVEMBEB
1944 MABKS THE MOST CEI.EBRATED DATE IN THE ENTIRE CENTUBIES-IONG
HTSTORY OF THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE, A DECISIVE TURNING POINT
IN THEIR

cent victories, revived and flourishing,
proud of the road traversed and full of
confidence in the future. she comes with
a steel unity of the people round the party, with comrade Enver Hoxha at the bead,
she comes to this jubilee as a powerful

and defence of the socialist homeland.
For oenturies on end, tire Albanian people have fought the foreign enemics and
have shed their blood ir-r torrents for
their existence as a people and as a nation, for the defence of their freedom
and unconquerable bastion of socialism, and independence, of thcir tongue, and
as a free and sovereign country, respec- their best clrstoms and traditions. Innuted and honoured, with friends and well- merable are thc sacrifjces they have made
wishers throughout the world.
all along their miilenary history, but they
on this joyful day, the central commit- could never see happy clays. It took the
tee of tle Party, the presidium of the birth frorn the bosom of the people of
People's Assembly, the Government and the communist party of Albania, which
the Democratic Front greet our valiant and in the hard days of fascist occupation,
revolutionary people, the heroic working under the leadership of the beloved son
class, t}te cooperativist peasantry, the of our people, comrade Enver Hoxha,
youth and the women of our country, the sounded the call and aroused the masses
intelligentsia and the People's Army, al1 of the people to their feet to oust by for
our armed forces, for the glorious work ce of arms the for.eigners from Albanian

foi oul

people, but also because

it brought

thcrr their genuine sccial liberation. Albania detached itself definitivelv fr.orl the
crpitalist and inrperialist system. She
crnelged in thc international arell.t as
a completely sovereign state, with her
own pelsonality and an enLirely indepen
delt policy. The victory of the 2gth of
Novenber L944 opeted a ne\ / historic
epoch for our country - thc epoch of the
consLr:uction of the new sccialist society.
The more years go, the more rve move

away from the time of the 2gth of November 7944, the r.ncrc remarkable, the
rnore magnificent and titanic stands out

the heroic National Liberatioit War,

the

more brilliant and immortal appears the
deed of the Par.ty, the more brilliantly
shine and the higher rise the saciifices,
courage, and valiance of our people.
Our courageous and patr.iotic peclple,
with theil heroic Party at their. head, put
in all their energies and forces in the
National Liberation War, made the gleatest sacrifices ever knorvn in their history,
gave the war thousands and thousands of
their best sons and daughters, gave it their

blood, their property, and their belongings, gave it fheir proud and indomitable
spirit. On the Natiorral Liberation War
they centered tireir existence, their hopes

and aspirations. It was a lif e-and-death
struggle, in which the suprerne destiny

the triu,tttph ol the people's teuolution, not rest only on the fact that it ensured
genuine freedom national independence
1974,

Titana, Nouembet 28th

of the homeland was at stake. As never
befole, in this war burst out the loftv
feelings of patriotism, the ardent love for.
freedom, the deep hatred against the fescist occupiers and the sworn enemies of

Ihe new sociolist Alboniq is built ond roised
to her present height through greot socrifices ond toil,
through the sweot of her glorious
people. During this period, our people
hqve hod to build ond keep wotch, to hold the pick
ond the rifle in their honds,
to be workers ond soldiers of the some time

the Albanian people, agairrst the ruling
classes which had oppressed and exploited them to the marrow, and which had
become the instruments of the occupier.
It is in this war that the unity of our
people, and their solidarity with all other

nations and people fighting

for

national

freedom and independence, democracy
and the progress of mankind was steeled.
The victory of the 29th of November 1944
is closely linked with the name and deed
of our heroie Party, with the name of its
founder and leader, comrade Enver Hoxha.
In the Communist Party the Albanian peo-

ple for the first time found a

genuine

leadership able to guide them through dif-

ficult and complex situations and to solve the great problems r.aised by the revolution.
The Party pointed out to the people the
sole correct road for the achievement of

victory, explained to them its objectives
and actually led them into battles. It implanted in the minds of the people its
ideology and policy, enhanced their confidence in their own forces, linked them to
the powerful world anti-fascist revolutionary lnovement and 1ed them to the greatest and most glorious victory in their
history.

The National Liberation War was a

ge-

nuine and great people's revolution. Along

with national liberation, it solved in a
radical manner the question of state power to the advantage of the working
masses

with the working class at the

head.

Here lies also the peculiarity and the historical experience of our National Libe-

ration War. It demonstrated, through its
original example, that for the realization
of these great objectives it is indispen-

sible, first of all, to ensure the unshared
leadership of the communist part5r, the
unity of the people on a single front, the
creation of a new people's army, the destruction of the old administration and the
setting up of the organs of the new peo-

ple's power.

It

was

a war of the

rank

and fi1e, a war of the workers, peasants
and the ordinary people. This gave it a
broad popular character, which was a guarantee for its final victory.
Our people, educated and led by their
Communist Party, rose in war against fascism, conscious that they were fighting
not only for their own freedom and independence but also for the freedom and the
rights of the other enslaved peoples. Our
National Liberation War was an integral
and inseparable part of the world antifascist war.
28,000 martyrs to the war against fascism gave our small people. Their sons and

daughters fell in battles fought also
beyond the borders of their homeland.
They did this in the name of the free-

dom of their people and homeland, in the
name of the liberation of the peoples and
of the victory over fascism. We take legitimate pride in the contribution we have
made, which, in proportion to the popu-

lation, ranks among the highest among
the countries which fought against
fascism.

This is an undisputable historic reality.
in the world there are traitors

However,

to Marxism-Leninism, there are great-state
chauvinists, such as the Soviet social-imp€rialists and their lackeys, who endeavour to bedim this reality and to attribute the liberation of Albania not to the
Albanian people and to their party, but
to someone else, No one has ever nega-

ted the decisive role of the Soviet Union
and of the Red Army, led by great Stalin, in the destruction of fascism.
But we tell these gentlemen that the

victory

of 29th of

November 7944, ttre

birth of the new Albania was

ensured

through the heroic war, the sacrifices and
the blood of the Albanian people, who,
under the leadership of the Communist
Party, drove the fascist occupiers out of
the borders of the homeland and carried
out the people's revolution, without being
necessary for the Soviet Army to come to
Albania.

As a link of the world proletarian revolution, the National Liberation lVar
weakened the position of international
imperialism and capitalism and increased and strengthened the forces of socia1ism. With their victory the Albanian people aligned themselves side by side with

the world revolutionary forces which
were fighting for socialism and communism. Albania became a base of the victorious revolution, a support for all those fighting against capitalist and imperialist oppression and exploitation.

The National Liberation War was the
continuation and termination of the centuries-old efforts of our people to achieve
freedom and justice, and especially of
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that gleat national movement which began with the celebrated men of our National Revival. Their lofty patriotic, de-

and

moclatic

piogressive ideals

we1,e

raised by this movement to a higher degree ald were completely realized Todal'.
by commemoratinq and honouring the National Liberation War, we commemorate
and honour all the liberation wars and
efforts of our people, and in a special
manner, those of the valiant fighters who
as early as the 28th of November 1912
hoisted the national flag in Vlora, proclaimed the independence of Albania and
created the first independent national A1banian state, we pay homage to and commemorate

all the patriots and

valiant

fightels, who have given everything, even

iheir

1ives,

for the

cause

of the

freedom

and the homel;rnd.
In this glorious jubilee we express our
deepest gratitude to our valiant and patriotic people, to our glorious Party, to
all the heroic partisan fighters, to all those ccurageous men and women, who with
their rif les in the mountains and their
t'evoiutionary activity in the towns, spared
nothing for the victory over fascism. We
express our deepest gratitude to the thousands upon thousands of heroes who gave
their lives for the freedom of Albania in
bloody clashes with the barbarous fascists
and tra.itors, with the name of the Party
upon their 1ips.

Their

examptre

and deeds, tlieir

sacri-

fices end courage remain for ever indelible in our minds and hearts, They always

inspire us to faithfully uphold the lofty
ideals for which they made the supreme
sacrifice, so as to defend our freedorn and
inclependence, the achievements

volution,

to

of the

re-

defend and strengthen our

people's power, to constantly promote the
cause of socialism and communism in A1bania.
Comrades,

The National Liberation War stands and
wi1i, stand on the groundwork of the new
socialist Albania, Here 1ie the roots of
all lhe achievements we enjoy today, of
our. gonsisterrt revelutionary policy, of our
economy, of o.ur proletarian ethics and so-

cialist culture, of the features and habits
of our new man. Here lie the roots of the
great unity of our people, of the peopleparty-pawer steel links, of our staunch
stand in the face of the threats and pressu-

re by all enemies, of our determination
and courage

in the

defence

of the victo-

ries of the revolution, in surmounting all
difficulties, ir-r forging always for.ward.
The 30 years that have elapsed since
November L941 ate not a less glorious
epic than that of the National Liberation
War. During this period, our people under
the leadership of the Party have brought
about such economic and social transformations which consl:itute deep revolutionary changes, have made such colossal progress that, in other conditions, would have

taken ce,nturies to come about. These
thirty years represent the genuine
rebirth of the Albanian people. A1-

bania emerged once and for good from
the centuries-long backwardness and, as to
its eccnomic-social order, she is an entire
epoch ahead of the self-stiled progressive
and developed bourgeois countries.
The road travelsed by our people over
these thirty years has been a path of heroic war and struggle. To come to the present state we have had to overcome innumerabte obstacles and difficulties, to cope
with and smash numerous and powerful,
both internal and external enemies, to
tread unbeaten paths for the solution of

complicated problems facing our small,
poor and backward country, which was

just embarking

on the

road of

socia-

1ism.

ft was necessary to reconstruct

the walravaged country, to culb the stubborn political and economic resistance of the for-

med exploiting classes, to rout the numerous bands of the reaction, to foil the pressure and provocations of the imperialists
and oppose the brutal interference of the
revisionists. With the heroic worhirrg class
at their head, under the leadership of their
Pa::ty, with unbound confidence in its Marxist-Leninist line, our people persisted in
their militant road and carried revolution
ahead.

The new sccialist Albania is built and
raised to her present height througn great
sacrifices and toi1, througn the sweat of
her glorious people. During this period
our people have had to build and watch,

to hold the pick and the rifle in their
hands, to be workers and soldiers at the
same time.

The imperialists, the revisionists and
their agents within the country left no stone unturned, they resorted to all sorts of
plots and schemes in order to check our

triumphant march, to introduce degeneration into our order, to drive it back to
capitalism, to turn our people into their
slaves, and oLlr country into their colony.

But the steel broom of the revolution,
the powerful fist of our Party and people
have smashed and liquidated them mercilessly.

It is to the great credit of our Party and
people that, under the difficult conditions
of the irnperialist-revisionist

blockade,

they have know how to defend and consolidate the victories of tl-rc revolution and
carry ahead non-stop the cause of the so-

cialist construction.
The Party and tire people, with great
revolutionary enthusiasm, went down to
the gigantic task of the reconstruction of
the country and the realizalion of ladical
social aIId economic tlansfortnations. Itr
town and ccuntryside, the socialist ownership on the means of production was established everywhere, the multifarious economy was abolished and a single system
of socialist economy rvas set up. The construction of the economic base of socialisnl
within a relatively short period of time is
the next great achievement after the establishment of the people's power. This marked the triumph of the socialist revolution

in the decisive field of the social 1lfe, ln
the economy.
The working people of the new socialist Albania, under the leadership of our

heroic Party, illuminated by and armed
with its line and teachings, became the
owners of the country's riches and of the
produce they turn out in the sweat of
their bror,v. The Palty made the people
understand that by worl<ing and fighting
for the atr1-round development of the coun-

try they are working for themselves, for'
the society, for their own happy future.
Orlr younger generation does not know
and will nevel l(now of the serious and
incurable eviis of the capitalist society,
exploitation, unemployment, crises, anarchy, which ha.ve been eliminated once and

for good from the life of our society.
The thirty yeals that have elapsed have
been thirty years of great construction
work and creative efforts for the transformation of LTbania from a backward
agrarian country into a country with a
new and powerful industry. Time p|oved
that the line follorved by the Party for
the industrialization of the country was
corlect and salutary. Today our countl'y
boasts a manysided industry harmoniously
developed, equipped with modern machinery, based on the utilization of the country's material and human resources and
ever better meeting the growing needs oI
the society.
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The present bears no comparison with

the past, because almost everything has
been started from scratch. Our economy
has undergone not only quantitative but
also colossal qualitative transformations.
New powerful branches have been set up

like the power, metalurgic, chemical, engineering and machine building industry, the
paper, glass, sugar, building material, and

textile industry, and so on. Today it
takes our industry only four days to tuln
out the entile value of the industrial production of the year 1938, and only 2 days
for the power industry. Now it is produced 20 times as much crude oil, 87 times
as much chromium ore, and 219 times as
rnuch coal as against in 1938.
Our people have had to make no small
sacrifices for the setting up and development of industry. But they have been and
are being rewarded with each passing day.

people and of the industry for foodstuffs
and raw materials.
Today, the area under cultivation has
increased 2.2 times above that of the preliberation period and global agricultural
production 3.5 times at a time when the
population has increased by 2.2 times. As
result of the land improvement schemes

crrried out during this thirty-year period
the newly reclaimed land and that irnproved occupy 40 per cent of the whole area
under cultivation. As against the 10.5 per
cent of the land under irrigation in 1938,

The gl'eat march of Albania towards in-

today 56 per cent of the land is under
irligation. Thousands of tractors and other
agricultural machines are now at work on
our fields. A small district like that of
Kolonja alone has today six times rnore
tractors than the whole of Albania had
prior to the war.
The major progress and the deep changes that have been effected in the econo-

dustrialization has strengthened the politi-

mic development of the country have crea.

ca1 and economic independence of the
country, raised the defence potential of
the homeland, formed and tempered a new
working class which constitutes the backbone of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
A great revolution has been carried out
also in the countryside, affecting not only
the mode of production but also thc entire
life of peasantry. Our Party has consistently applied the Leninist teaching that socialism cannot be built without the revolutionary transforrnation of the countryside. The collectivization of agriculture,
which ushered the countryside in to the
road of socialism, eliminated backwardness, flagmentation, isolation, old habits
and tladitions, the mentality of the petty
landowner. It established new social and
economic relations, implanted a new p1.ogressive spirit, reinstated the peasant to

his dignity and personality, made him
fighter for innovation and

a

progr.ess.

Only under the people's pow€r

trac-

tors and chemical fertilizers appeared in
our village, malches were drained and
plains improved, new seeds wer.e introduced and scientifically advance agronomy and cattle-breeding implanted. For

first time thousands of agronomists,
zootechnicians, teachers, physicians and cadles of various specialities were sent there
tl-re

for the rapid development of our countryside. Our agriculture is already embarked
with determination on the road of its in-

tensive modernization and development;
it is fulfilling ever better the needs of the

ted today an entirely new structure of
social production and national income.
Norv industrial production occupies 56 per
cent of global social production as against

7 per cent in 1938, while the specific
weight of agricultural production during
this peliod has been reduced from
pe1' cent

to 26 per

90.5

cent.

These data speak clear'ly that in Albania it is being speediiy realized the process of changing it from a thoroughly

backward agricultural country into a developed industrial-agrarian o:re.
Cuided by Lenin's teachings, the Party
has considered cultural revolution as an
integral part of the development and dee-

pening of the socialist revolution,
cause without knowledge

be-

and

culture,
without many and qualified cadres no so-

ciaiist society can be built.
The old regimes had left the people in
darkness, and people who had been trained in schools could be numbered with
one's fingers. There were numerous obstacles, and difficulties seemed unsurmountab1e. But thanks to the farsighted guidance

of the Party and of the great work

done

by the People's Power, a major revolution

has been effected also in this field. A
whole network of schools and cultural
institutions has been set up which extends
to the four corners of the homeland, for
all the masses. Higher schools were opened for the first time in Albania from
which have graduated thousands of cadres who have rendered and continue to
render a major contribution ta the socia-

list construction of the country.
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Education

was founded on Marxist-Lenirist and popular 1ines, and a new socralist culture
has been set up. As against the 56,000 students in 1938, today we have over 700,000
students, or one in every three persons
attends school. The "7 Ndntori" Polytech-

nicum alone has today as many students
all the secondary schools had in Albania prior to the war.
Today, there has been created a Powerful stratum of our people's intelligentsia who have come from the ranks
of the working masses, imbued with the
spilit of the Party, closely bound to the
people, loyal to the cause of socialism'
The fact that in Albania today there are
such a large number of students and
teachers, artists, writers, technicians, engi
neers and scholars is a living ploof of the
colossal proportions assumed by our cu1tural revolution and of the correct line
pursued by our Party and our People's
as

Power in this direction.
Under the direct guidance and inspiration of our Party our working masses have
launched a major combat to uproot alien
reactionary, feudal, patriarchal, religious,
bourgeois, petty bourgeois and other alien
reactionary ideologies. Many old moral

and politicai norms and concepts have

been done away with, many

outdated

dogmas and traditions have been broken'

all the spiritual chains which strangled
and stifled the energies of the masses of
the people and hampered their advancement have been broken' An outstanding
victory of our revolution and a living
proof of the emancipation of the whole
society is the et-rancipation of women who
enjoy equal rights with their menfolk
in all the spheres of social and family
life, becoming in this way a rlajol force

in production and in all the other sectors
of the life and socialist development of
the country. Our country is justified in
being proud of our nran imbued by the
Party with proletarian ideology, who

stands out for his high moral and political
virtues, for his fiery patriotism and sincel'e internationalism, f or his loyalty to
the cause of the people and unflinching
revolutionary spirit, for his creative and

constructive sPirit.

The face of Albania and her life have

a radical change during thEse
thilty years of liber-ation Cities and vil-

undergone

lages have been renovated from their very
foundations. About 70 per cent of the

dwelling houses in cities and the

coun-
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tryside have been built after the libera-

tion of the country. There is no village
and house in Albania which is not 1it by
electricity. Socialist Albania has one of [he
most democratic and progressive systems
of health care for the people" Public health

institutions extend to the most remote
villages, and medical aid of every kind
is given free of charge to every citizerl.
These recent 6 or 7 years Albania has become the country where the people pay no
dues or taxes.

Ours is a new socialist sociely in which
there are no longer exploiting classes. It
is a compact society made up of friendly
classes and strata which have commorr
aims and fundamental interests. It is charaeterized by a steel-like unity of the people round the Party and the People's Po-

wer, by solidarity and mutuai aid among
the people, by the common struggle in
defense of corlmunist ideals.
It is a pure and sound society immune
from the deformities and distortions of
boulgeois society, from the qualms and
fear that come from insecurity of the present and the fear of the future. Alien to
our country are the physical and rnoral
degeneration of the younger generatiolr
which are met with in capitalist and revisionist countries, the savage and merciless violence against the unprotected, the

many discriminations and crying

social

inequalities.

Socialism has provided

our man with

the necessary conditions for a free life,
materially and culturally guaranteed. It has
given him the sense of personal dignity,
of respect for himself and for others, the
feeling that he is an equal and useful citizen for his homeland.
Our Party of Labour has continually devoted the greatest concern to the defense
of the achievements of the National-Liberation War and of the construction of socialism. The defence potential of our Republic is invincible, because it is guaranteed by all the people in arms, men and
women, old and young, because ou1' people and the army are one and insepara-

ble, because

it is based on a Marxist-Le-

ninist tactics and strategy, on the concepts
and principles of the people's war worked out with wisdom and knowiedge by
our Party of Labour. Our country boasts
a strong army which pursues the giot'ious
traditions of the heroic partisans, an army
equipped with all the necessary means,
trained and tempered politically and militarily. The steps taken by our Party to
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revolutionize the army have aimed and
continue to aim at strengthening without
a break the leading role of the party in
tl-re army and linkir-rg the arny with the
peoplc so that it may always be a consistent revolutionaly people's army, loyal
to the end to the cause of the party

ne, the freedom and independence of thc
homeland and the revolutionary cause of
the working class and of the peoples of
the whole wor,ld.
The modern revisiorrists headed by the
Khrushchevites did all they could to turn
the Party of Labour of Albania away fr.om

homeland.

the arsenai of their dirty weapons, intri-

aud socialism, prepaled to make any
sacrifice in order to protect the

We have never based the plotection of
our country on the combinations of higher
diplomacy or on the conjunctures created
in the international arena. In the question
of defence our fundamental principle is
also that of relying on our own resources, on the forces of our.brave and invincible people, on their patliotism, on their
freedom-loving sentiments and their un
conquerable spirit.

The force and invincibility of socialist

Albania lie in the monolithic people-partypower unity. It is this unity that has met
with and smashed all the attempts of the
internal and external enemies to turn us

away from the socialist line and to grab
the achievements of our revolution. This
unity, as it has been proved so many times during these thirty years, makes up

that great force which advances our society, which protects the freedom and

of our homeland, which insures and warrants socialism.
A11 the successes and achievements attained during these thirty years ale the
work of our heroic working class, our
cooperativist peagantry, our people's intelligentsia, of all our: people who build soindependence

cialism in Albania under the leadership
of our Party. They are due to our heroic
Party, its corl'ect revolutionary line, its
wise and realistic pl'ogl'am and its farsighted guidance. They bespeak the force and
vitality of the Marxist-Leninist ideas, tl-re
superiority of socialism.
Comlades

!

of our people to defend the achievements attained and to
promote the, revolution, their struggle
in defense of Marxism-Leninism against
The great efforts

modern revisionism, this great treason and
dangerous enemy of socialism, write one
of the most glorious pages into the history
of our Party and our people. Right from
the start our Partv has fought with coura-

ge and determination against this opportunist and regressive trend in the communist moveurcnt and has consisLentlv upheld
Marxist-Leninist ideology, the socialist li-

its Marxist-Leninist course. to subdue
and subjugate it. They used against it all

gues, blackmail, slanders, plots and blockades up to open cal1s anci attempts for
counter-revolution in Albania. But all these attempts have been foiled and smashed
by the heroic stand of our partv and our
people who, for the noble ideals of communism, of the freedom and independence
of their homeland preferred to be exter-

minated rather than submit to the rene_
gades and revisionist traitors.
Through the blockade they undertook
against Albania, the Soviet revisionists
expected it to mark time and not to survive without their aid. But what has reality shown? Albania not only withstood the
revisionist storm, but the war against it
made it stronger and more unbreakable.
Relying on its own resources and having
the intelnationalist assistance of the people's Republic of. China, Albania has attained high rates of development and achieved brilliant results. During these years,
there have been set up new branches of
industry, powerful thermo-electric and hydro-electric stations, the oi1 and engineering industries have been developed at a
high rate. Today, our industry produces
3.5 times as much as in 1960. The production of the food-stuffs industry alone
is much larger than all the industrial ptoduction in 1960, while the pr.oduction of

electric power is B times and that of
engineering neatTy 12 times as high. During these years, great progress has also

been marked in agriculture, the production of which has been more than doubled.
Under constr.uction are also such magnificent projects as the Metallurgical Works
in Elbasan, Oil Refinery in Ballsh, the
Eierza Hydro-electric power-plant and
others which will make up a sound and

sure basis for the further development
of all the economy of the country.

The Khrushchevite revisionists triecl to
isolate us but they themselves became isolated. Are we perhaps isolated because we
have no relations with them, as Radio
Moscow pities us? Our party and Co_
vernment havc publicly stated and are re,
peating it once again that Albania has not
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had and will never have lelations with
the Moscow revisionists. We have waged
and will continue to wage an irreconcialable struggle against the revisioniSt i'e:
negades who :r'e in power in the Soviet
Union.

In this so difficult as I'reroic battle, our
country, far from being isolated, has won
the synpathy and love of all those who
oppose oppressiou, ilressures interventior.r,

and great power chauvinism. The high
principiality, loyalty to the teachings of
Mar"x, Engels, Lenin und Stalin, revolutionary maturity, the selsc of responsibility for the future ol thc revolution and socialism, the high spilit of proletarian internationalism which our. Party and people have shown in the struggle againsl
modern revisionism have aloused the adrniration of all the revolutionaries and peo-

ples of the
Today we

wor'1d.

all ale witnesses of the coun-

ter-revolutionary process which took place in the Soviet Union and in the other
countries where the revisionists hold
sway, of the gleat degeneration affecting
the communist parties following the road
of revisionism. Tlie modern revisionists,
with the Soviet levisionists at the head,
are traitors to Marxism-Leninism, collaborators of the bourgeoisie and imperiaIism. In the Soviet Union, Leninism has
been starnped out, the ideals of the October Revolution have been trantpled underfoot, victories of socialism have been
wiped out. The Soviet people, just like
those of the other countries where the revisionists are ruling, now languish under
the oppression and exploitation of the new
bourgeoisie, nations and nationalities suf-

fer under great Russian

chauvinism,

The Soviet Union has ben tlansformed
into a chauvinist and hegemonist power,
tvhich vies with US imperialism for the
extension of the zones of influence and
rule over the wor1d. Like the United Staies, in ordel to fulther its own imperialist
and egoistic interests, it is fighting socialisn, undermining rcvolution, sabotaging the liberation war of the peoples, plottr
ing against the nations and states so as
to bring them under its yoke.
The revisionist parties of the West have
been tl'ansformed into parties of the socialdemocratic type, into servants of the bourgeoisic, into scabs, and defenders charnpions of the capitalist order.
In spite of the exposure it has been subjected to and the defeats it has suffered,
revisionism as an ideological trend and
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is stiil up and
It stil1 constitutes a continuous dangef ard threat, therefore the Struggle
against it too, as an inseparable part of

Ou:: Party drew lessons of great theoretical and practical value frr:m what happend in the Soviet Union and elsewhere.

the stluggle against imperialism, should
be uninterrupted, consis[enL and be carried through to the end.
The Palty of Labor.rr of Albania, aware

Enver Hoxha, on the basis of the accumulated experience, re-emphasized the Marxist-Leninist thesis that the class struggle

as an imperialist power

doing.

of its nationaT and international duties,
side by side with the Communist Party
of China, together with all the MarxistLenirrist palties ancl fclces .in the wor1d,
as it has done so far, in the future too, it
will fight against imperialism and its offspnng - revisionism - with the sarne
enelgy ;urd along the same princlples, up
to ils cornplete undoing and destruction.
In this stluggle it abides by the teaching

of Lenin that ,one of the indispensible
for the trairring of the prole-

conclitions

tariat for its victory is the protracted, determined and luthless struggle against
opportunisrn, r'efclmisln, social-chauvinism
and any bourgeois influence of this kind...

Without this struggle, without the

com-

plete preliminary vicLory ovell opportunism
in the workers' movement, the dictator-

ship of the proletariat is unconceivable'

The struggle against modern revisionism
has been a great school for our Party and

people. In this struggle they were politicaily and ideologically tempered, learnt
to tell their friends from their foes, fur'ther strengthened their .compactness and
unity, sharpened their revolutionary vigilance against any hostile activity and alien
ideology.

It

has been proven that revisionism is

flot an unavoidable fatality. If a

correct,

consistent, and principicd Marxist-Leninist
course is followed, if the class struggle
is waged without vacillation and the line
of the masses is carried out, if the sta-

te power ald the entire life of the couutry are steadily revolutionized, then the

dictatorship of the proletariat, the cause of
socialism are unbreakable.
The great merit of our Party rests in
the .'act that, while following the teachings
of comrade Enver Hoxha, it has not allowed either any sort of distortion which
might have led lo the degeneration of the
socialist order, as happened in the Soviet

Union, or the creation

of such situations

which might have endangered, however
little, the power of the working class. All
the counter-revolutionary efforts of the
enemies and of the external and internal
renegades have been stamped out and
smashed,

Above

all, the Party and

cgmrade

continues throughout the period of the
transition from capitalism to communism,
and that this constitutes one of the princi:

pal motor forces which drive the

society

ahead, strengthen its unity, purify the
conscience of people from alien influences, make them always revolutionaries.
Experienoe

has

taught us that

class

struggle should be conducted with determination and consistency both against the
declared internal and external enemies
arnd those in the bosom of the people and
the Party itself, it should be waged eve'
rywhere, in all the walks of life, in all
the seclors of the society. Of particular
importance for the destiny of socialism is
this struggle in the ideological field in
which various enemies have concentrated
large forces and means and have pinned
great hopes on. In his meeting with the
electors comrade Enver Hoxha, said, 'Rascals, enemies, agents of the foreigners have now and then emerged to impede the
construction of socialism, the building of
brilliant and steel defenses of our country, but they have been weeded off and
clisposed of immediately, as soon as they
have cropped up the tip of their ears.
The class struggle which is being conducted with such success, determination and
vigilance by our Party and people exposes and mercilessly eliminates this rotteness from our societY".

The internal and external enemies have
always spearheaded and continue to spearhead the edge of their struggle against the

Palty and its leadership, therefore the
of the leading role of the
Party in the whole life of the country,
its continuous revolutionization is a decisive prerequisite to defend ourselves
strengthening

against aggression and bourgeois degene'

ration, to carry rdvolution through to the
end. The profound comprehension and
the correct implementation in practice of
the leading role of the Party which extends
everywhere, in all fields - political, ideologic, economic, cultural and military, is a
question of vital importance and an a1ltimes task.
During these years, under the leadership of the Party, the organs of state power, the organizations of the masses and
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all the working people have waged a resolute struggle against bureaucratism and
liberalism, those dangerous enemies of
proletarian dictatorship which. as the experience of the Soviet Union d6monstrates,
if not fought against, lead to the degeneration of the socialist order. The struggle
against those two evils is one of the most
important aspects of the class struggle in
socialism. The party has
thorough study of this problem

the period
made

a

of

and has clearly lined
prevent

all

o'r.rt

possible perils.

the ways

to

As the 6th Congress also stressed, the
Party abides by the Marxist-Leninist theses
that the general way for strengthening the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the socialist order as a whole is the extension and
deepening of socialist democracy, the consistent implementation of the principle of
democratic centralism, the exercise of d.i_

rect control on the part of the masses
and, particular.ly, of the working class
as the leading class of the entire society,
is the establishment of correct relations
between the cadres and the masses so that
the cadtes lemain always servants of the
people, live together with the people, render account to the masses and submit to

their control. These remain ccntinuous
tasks which should be carried out with rigorosity and determination. .The party*,
comrade Enver Hoxha said in his speech
before the electors, 'has educated and continues to educate the masses in such a
way as to value and respect the cadres,
functionaries or any other person of res-

ponsibility to the extent and duration they
work and act in compliance with the directives of the Party, with the laws of the
state and the norms of socialist morale,.

Our Party and state have never permitwill never permit, on any occasion
and under any circumstance, the cr.eation
of a privileged stratum, as has happened
in the revisionist countries where it has become the basis of the counterrevolution.
ted and

They have endeavoured and will endeavour that, along with the development of
the productive folces, the relations in production be improved in a continuous and
revolutionary way so as to ensure not only
the impetuous development of the produc-

tive forces, but also to make

impossible

the emergence of alien anti-socialist phenomena.

The ?arty has attached particular importance to the struggle on the ideologi
cal, educational and cultura front. It has
thken i.mportant measures for the further

revolutionization

of our

school system
only

with the aim that the latter not

should implant knowledge anrl cultrrre in
the minds of people and train capable specialists, but, especially, mould young revo-

lutionaries, devoted to the cause of the
Party, the people and socialism, capable of

relaying forward the torch of the revo-

lution.
Similarly, in the field of culture, art and
literature, our Party, state and our working masses themselves have waged a determined struggle for their development
along the cJl.rect road so as to impart
them a pronounced class character, per_
meated by the communist ideas, relying
strongly on the national foundations and
the popular spirit. Our new socialist culture while correctly assessing the progressive, democratic, revolutionary traditions

of our country and the other

countries,

rejects and combats all kind of old and
new reactionary and antipopular culture,
any influence of the bourgeois and revi-

sionist spiritual produce.
The struggle in these fields is of great
decisive and principled importance for,
withcut ensuring the triumph of the so_

eialist revolution in ideologv and culture.
its achievements in the political and economic field cannot be guaranteed. The
struggle against any influence or manifestation of alien ideology, its unconditioned liquidation in a1l spheres of activity,
the education of the younger generation
in the spirit of proletarian socialism are

urgent tasks, as J.V. Stalin has said,
without the carrying out of which the
triumph of socialism is impossible. Therefore, as the 4th plenum of the Central
Committee

of the party also

recommends
should wage the struggle against

us, we
the bourgeois and revisionist ideological

aggression, against the influence of alien
leftovers, against any manifestation of li-

beralism consistently, every day, every
month, every year, and in all fields with-

out

exception.

Albania is building socialism under the
ccnditions of the imperialist and revisionist encirclement and in continuous enmi-

ty with the imperialists, the revisionist and
their al1ies. This encirclement, as the party
has more than once explained, is not me-

rely geographical. It represents in itself

a continuous political and economic pressure, an uninterrupted ideological and cultural aggression, a permanent military
threat,

Small Albania, surrounded by big and
dangerous enemies, has resisted and is
building socialism successfully, for she has
at her head a Marxist-l,eninist revolutionary Party, the Party of Labour of Albania,
for she has a strong people's power closely linked with the masses, for she has a
sound and unbreakable unity. She has op-

posed this encirclement successfu1ly, f or
she has confronted the foreign front of
her enemies with the united front of our
people, for the Party and the people have
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always been highly vigilant at all times
and in all aspects, for they have wagecl

a determined and relentless

sl-lugglc

against this encirclement and its all-sidecl
pressure, for they have never wavered in

their struggle, for they have always had
profound confidence in the correctness of
their cause, .in the inevitable triumph of
socialism.

The practice of socialist construction in
Albania, the great problems that have
been solved, the process of the revolutionizalion of the life of the country and thc
struggle against revisionism constitute a
valuable experience, an enrichment of the
theory and practice of socialism, a contribution to the general cause of the revolution. It is up to us to study this experience, to sum it up and use it as a Ie-

ver to further our achievements, to blaze
new trails, to promote the cause of the
construction

of

socialism

in

Albania

Comrades,

The 30th anniversary of the liberatiotr
of the Homeland and of the tliumph of
the people's revolution finds Albania on
an unshakable international position,
enjoying high prestige arrd authority in
the world. Never before was Albania's
name so respected as it is today,

never has the world followed with
such sympathy her development and advance.
A11 these are the result of the victories
and successes our country has attained in
the contruction of socialism, of the consolidation and strengthening of the dic-

tatorship

of the

proletariat

in

Albania,

are a result of the correct and princlpled
foreign policy pursued by our Party and
Government, of the determined and courageous struggle conducted by the Albanian people against imperialism and revisionism, of their solidarity with the re-

volutionary movements
wars of the peoples.

and

liberation

Socialist Albania follows an open and
courageous, a consistent and constructive

foreign policy. ,The foreign policy of the
People's Republic

of

Albania,, comrade

Enver Hoxha has said, "defends the interests of our country in the international
arena, defends and fights together with
the socialist and democratic and progressive ccuntries for freedom, for the progress

and genuine democracy in the entire
world, for the freedom of rnanual and
mental workers,.
The Peoples' Republic of Albania has
always upheld a policy of alliancc, fra-

ternal collaboration and mutual help
with the socialist states on the basis of
Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism. A great and sincere friendship links our country, people and Party
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with the People's Republic of China, with
the fraternal Chinese people, with the
glorious Communist Party of China.

The

Party of Labo'ur of Albania and the Albanian people cherish and hold dear this
friendship,

for it

serves the defense of

the freedom and independence of the country, the construction of socialism in dlbania, the cause of the revolution and the
liberation of the peoples throughout the
world. Albania and China fight for the
same ideals and against the same ene-

mies. We are linked forever by the ideals
of Marxism-Leninism, the common road of
socialist construction, the common struggle
against imperialism, social-imperialism,
revisionism and reaction. The various
enemies envy the great Albanian-Chinese

f liendship and resort to all means to
attack and harm it. But they have come
up against an insurmountable wa1l. Our
friendship has weathered numerous storms

and

will live forever, for it is built on

steel-like foundations. It has been forged
by our two Marxist-Leninist parties, by
comrade Enver Hoxha and comrade Mao
Tse.tung.

Our People have seen and see continuously, everyday the great fruits of the
friendship and collaboration

with

Peo-

ple's China. They see how, through the generous, fraternal, internationalist aid of
the Chinese people, major projects, which

strengthen our economy and serve the
all-sided development of Albania, have
been and are being built in our country.
Our Party and people rejoice with all
their heart at the majestic successes people's China has scored in the development of the revolution and the construction of socialism, and consider them as
their own successes. The Albanian people
and their Party of Labour have held in
high esteem and hailed the brilliant achi+
vements of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution initiated and 1ed directly by
Chairman Mao Tse-tung, the destruction
of the counterrevolutionary cliques of Liu
Shao-chi and Lin Piao, the results attained
in the criticism of the reactionary concepts

and view-points

of

Confucius and Lin

Piao.

Our Party has publicly declared that
its friendship with great socialist China,
led by the glorious Communist party of
China and the great Marxist-Leninist,
chairman Mao Tse-tung, is a vital question
for all the peoples fighting for the ideals

of national and social liberation,

against

imperialism, revisionism and reaction. Today the People's Republic of China repre-

sents

the powerful and

unconquerable

bastion of socialism, the ardent and deter_
mined supporter of the revolution and of
the liberation of the peoples. She is the
chief obstacle on the way of the realiza-

tion of the aggressive plots and

schemes

of the two superpowers, she is an unyielding fighter for the rights and progress of

the

peoples.

The Albanian people are linked by a fraternal friendship with the peoples of Indochina and Korea. Our Party and Government sympathize with and support unreservedly their struggle against US impe-

rialist aggression and its

stooges.

The People's Republic of Albania, just
as up to now, will continue to stlengthen
its friendly relations with the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and with the Republic of South Vietnam and will support

with all its forces the struggle of the
Vietnarnese people in the North and South
for the fulfilment of their lofty national
aspirations.

The Albanian people support unreservedly the struggle of the Cambodian people against the aggression by the US and
the Lon Nol ciique, and recognize and
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the strengthening and advance of sociar
lism in Albania.
Our people wished and always wish
well the peoples of all the countries, even
those people who have a different social
system from ours. We wish to be friends
with the peoples, but not with their op-

with whom we
always be at war.

pressors and exploiters,

have been and

will

Albania has stood and stands for normal
relations, on a footing of equality, respect

of sovereignty, mutual benefit and noninterference in internal affairs with the
countries which do not assume a hostile
attitude towards our country.
Socialist ATbania upholds the principle
that all the peoples, whether great or
small in numbers, should be equal in their
international relations, and that there
should be no discrimination among them.
She opposes any form of dictate, pressure,
control and arbilrariness on the part of
the great powers, of the monopolization
of world affairs in their hands. AIl nations have a right to hold their opinions
and viewpoints on all questions and to

support the Royal Government of National
Union as the only legitimate government
of Cambodia, and its right to represent
Cambodia in international relations.
Albania follows with sympathy and supports the struggle the frieirdly Laotian
people are waging for the defense and

cise complete sovereignty

stlengthening of the freedom and independence of their country, against foreign
intervention and the intrigues of reaction.
Our Party and people hail the achievements scored by the fraternal Korean peop1e under the leadership of the Party of

political, economic, military, etc.
We live in a rapidly changing world, at
a time when great social, political and
economic transfor.mations are taking plaee everywhere, and when the r.evolution
and the liberation of ndtions have become the general aspiration of the peo-

Labour of Korea with comr.ade Kim I1
Sung at the head in the construction of
socialism. Between our two countries there
exist relations of close friendship and co1-

laboration which are being strengthened
and promoted successfully. Our Party and
people support the determined stand and
struggle of the Democratic People's Republic of Kolea for the withdrawal of foreign troops from South Korea and the
national rcunification of the country.
Our Party has always considered the
triumph of the revolution and the construction of socialism in Albania as a component and inseparable part of the world
revolutionary process. Therefore our Republic and people have always been at one
and have energically and wholeheartedly
supported the struggle of the international
working class against capitalist oppression
and exploitation as well as the struggle
of all the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America against imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism. This support and
this solidarity have been mutual. Our partv and people have considered and consider the achievements of the world re-

volutionary and liberation movement as
their own successes, as a great help for

express them openly, irrespective

of

the

fact that they may not be to somebody's

liking.

It is their exclusive right to exerin all fields -

ples.

A porverful influence is exercised through-

out the world by the successful construc-

tion of socialism in China, Albania, and
other countries. which serves as a major
source of levolutionary inspiration. This
great fact refutes the allegatioirs of the
bourgeois and imperialist propagandists
that socialism was liquidated with the res-

toration of capitalism in the Soviet Union
and in some other countries. The treason
of the Soviet revisionists and of the other
revisionists does not bear testimony to
the doom of Marxism-Leriinism and socia-

lism, but to the fac! that any departure

from its prineiples unavoidably leads

to

catastrophic consequences. Socialism exists
and develops as a social system; it exists
and develops as a major motive force of
the history of our time; it exists and develops as a revolutionary ideology that

has won and wins the hearts and minds
of millions upon millions of people. It
exists in the Marxist-Leninist parties and
movements which grow and strengthen
with each passing day in struggle against
the bourgeoisie and revisionism, for the
defense

of the interests of the revolution
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and the triumph of the ideals of communism.

The working class of the big capitalist
countries is becoming inereasingly aware
of its social position and role in the life
of these countries. The scope of its demands is being more and more extendeC,

and its strugg e is assuming a pronounced political character. Actually, its allies

in the revolutionary struggle have been
growing in numbers. The big national

and international monopolies oppress and
exploit all the broad masses of the town
and country, violate and attack national
sovereignty, the democratic rigths and
freedoms. The working class and the
working masses oppose with growincr
strength the efforts of the bour.geoisie and
of its revisionist and social-democrat servants to keep them in a state of oppression and submission, to throw them off
the track of the struggle to win their
rights.
At present the struggle

of the working
class in the capitalist world is passing

through an important moment. The bourgeoisie is striving to shift on to the labouring masses the heavy burden of the
deep crisis which has gripped the whole
capitalist system. The situation is deeply
revolutionary and the working class fights
for the defer,rce of its interests. The course
this struggle will take in the future greatly
depends on the ability of the revolutionary
political forces to use to their advantage
the created sifuations, to arouse the working class and the working masses and
successfully lead them in the struggle
against the bourgeoisie. It is up to the
Marxist-Leninist parties to play a role of
a great historical importance in this question for they represent and defend the
genuine interests of the worl<ing class and

of the peoples.

The struggle against the old and new
colonialism, against the intervention and
intrigues of imperialism and social-imperialism is raging hot in Asia, Africa and
Latin America. The peoples of these continents are rising in a conscious politieal
activity, thev are talsing active part in the
international life, defending ever more
resolutely their own interests and rights,
thus becoming a great force in the strug-

91e against imperialism and its policv
of oppression, exploitation and aggres-

sion.

The developing countries have already
started a determined struggle to become
the only masters of their national economy and their natural riches, to repulse
every intervention and supervision by the
imperialists. They are beccming ever more aware of the fact that they have all
forces and means to reach these objeetives

ATBANIA
The developing countries are emerging
in the struggle for the
consolidation of their national sovereignty
and equality in international relations,
courageously opposing the bloc of the imperialist countries with the United States
and the Soviet Union at the head. Ihere
is no doubt that in the futur.e, this deever more united

marcation

line will grow wider and

deeper.

The struggle

for

complete libelation

neocolonialistn and imperialist
ccntrol will be 1ong, with ups-and-downs
and sacrifices. But one thing is certain,
that this struggle constitutes an irresistable historical process, and victory will
certainly belong to the peoples.
The capitalist-revisionist world has taken a continuous declining course of degeneration and decomposition. It is under
unceasing fire by the forces of revolution
and socialism, of national liberation and

from

of democracy and is being eroded by external and internal crises and contra-

The only way out

TODAY

is revolution and so-

cialism.

In the present situation of crises, difficulties and contradictions in which US

irnperialism, Soviet social-imperialism and
their allies find themselves, it is only natural to expect a further intensification of
their aggressive policy, intensification of

the Soviet-US rivalries and plots, which

are the source of the aggravation of the
international situation and the greatest
permanent danger to peoples freedom,
independence, of peace and security in
the world.
The US imperialists, and especially the

Soviet revisionists, make

a great noise

about the so-called easing of tension, ,detente,, mapp out plans, summon conferences, hold meetings, and talks, etc. Under
their slogan about,easing of tension, they

stlive to 1u11 peoples into sleep, to weaken
vigilance and realise quietly their real
aggressive imperialist intentions
The numerous facts reject the pacifist
and appeasing demago

dictions which undermine its foundations.
The political, economic, financial and mi-

rialists and of the Sovie

litary sectors are in the grip of a gtave
crisis. The industrial production of the
chief capitalist countries is in a crisis; its
output is decreasing and the productive
capacities go unexploited. The capitalist

proportions. They are making preparations for a new world war, and they are
going to use against the peoples the arms

monetary system, especially the US dollar,
which proved incapable of serving a world

everyone strives to rob and
stifle the other, has reached a ctisis. The

in which

old system of international trade, set up
by the imperialist powers, in their ,goldeno colonialist days, and which was based

in the free import of raw materials

in

and

the expensive selling of industrial goods,

has reached a crisis. The military pacts
and blocs created by the United States
and the soviet Union to carry out their
policv of expansion and to hold their allies
in check, are in crisis too. The w}role capitalist and revisionist u'orld is involved
in a great spiritual crisis, due to the complete lack of ideals, due to its pessimism,
confusion and degeneration.
The disputes and conflicts between the
ruling classes of the capitalist countries,
between the different imperialist political groupings are growing ever deeper
and sharper', and have touched the highest
peak since the end of the Second World

War. There are signs that the

present

ctises will deepen and sharpen still r'nore, as it is beyotnd doubt that the revo-

of the
will grow both on a national and

lutionary and liberation struggle
peoples

international seale.
A11 these confirm once more that the
bourgeois order is totally unable to heal
its wounds and solve its contradictions

These great imperialist
ged in a flenzied arms

they have stowed through robbing the peo-

ples and sucking their blood. They seek
to beccme the feudal lords of the world
and to get hold of new markets, to exploit
and enslave the peoples, All the reactionary cliques and the anti-popular governments everywhere are financed and maintained in power by their bosses in Washington and Moscow. They are chiefly
responsible for the crises, tensions and

ccnflicts, from which they endeavour to
i11a1a' profits and extend their. political
and. economic influence.

Tbe US imperialist military

presence

continues in Indochina; the US imperialists
strive to preserve there all their former
bases and influence. They spur the Saigon
regime to disregard the paris agreements,
and incite it into serious provocations

against

the

Vietnamese people

in

the

South and in ttre North.
The US imperiatists intervention in Cambodia is open and br.utal. Through their

enormous military and financial means
they ccme to the aid of the bankrupt policy of ton Nol and do their utmost to
impede the victory of the patriotic and
democratic forces 1ed by the National
United Front with Samdeh Norodom Sihanouk at the head.
The United States continue to main-

tain tl-reir occupation troops in

South

Korea, to back up the savage reaction of
the clique of Pak Jung Hee, his policy of

provocations towards

the

People's De-
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mccratic Republic of Korea and of sabotaging of the efforts of the Korear peo-

ple to unite their country.

The Indiar: Ccean also has been turned
today into a new hot-bed of tension, where
thc- continuous presence of the aggressive
Iieets of the two superpowers constitutes
a serious menace to all the peoples on

us

shores.

The Middle East questions continue to
remain unresolved. Through lheir uninterrupted intrigues and plots, the urrited
States and the Soviet Union make use of

the Arab-Israeli conflict aiming at establishing there their influence and draw

profits from the strategic position and the
crrolmous riches of this area.

Through their direct and indirect
support Israel continues to maintain foreign territories in a state of occupation,
and blacfmail and threaten the traternal
Arab peoples. The hard lot and the suffenngs oI the Palestinian people are a consequence not only of the Israeli aggressive
policy but also of the expansionist course
Iollowed oy the two superpowers, Now it
has become clear that without the libelation of all the Arab territories occupied
by Israel and without the complete and
ultimate reestablishment of the national
ughts of the lalestinian people, peace
cannot be restored

in Middle

East.

In Europe the US imperialists and

social-impenalists

are

the
conlending and

collaborating with each other to maintain and consolidate their zones of in-

Iluence, in order to exploit and keep
subjugated the European peoples. The
socalled Europeaa security serves pre
cisely these hegemonistic designs of the
United States and the Soviet Unioa.
Cyprus is the most recent example of
the dangerous consequences the Soviet-US
rivahy has for the freedom and independence of the peoples, of the interventions,
intligues and plots the two super-powers
work out jointly or separately against
them.

Latin America

is still languishing

un-

der the oppression of US imperialism, its
brutal intervention and colonial exploitation. As heretofore, the United States seeks

to make the 1aw in Latin America, to

will to the peoples and goverrments. It backs up the ultra-reactionary
forces of this contiaent and is always ready to intervene savagely, as it did in
Chile, if it sees its interests threatened,
however slightly.
The present tension in the world, the
crises and tensions taking place in various
regions, the unsolved problems preoccupying the peoples, all bear the brand of
the hegemoniit and expansionist policy
of the United States and the Soviet Union,
of the Soviet-US inter:vention, intrigues and
dictate its

plots. Therefore at present conflicts and
problems can not be solved without a

fierce struggle against US imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism, without exposing
their aggressive policy, without smashing
their dangerous intrigues and plots.
The policy of expansion and aggression
pursued

by the

superpowers, the efforts

they make to impose their control and
dictate on the international life do not
represent a temporary or conjunctural
course. Their policy is the part of their
imperialist system itself, and it will re
rnain unchanged as long as the system is
not completely ruined. Time today runs

against imperialism and revisionism,
against the two superpowers, it runs in
favour of the peoples, the revolution, the
triumph of which is inevitable,
The Albanian people, their party and

Government, as heretofore, will forcefully
oppose imperialism and social-imperialism,
will condemn and expose their hegemonist
schemes and aggressive activity, will fight

against their pacifist demagogy and coun-

terrevolutionary manoeuvres. They will never forget, be it for a single moment, that
US imperialism and Soviet social-impe-

rialisnr, as the chief enemies

of all

the

peoples, are at the sanre time also the
most dangerous enemies of our country.
Therefore they will as always remain firm

their known correct and principled

posi-

tions, that there can never be reconciliation with imperialism and social-imperialism, that the struggle against them should
be waged uninterruptedly and carried on

to the end.

Comrades,

The balance-sheet of the victories and
achievements our people present them-

with to this jubile, is really remarkable. These victories and achievements constitute a sound basis in order
selves

to advance with more rapid steps to climb
to higher peaks in our socialist development. Inspired by these victories, our labouring people have mobilized themselves
to honourably conclude the plan of the
year 7974, and they are getting ready to
make a successful start of the battle for
the last year of the fiftb five'year period.
New great tasks lay ahead for us. The

6th five.year plan the Party and the
Government are mapping out will be
another step ahead in the road of the
complete construction of the socialist society.

As heretofore the industriaTization ot
the country will go on at rapid rates and
on a higher level, agriculture will be
modernized and intensified, building con-

struction and transporl will be extended,
trade and various services will further be
developed, Culture, education and public
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health wiil make further progress,
life of the people will be improved,

the
the

socialist relations in production, the whole
superstructure of our society will further

strengthen and improve towards perfection. The victories of the National Liberation War, of the People's Revolution, the
freedom and independence of the Homeland will be consolidated and further
strengthened, and their defence intensified.
The situation we are living through and

the needs of our development

demand

from everyone and from all the people to
fu1fi1 all political, ideological, economic
and military tasks by every means and
to the letter. All of us should deeply understand the capitalist-revisionist encirclement, the situations changing in the
world, and, as the Party instructs us, we
should spare nothing in order to make our

country powerful and advanced with

a

sound socialist economy and cultirre, with

a high revolutionary ideology and
sciousness,

with an unbreakable

an unconquerable bastion of
and of socialism.

of

The Party

Labour

of

con-

defence,

revolution

Albania, its

Marxist-Leninist leadership, its maturity
and experience, its loyatty to the cause of
the people and communism, are a sure

guarantee

for

our present and future achie.

vements and Albania's uninterrupted developmen!. A guarantee are our heroic
people themselves who, united as a single

body around the Party and its

Central

Committee, are convinced and determined
to march non-stop along the glorious path
of socialism, led by the Party of Labour
of Albania and its Central Committee with

great wisdom and courage,
Les us always hold aloft

and

carry

always onward the banner of our triumphant revolution, further the spirit of the
National Liberation War and of the part!
san heroism, the irnpetus of the creative
work, the combative and @trsistetrt spirit,
the revolutionary spirit of irreconciliability with the enemies and their ideologies.
LONG LIVE THE 3oth ANNIVEBSARY
OF THE LIBERATION OF THE HOMELAND AND THE TRIUMPH OF THE
PEOPLE'S REVOLUTIONI

LONG LIVE THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

OF ALBANIA!
LONG LIVE OUB GI.ORIOUS PEOPLEI
LONG LIVE OUR HEROIC PARTY, ITS
CENTRAL COMMITTEE AND THE BE.
LOVED LEADER OF THE PARTY AND
PEOPLE, COMRADE ENVER HOXHA!
GLORY

TO

MARXISM-LENINISM

I

THE PTA.FORGER

OF THE
HISTORIC VrcTORIES

OT THE

AI.BAFIIAN PEOPI.E
THE COMMUNTST PABTY OF ALBANIA WAS FOUNDED BY THE ALBANIAN
COMMUNISTS, ON THE BASIS OF THE WOBKER AND COMMUNIST MOVEMENT.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA TED THE EFFORTS TO UNITE THE COMMUNIST GROUPS
IN PBINCIPLED STBUGGI.E AGAINST VABIOUS PSEUDO.MARXIST TRENDS AND
CONCEPTS, HE BUIT.T THE PABTY ON THE BASIS OF LENINIST OBGANISATIONAL
PNINCIPI.ES, AND ARMED IT WITH A CORRECT POI.ITICAL LINE, BASED
ON THE
IMMOBTAI. TEACHINGS OE MABXISM.I,ENINISM, IN CONFORMITY WITH THE
CONCRETE CONDITIONS OF OUR COUNTBY. OUB PABTY, FOUNDED,
ORGANIZED
AND LED WITH ABII,ITY AND WISDOM BY THE BELOVED LEADER
OF OUR PARTY
AND PEOPLE, COMRADE ENV
AND IMPLEMENTED,

IN ALL STAGES AND IN ALI,
f,INE, IN TIIE INTEBESTS OF
The founding of the Comrnun
Albania on November 8, 7941, was an

T

MARXIST-I,ENINIST

AND SOCIALISM.
head, on the basis of
a thorough going, creative Marxist-Leni-

occupiers and the reactionary ruling classes, and to set up, beginning in the war
years, the new state power of the national
liberation council as the state power of
the armed people themselves, under the

leadership of the working class and its
vanguafd the Commrrnist Party; the exposure of the traitorous 6rganisations of
Bal1i Kombdtar and Legaliteti, determined
struggle against all kinds of attempts to
share political power with the bourgeoisie
and an unbowed stand towards any attempt by the US British imperialists to
interfere in the domestic affairs of our
country. These are some of the essential

freatures

of the revolutionary line

and

stand of the CPA, which ensured the great
historic victory of November 29,7944.

After Albania
people's power

was
was

liberated and

the

established new,
difficult, complicated problems and tasks,
vital to the destiny of the homeland and

Bocialism, faced our party and people;
the anti-imperialist and democra[ic revo-

lution had to be carrie$ through, capitalist
relations had to be overthrown and eliminated, and smailscale production rela-

tions which engender capitalisn, had to
be transformed to socialist relations

in

the

town and countryside, the state

of

the

Without the Porty ond its Morxist-leninist
leodership, there could be no queslion of reol lreedonn ond notionol
independence, people's power,
ond liguidoting the explototiom ond oppression
of the people,
nor obout constructing sociolist society
by PEIRO DODE

dictatorship of the proletariat had to be
consolidated and perfected, and the steady
development of the socialist revolution in
all fields, political, ideological, cultural
and educational, trad to be ensured, radi-

ca1ly changing the inner world of men
and women. At the same time, the gravc

wounds of the war had to be healed
and we had to ove::come the centur.ies of
backwardness inherited from the past,
through rapid development of the productive forces or-r :r socialist basis, so as to
transform Albania, within the shortest possible time, from a backward aglicultr-rral
country into a countly with developed in-

dustry and agliculture. Moreover every
to be taken to stlengthcu

The great socio-econornic and political
transformations of the ear'1y post-liberation years, the consistent line for socialist
industriaiization, and the collectivization
of agriculture, in conformity with the conclete conditions of the country, the application of the great plinciple of self-reliance in the ccr-rstruction of socialism,
the strong leliance on the bloard masses
of the people, actively involving them in
runnir-rg the country and solving the problems of socialist construction, the correct

and unwavering condr,rct of the

class

struggle against internal and extelnal ene-

mies in the fold of the people and the
Party and in every fieid of social lifc,

n'leasllre had

the steady realization, strengthening and

the defence cf the socialist order and tl-re
Flomeland against all the attempts by in
Lei'nal and external enemies to over.throw

of the Party's leadership in
all fields and at all levels, not allowing
any deviations from the Party directives
for socialist construction, or any outside
interference to subjugate and divert us
from the correct road, - these are some
of the most important links in Lhe Marxist-Leninist line of orlr Party of Labour
in this period. It is this correct line which
ensured the successful construction of the
basis of socialism, and the country's em-

o,,rr people's powel.

As comrade Envel Hoxha has pointed
or-rt, "The difficulties and dangers were
great. One could break one's neck at ever.y

turnilrg-point, at every fundamental decision setting the strategic direction, as
well over the tactical stands for the applicatior-r of these decisions. But out party,
to its holour and glory, cor.r'ect1v solved
both stlategic ;rnd tactical tasks,.

improvement

barking on a new stage-the stage of the complete construction of the socialist society.

Dulirg the comparatively sholt period
of tl-rree decades, the Albanian people, under the leadership of the Party, have set
up a developed, stabilized economy r,vhich
has been steadily strerrgthening, in fier-

ce struggle against numel'ous difficulties
and obstacles, (arising not only as a result
of the backwardness of tl-re past, but al-

so because of the impe::ialist-revisionist
blockades) and has marched steadily from
one success to another, reaping one victory after anothel. Flom being thc tlost
backward country in Europe, Albania has
been transforn-red into a developed socialist countly. Suffice it to say that by L974,
as against 1938, total industrial production had increaseC 92 iines over, agricultural productlor-r 3,9 iimes over the national income 11 tirnes, the volume of
construction 119 tirnes, the number of
highly trained cadres 63 times over, and
so on. A11 seclors of the economy and
culture have developcil at rapid rates, this

is a characteristic of our steady socioeconomic development. The living standards of our people are continually, steadily rising.
A big qualitative lei:p, of h:ist,:r'ic importance, has been made by o'.r.r Republic
under the correct leadership of the Party
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of the working

and comlade Enver Hoxha, from the beginning of the 60's onward. A11 the hostile plans and blockades of the Soviet

sion of aglicultural enl,erpriscs, land rec-

weigh on the shoulders

lamation, water contlol and irrigation,

revisionists and their followers against
our Party and people, as well as all their

chemical fertiTizers at homc, use of selected seeds, improvement of breeds in stock-

people, have not infl'renced, even to the
smallest extent, the living standards of oul
people. This is a clear testirrony to the
correc[ policy of the Palty and to the for'-

,predictions., failed si-ramefully in the face,
of iron will of the Albanian people and
their glorious Paliv of Labour. The lcvisionists hoped fol the failure of our
economic developrnent, but just as our
Party said, it would, quite the oppositc

-raising, measures for Lhe rapid developn-rent of agricultulc in the hilly and mountainous areas, and, above all, the collectivization of agriculture, up to the creation
of high type cooperatives, has further
strengthened the alliance of the worlting
class and peasantry, has radically changed

happen. Our economy developed rapidly,

in a healthy

mechanizaticn of wolk, production of

r,vay, fu1l of vitaiity and stabilit1r. In this very period, new majoi
branches of heavy industry were set up

life in our new countryside and has opened
gre.lt prospec[s to agriculture. As a result,
our cooperativist countryside is advancing

to plocess

with every passing day, the material and
cultural leve1 of the cooperativists' life is
steadily rising and the differences between the countryside and the town are
narror.t,ing. Today every village is supplied with electric light, something which
has been achieved in vely few countries
of the world.

loca11y

our natulal

resources,

which are of vital irnportauce in strer-rgthening thc country's ec:nomic independence and increasing the effectiveness of
our people's economy. In these years, the
chemical industly was set up and grew
strong, the ct-rginecring industry took

giant

st-,-idcs,

and the oil ald power in-

dustries developed at rapid rates. By 1974,
as against 1960, national ittccme has increased 2.7 limes, total industrial produclion 3.7 times, and agricultural production
2.3 times, the total production

of the

che-

mical industry 23 tirnes, the ei-rgineering
industly 13,4 times and the electric energv industry 7 limes, we have produced
130 times more machiuery and eqnipment,
etc. Llnder this five year plan rve are building up i.. series of very big projects,

such as the big metallurgical combine in
Elbasan, the intensivc ci1 processing plant
in tsa11sl-r, tl're powcrful Fierza hydropower
station, etc., which will further strcrgtl-reu
the structure of oul economy and will increase its effectiveness, power and stabi1ity. rn all this, we arc given great, internationalist aid by thc People's Republic

of China, our friendship with which is
everlasting, tetnpered by our palties, and
by comrades Envel Hoxha and Mao
Tse-tung. This fraternal aid aims at development of our industr)r which makes [l-re
country advance more vigorously florr
year to year, with its own forces.
Creat successes have been achieved also
in the deveiopment of agliculture, this
very irnportant branch of our peoplc's economy. The correct load followed for its
development, beglnning with the land ref olm, and later tl-re creation and ex[en-

However, the successes we have achieved in our economy do not make us
ccmplacent. As pointed out by comrade
Enver Hoxha, in his speech on October 3
this year, in these hard times we must
mobiiize our forces so as to be prepared
for any eventuality, we must greatly
strengthen the savings programme, fiercely
fight the tendency to expect evelything
flom abload, utilize all our possibilities
and resoulces so as to produce locally as
lnany conmodities as possible which we
now import, and, at the same tine, ino'e-

ase our export and greatly itnprovc the
quality of our goods.
Our revolution in the field of the education, culture, and training of qualified
cadres,

for all fields of oul socialist

con-

struction, has been carried out on sound
class, ideological anC scientific bases and
at rapid rates, In 7974 lhe number of
higher and medium trained cadres is 5
times greater than it r,rras in 1960.
A11 tl-rese things have resulted in the
rlew socialist life flourishing in our Homeland and the wellbeing of the people
rising steadily. Our country was the first
in the world where the people do not pay
any kind of tax. It is a significant fact
that the grave economic crisis which has
swept the prescnt capitalist rvorld, and
the unrestrained rise of prices there. which

ce and stability of the socialist economy
of the People's Republic of Albania.

Pursuing tl-re corlect Marxist-Lcninist
line of the Party, our country has also
built up a powerful defence, equipped
with uptodate arms and technique, based
on the arming and military training of
the entire people and enlightened by the
military art of the people's warfare, cleatively elaborated by our Party accordingJ
to our specifjc conditions; United as one
rorurd the Party, our peoplc and theil ar1ny are prepaled at any moment to destroy in the crucible of people's war anv
aggressor who dares to violate ou1'
freedom and achievements.

But the gleatest achievement in

this

period of socialist existence is, doubtless,

the creation of the new man, moulded
with the ideology and norms of proletarian
morality. If our country has been able,
within a short historical period to overcome the ccuntless difficulties which arose
on our way and the terrible backwar.dness

inherited from the past, if it has been
able to withstand, with courage and a
staunch revolutionary spirit, all the storms

and cope with

all the interference and
if little Albania,

blockades by its enemies,

in the hostile

imperialist-revizionist encirclement, has achieved those magnificctlt successes in socialist construction of
which we are proud today and if the mass
revolutionary movements in our country
have become a permanent feature of our
social life, - a1l these are eloquent proof
that in Albania, the Party educates generations of revolutionar.ies, capable of steadily promoting our revolution and socialist
construction.

A special place in the 33 years of revolutionary activity by our party is held
by its struggle for the uninterrupted development and deepening

revolution at the stage

of the

socialist
complete
bar the way

of the

of socialism, to
to the danger of revisionism and
construction

dege-

neration of the socialist order,. This is the
period of particularly intensive activity
and rich experience, enlightened by com-
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rade Enver Hoxha's teachings, which constitute a valuable creative contribution to
the theory and practice of scientific socialism.

Generalizing the positive expelience of

the revolution atrd socialist

construction

in our country, and drawing lessons fro;n
the revisionist tragedy which occured in
the Soviet Union after Stalin's death, the
Party of Labour of Aibania has rvor'hccl
out, and is putting into praciice, a ser-ie;
of directives of n-rajor impo::tance to the
destinies

of

sociarllsm.

The Party has pointed out that the entile historicrl period of transition flonr
capitalism to communism is the peliod of

a fierce, incessant class strtggle

between

the two roads, socialist and capitalist: this
is being waged in all fields, economic, political arrcl i<leological, both against the

political and economic fields cannot
The 6th Congress of the
guaranteed.
be
t1-re

Party and, after it, the 4th Plenuur of [he
Central Committee, further deepening the
process of the further revolutionisation of
the enl-ire lif e of the c.untry, f olcefully
stresscd the fact that this struggle, fol
the victory of the proletarian ideology
over alien ideologies, must be carried ont
on two fronts: against the conservativc
remnants ancl traces of the past and also'
in particular, against the dangerous irlflu

ellces of present

bourgeois-revisic:nisi

ideology, :rgainst the bourgeols-levisionist
icleological aggression which lashes every
day against our sholes, seekiug to intloducc in oLrI' ll1en attd rvotnert, in oLtr' so-

cial 1ifc, indeed also in the very ranks
of the Party, t1-re corrupt spilit of liberalism and degeneration.
With the same fotce as that rvith whiclr

internal and external encmies of socia
lism arrd in the fold of the peopie aucl [he

it stlives to bar the way to the

Party. As long as the c:mplcte and final
victor'y of the socialist road ovel the c tpitalist one, on a national and internatio'
nal scale, has not yet been achieved, for-

bureaucratism and the buleaucratic degeneration of the dictatorship of t1-re prole-

getting the class s[1uggle, ol renoullclng
it, would be lethal to the socialist order'
Therefore, ccmrade Envcr Hoxha instructs
Lls ,to bear aiways irr mind, and never

forget, the great Marxist-Leninist precept
that the class struggle, as the motor of
history, is a greaL motive force which
proillotes the work for the construction
of socialism, ensures the freedom and independencc of the llomeland, and defends

It is a powerof
evils, it temus
purging
fu1 weapon
it
revoluiionaries,
us
mahes
and
pers us
enthe
and
State
the
Party,
the
defends
tire country from degeneration and tl-rc
the wellbeing of the people.

restoration of capitalism. . . it is the most
reliable shield to defeat the ideological
aggression of oul enemies, to choke attempts to revive alien ideological remnants, and to neutralize the influences of

evils

of 1i'ceralism ancl [bera1 degeneration, otlr
Party, aiso fights against the danger of

tariat. The measures our Party is takin5l
to cnsure correct relations between the

Party, the lYorking class and the labouring
masses, between tl-re cadres and the masses, between centralism and democr':rc1"
for the a1L'ound development of socialist
democracy in operation, the effective par'-

ticipation of the broadest strata of the
wolking people in running the country'
clirect worker control, the arming of the
entire people, and rnany othet factols'
constitute an effective tlreans to bar thc

way to the evii of bureaucratisn-r, the
struggle against which lemains a pelna
nent cluty of the Party, the cadres, the
communists and all the worl<ing people'
The militant unity of our people round
the Party and the people's powet' has cotttinued to strengthen steadily in the long
process of the class struggle and socialist

the disorientating bourgeois-revisionist

construction, as a great motive force

propaganda*.

our socialist construction, and as an insurmountable barrier which has caused all

At the preseni siage, that of the comple[e construction of socialism, it is particularly necessary, as pointed out at thc
5th Party Congress, to further deepen and
carry through the socialist revolution in
the field of icleology and cultule; rvithout
its complete victoly, the achievements in

of

the attempts of thc intelnal and extelntrl
enemies of socialist Albania to fail with
shame. At every stage of our revolution
and construction, the Party has known
how to find ways for the ccntinuous tempering of this unity, ot: the basis of tho-
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se new problems raised by life, the further deepening of the revolution, and tire
internationai si,tuation' The fact that otlr

errtire people have always readily responded to the Palty's calls, and have mobilized with all theil forces to carry out
the taslis set before them, the atmosphere

of optiuism relgning and the outbreak
of mass i'evolutionary movements' far'
and wide throughout the couutrv, al'e the
clearest testilrony lo thls steel-1ike uni

ty. But the steady strengthening ancl
tempering of this unity always tetr;:ins ;l
relevatrt and vital task.
The struggle to defend the prtlity of
Marxism-Leninlsm, atld remo\ze arry deviation within the lanks of the Party' as
a Cecisive condition for the working out
of a correct revolLrtionary line, as well
as the struggle against impelialism iirrd
the revisionist renegades in the international arena, ancl the stluggle agtrirrst internal and external enemies, constitutes
one single unity, these are two lllsepal'ab1e aspects of that revolutionary process
which our Party has 1cci, wiLh a firm detelmination, since the day it was foundeil
Our Party has considered the strugc;le
against US-led inpei'ialism and Soviet-led

modern revisionism to be its pernltlnenL
and essentially internationalist duty lt
iutc
sees this struggle as a ccmponeirt'
clcfeirct'
the
for
gral part of the struggle
and construction of socialism in Albania'
arnd the triumph of the freedom of the
peoples and the revolution, everywhere
in the worId. By its plincipled starrd and
courageous strug-c11e, it has always pelsts
tently defended the international Marxist-Leninist communist movement flom the
attempts of the imperialists and revisionists to annihilate it' In this way, our
Party has correctly combined nationarl duties lvith international ones, and has honourably militated as a detachment of

the international Marxist-Leninist colnmunist movement as a shock brigade of
this movement, making its contribution to
the defence and development of MarxismLeninism and socialist revolution'
Our Pal'ty has always calried out opellly its policy of undaunted struggle againsi
US imperialism, Soviet social imperialistn'
the other imperialists, and all the forces
of reaction and countel-lrevolution in the
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world. ,,The policy of the party of

La-

bour and of the people,s Republic cf

41-

bania', contrarie Enr,el Hoxha said in his
speech on Octobcr: .i ihis year, ,is an open,
above board policy; it states its truth
openly to all, howevel harsh and unpala_
tabie it may bc to some. Oul policy corn_
plies with the iniercsts of the peoples, noi
with those of the cliques ald ideoloc;ies
which oppr:ess the peoples. It seeks friend_

ship with the peoples, not with their
oppl'essors.

It is rrot a pragrlatic policy,

b,-rt a prirrcipled prcletarian pe licy. It
does noi stern from behild-the scenes seclet r,-oiicy, flcm mysterious taiks, from
puLli:tg its own and other countries, in
lerests up

llt

fcr

auctionu.

situation, precisely Lrecausc it
strLx;gles with determinetion for the de_
e1,,cry

fi:rrce of the plinciples of Marxisnt_Leni_
nism ancl ploietarian internationalism, pre_
cisely i.ec:r,-Lse it has a clear minci, a fier.y

heart and a vigilant eye, our partv
knor.vn how

tc distinguish lr,ell

has

between

lr ieqds anlr, enemies, between revolr-rtio_
naries and counterrevolutionar.ies. ThercIore, it has alwavs a11ied itself :rli1 our
people with numerous friends and cornrad.es in all patts of the worlcl. The cornmunists and the entire Albanian people
a"r'e proud of having as faithful allies and
friends, the people,s Republic of China
and the Communist party of China, with
the great 1\{arxist-Leninist, Chairman Mao
Tse-tung at the head. We are bound to the

People's Republic

of China ancl the Communist Pai.t5r of Cl-rina by ou1. common
icteals and roads in the constr,uction of
socialism, 1ve are bound by Marxism_Le_
ninism, by the si.,me duties in the spir.it
of pr.oletalia.n internatioralism, the cotlsistent struggle for the s;rrne ideals ancl
against the two sllDetpo\\/c1s, in support
rf the jnst causc of ihc lcvolutionary and
frecdomloi,irrg peoples cvclvlhere in thc
rt,or'1d

With socialist Albalia stand hundrecls
of milliols of t.ncn and
wotlrefl or: all the ccntinents, for it is in
r:.uity of thorrght:rrcl;tclion with thosc
hundreds of n:illiors of rnen and u,omen
lvho alc strr.rqi;i:nq for. frceclo:.n, independence, national ciiLTnity, social progress
tupon hunclrcds

ancl cieveioprtreli. 'llhe correot policy, and

ffif
ffir.r

j
3
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the lesolute prir-rcipled stand of our Party, meet with a broad response evelywhere
in the world. Today our country maintains dipiomatic, trade and cultural relations with 67 countlics of the world. It

is rccognized by l-he entir:e world, and
numerous men and \vomcn f::om all continents come to see at first hand ou[ socialist rcality, and en'rbodiment of the ur-rconquerable ideas of Marxism-Leninlsnl.
The forgel of all the histolic victolies
achieved by our Homeland, in these 33
years, at home and in the international
arena, to achieve wl-rich, our people have
shed their blood and swcat, cxerting all
their creative physical and nental energies, and whose fruits they are now enjoying, is the Palty of Labour of Albania
with comrade Envel Hoxha at the l-read.
Without the Party and its A4arxist-Leninist
leadership, there could be no question of
real freedom and natiorral independence,
people's power, and liquidating the ex-

ploitation and oppression of the people,
nor about constructing socialist society.
Therefore, the continuous stlengthening
and tempering of the Party itself, and its
incessant revolutionisation, as the militant
headquarters through whic}r the wollsing
class carries out its historic leading lole
in t1-re sociaiist society, is always the focus
of oul Party's attention. The dccuments
of our Party, and comrade Enver Hoxha's
teachings devoted to this great vital question, particularly the recent olientations
of the 4th and 5th Plennms of t1-re Centlal
Committee, constitute a valuable expelience and a permanent prograrnme of u.olk

for the entire

Party.
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In these 33 years of its existence and
revolutionary activity, oul Party has amassed

a wealth of experience in this field,

too. It teaches us that the prin'rary condition, to have a trul)' levolutionary party
of the working class, is its firm loyalty
to Marxism-Leninism, and its cleativc application in the concrete historical condilior-rs of the countr:y and the irltelnaiional situation. Our Party has rnost rigolously upheld tl-ris vital teaching, it has
never allowed itself to take opportunistic
stands or barter with principles, and it has
always wagcd a principled, irreconcilablc
struggle against any kind of deviation

revolutionary b1ood, particulatty by strengther:ing its ranks, ar-rd especially thc steering forums, with wolkers and other wor-

king people come directly flom production. It is importar-rt also to understaud
that, as comlade Enver Hoxha teaches
us, ,,what is of value in the Party is not
the quantity but the quality of steel*, that
being a Party member brings about nc
profit and privilege whetever, but only
brings tasks and demands sacrifices, that

international communist movement. On
this Marxist-Leninist plincipled basis, it
has built a levolutionary, steelike unity
of thought and action, most fiercely fighting any anti-palty, hostile activity and
any tendency to factionalism in its lanks.

re and always the first, in struggle and
work, aud thc last in claims.
Being built ot-L such sound ideological

Unity, iron, conscious proletarin discipline, inner dcmoclacy, iniiiative, and the
creative dynarnic self-n-rotivation of evely
Party organisation and of every commu-

nist, in definir-rg, irnplen-renting aud

de-

fending the Party line ar-rd decisions, plus
sound communist criticisrn ar-rd self -criti-

cism, arc some of the

indisPensablc

norms for the existence of a tr.uly levolutior-rar.y party of the working class; oul:
Palty carries out ilermancnt, sys[ematic
rvork for t1'rc deep ideological undelstauding

ar-rd

constistent implementation of this.

The Pai'ty of Labor-rr of. Albania has

a1-

u,ays tliur:rphcd and has reaped gleat
vic[olies in all fields of iife becausc it l-ras
established close ties with the bloadest
masses of the people; it has always powerfully relicd on the peoplc, ort their
strength ar-rd creativc abilities, has closely
and

has consistcntly implemented the n-rass line in its whole aci:ivity. It has always remained faithful to the vital interests of
the people, and has lesolutely defended
them. This has been and rctnains a law

combine has greatly aduanced. ln

of the activity of our Party in all links,
and at all 1e',,e1s, fol evely Palty olganisation, and for every member of it.
one of the indispensable conditions for
the Party properly to accomplish its role

the photo: Partial uiew of the combine

as a revolutionary detachment of the wor'-

Elbasan is one oI the most impottant
projects being built in Albania. This
year worlz in Lhe constrtrction site of this

king class, alongside pursuing a corl'ect
political 1ine, and the implemeutation of
Leninist norms in the inner' lif e of the
Party and its mass line, is the continuous
irnprovement of its composition with new

from the revolutionaly doctrinc of Marxism-Leninism within its lanks or in the

rallied them round its correcl 1ine,

The metallurgical combine at
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the communist is required to be everywhe-

and organisational foundations, our Party
has always bcen able to carl'y out with
honour the tasks set befole it, it l-ras a1ways kept its proletalian features pule
and has marched nonstoP on the load

of its continuous revolutionisation,
The 33-year history of the Party of Laboul of Albania cleariy speaks of that
great truth, about wl-rich comradc
Enver Hoxha has said. "As it was boln,
so our Palty has continued and will continue its road: as a party of the revolution, as a party of the struggle fol freedom, independence, territorial integrity
and the sovereignty of oul people and
Homeland, for sccialism and communism,
as a Marxist-Leninist PartY".
In these days of holiday and joy, looking
at the glorious road traversed by our peop1e, we take pride in the victories achie-

ved, we take Pridc in our

Homeland,

which stands firm as a glanite rock, we
take pride in our her:oic Party and our
beloved leader. comrade Enver Hoxha,
who are leading us with abiiity and farsightedness from victory to victory. Thc
powelful unity linking the Party and peop1e makes our Homeland invincible, and
is a guarantee of stil1 greatel victories
in the future. The teachings of the Party,
and of comrade Enver Hoxha, will always
inspilc us to c11'1'y oLlt otu' tasks in the
best possible way in every field, in order'
to make our Homeland sti11 more powerful and more prosperous, -

TAXATIOI{ POI.ICY
lN AIBANIA

byptErG,R,(osrA

The noture ond closs oims
of finonciol ond toxotion poricy in our country, lrom
the speciol wor toxes
to the complete obolition of levies
ond toxes on the populotion. Albonio becomes
one of the first countries
to obolish the toxotion system. levies
ond toxes in copitolist
countries - o burden for the lobouring morret

FON SEVEBAL YEARS NOW THE BUDGET OE THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
ALBANIA HAS NOT INCI,UDED LEVIES AND TAXES ON THE INCOMES OF THE
WOBKINGPEOPLEOFTOWN ANDCOUNTRYSIDE AND THEIR INCOMES HAVE NOT

BEEN SUBJECT TO ANY STOPPAGES, THIS CONSTITUTES A GREAT VICTORY
SCOBED BY OUR PEOPLE UNDER THE LEADEBSHIP OT THE PARTY OF LABOUR

OF ALBANIA. IT CONSTITUTES AN EXCELLENT EXAMPI.E OF THE CONSISTENT
IMPI,EMENTATION BY OUR PABTY OF LABOUB OF THE GENERAL
COURSE FOR
TIIE COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOCIALIST SOCIETY IN OUB COUNTBY,
AND TIIE STEADY IMPBOVEMENT OF THE LIVEI,IHOOD OF THE PEOPLE,
The Party of Labour of Albania, guided the same tirne, the taxation policy
has hel_
by the precepts of Marxism-Leninism, in ped to extend the spher.e of socialist re_

the concrete conditions of the country's
socialist construction, has carried out a
correct taxation policy in the various stages of our revolution.
cy, as an integral part
has served as a powe
hands of the state of

of production, and to coneentrate
hands of the socialist state part
of the national income for the fulfilment
of
of society.
of the people,s re_

lations

in the

vo
pe

ry,

and,

during the

the economic basis
the proletariat, to narrow the economic of socialism, levies and taxes had a
crass
base of the exploiting classes defeated in character; they served to
slrengthen the
political field and to limit and do away socialist economy and contributed
to the
with tendencies toward capitalist deve- limitation of the overthrown classes. Such
lopment in both town and countlyside. At a political and economic role, immediately
PIETER KOSTA: Member ot the Central
C_orilmittee
Finance,

oI the pLA, uice Minister i]

after the liberation of the country and
the establishment of the people,s power,
was played by the "extraordinary tax on

state sector, merciless struggle

against

private capital...,

In the flamework of the taxation policy, a particularly important factor for the
concrete ccnditions of our country was
the taxation policy toward the countryside, because the countryside was the
main area where sma11 private economies
prevailed. As in the entire policy pursued
toward the countryside, so in the taxation
policy, ,too, there was implemented the prin-

ciple of ,reliance on the poor peasent, a1liance with the middle peasant, struggle
against the kulak,. For this purpose, the resolution of the 10th Plenum of the Central

of the Party of Labour of Alof May 7951, points out that ,the
main plinciples of the Party's policy on
taxation... aim at helping the poor peasants, and in the first place those who
are economically weaker, on the one
Committee

bania,

hand, and on the other at economic limitation of the class of kulaks-. The appli.
cation of this policy resulted in the poor
peasant economies being exempted flom

income tax,

or

paying

a

minimum tax

for

of the levolutionary taxation policy, and
for the elaboration in general of the new
taxation system in our country, carrying
out thereby the teachings of comrade

about 2.2 per ceat
of annual avetage income; the middle peasant paid tax which represented about
10-11 per cent of his annual income; while
the lich peasants, through progressive
taxation, paid 30-35 per cent of the total
tax gathered, although they representecl
only 4 per cent of the total number of
individual agricultural economies. This
taxation policy, along with the other rneasures adopted by the Party, led to their
economic limitation and political isolation and, later, on, to their disappearance
as a class.
It must be pointed out that along with
its class character, the taxation system
and policy in the countryside have positi
vely influenced the increase of agricultural and livestock production because in
our country we have implemented the
normative system of incomes for varlous
crops. Besides this, the legal provisions
envisaged benefits which served to encourage increased agricultural produetiofl.
The gradual transformation, on a voluntary basis of the sma11 individual eco-

Enver Hoxha, who as far back as the 5th
Plenum of the Central Committee of the
Party, held in February 1946, instructed:
,Everything for the strengthening of the

nomies into large collective economies,
which was a great revolutionary change,
was also served by the correct taxation
policy our Party carried out.

which accounted

war pt'ofitstr, which constituted one

of

the most important revolutionaly measuljes

in the field of finance at that time. This
revolutionary tax fell completely on the
rich exploiting strata and hit, above all
at, their speculative profits; on the other
hand, the extraordinary taxation was the
main

source of state income at that period.

The extraordinary tax on war. profits
marks the first step in the elaboration of
the new taxation policy of a socialist character in our country. Albania's new taxation system originated precisely from the
extraordinary tax on war profits. The principles on which it was built, and the experience which was accumulated as a result of its iu:plementation, formed a basis of great impor.tance for the applicaticn

As long as small scale production of
goods existed as an auxiliary sector fo!
fulfilling the needs of the population, the
Party and the Government implemented a
cautious taxation policy towards individual craftsmen in town, while towards
private craftsmen exploiting day labour,
a different stand was adopted, and progressive tariffs were imposed which were
much higher than those on individual
craftsmen who were not exploiting other
people's work. This taxation policy has
helped in the gradual collectivisation of
craftsmen into handicraft cooperatives.
In addition to the high rate of development in various branches of the socialist economy, the correct taxation policy,
through progressive tariffs, which was
carried out with regard to private merchants, has contributed to the reduction
of their number, to the limitation of private trade and to its eventual elimination.

The taxation policy

in our country

has

been characterized by the gradual lowering
of the economie weight and importance

of taxes in the total income of the state.
Our Party of labour has always been
aware that taxes are a temporary historic
factor, mainly connected with the existence of private property, the exploiting
classes, and their remnants, Under the
conditions in which our State bases pro-

duction on socialist ownership over the
means

of

production,

it

bases

its

finan-

cial foundation mainly on the accumulation which is created in the socialist sector, Thus, the development and reinforcement of our socialist economy have proceeded at high rates. Today our industry
produces 86.3 times more than it produced in 1938, while total agricultural
production in 7973 was 3.5 times higher
than in 1938. On the basis of this deve
lopment of the people's economy, the
constant reduction in production and dis-

tribution costs, and the allround strengthening of the savings programme, state
income from the socialist sector has increased from year to year,

All the above mentioned factors have
led to a steady reduction in the specific
weight of taxes in the budget, until under
the right conditions they could be abolish(Cont. on

p.

34)
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ed entirely, and this was

in fact done in

our country, when on November

8,1969,

the Party and Government announced the
abolition of the taxation system. Thus,

the gradual reduction and, finally, the
abolition of taxes on the population is
con[ected with the extension of socialist
relations of production and the development of the national productive forces.
The specific weight of levies and taxes
on the population in the total surn of
state income

h

the

7945-1,946

fiscal

year.

was 92 per cent, by 1950 it had fallen
to 72.6 per cent, by 1960 lt was 2.2 per
cent and by 1969 it represented only 0.1
per cent; beginning with the 1970 budget,

taxes were

no longer planned for

or

collected.

These figures show that thc plocess of
abolishing levies and taxes on the population was not carried out all at oDce or

in an admir-ristrative way; they were done
away with gradually, paralle1 with the de-

velopment

of the socialist

sector

of

the

economy, the elimination of the eccnomic
basis of taxes and the change in the class
st1'ucture in our country.
A completely different picture is presented by levies and taxes in the capi-

talist countries, where they have been
used to appropriate patt of the income
of the working people; they constitute
the financial basis of the capitalist state,
and are a supplementary exploitation of
the working people on the part of the
ruling class, in addition to exploitation
through the appropriation of surplus value

by the capitalists. In clpitalist countries,
the overwhelming part of the budget in.
come consists of direct and indirect 1e,
vies and taxes, which are constantly
growing.

In capitalist states the whole burden
of levies and taxes weighs on the labouring masses, and this burden becomes increasingly heavier. The taxation policy
in the capitalist state sel.ves as a form of
oppression and violence, r:educing to a
large extent the living standards of the
working people. Through levies and taxes,

the state gets over 30 per cent of the
income of a family in the United States
of America and in West Germany, and
over 25 per cent in France and Britain.

Since, in capitalist countries, the means
of ploduction are private, capitalist property, the bour.geois state, through its taxation policy, cannot fail to help the
exploiting classes in power. Thus, for these
classes, benefits have been arranged which

ccnstantly increase their pr.ofits and
rvealth, while increasingly heavier taxes
wcigh on the workers and peasarrts who
also have to cope with the constant rise
of prices; recently, as a consequence of
the further sharpening of the economic
and financial crises, and the antagonistic
ccntradictions that continually increase in
the framework of the general crisis of

TODAY

Party and Government have proved, by
the experience of Albania, that even in
a small country. when led by a MarxistLeninist party, it is objectively possible
to abolish the taxation system; in this
way the personal incomes which ali the
Albanian worhing people, the cooperativist peasantry included, realize from their
work, are not subject to stoppages. Ihis
also shows the superiority of our socialist
system over the capitalist and r.evisionist
systems.

capi[a1ism, prices have increased at unprecedented rates. These factors directly

contlibute to the increase of living costs
in those countt'ies, whcle the labouring
lnasses, are steadily impovcrishcd, swell-

ing the ranks of the unemployed, at a
time when the big capitalist corrpanies
ccntinue to ensure fabulous pr.ofits, tJrereby incleasing their own assets. Fol
Lhese leasons, the wor.king class in those
coun[ries wages a fierce class struggle for

the improvement of its living conditiorrs,
Under the feudal-bourgeois and antipopular regime of Zog, levies and taxcs

in Albania had thc same character. as
in capitalist countries. They were usecl
as a basis for finances and the naior
soulce of state income, and they constituted about 83 per cent of the buciget,
rvl-iich went to help thc exploiting classes.

In the revisionist countries, too,

the

taxation policy serves to exploit the worhing class and enrich the revisionist cli-

ques. Everybody now knows about the
defeat suffered by the Soviet r.evisionists

in their attempt to in-rplement the plogramme of the socalled abolition of taxes
on the population, so noisily annouuccd
by Khrushchev and his successors. The
Soviet revisionists did not abolish taxes;
on the contrary, they ar.e increasing them

from year to year, at the expense of

the

workir-rg people. Now, in 1974, these taxes
account for 8.6 per cel1t of state inconte,
or 16,700,000 rrlbles, as against 7.3 per

cent in

1960.

The complete abolition of taxation hele

is of great ideological and political importanoe. Bv abolishing this system, our

Muhamet Deliu:
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IOMMUilIOUE
OII IHE CONUEIIIIIG
OT IHE 6Th PI.EIIUM OF T}IE
CEIIIRAI. COMMIIIEE
OT

IHE PlA

THE 6TH PLENUM OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE PLA,
CONVENED ON DECEMBER 16 AND 17, 1974 UNDER THE DIRECTIOhI
OF THE FIRST SECRETARY OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE
PLA, COMRADE ENVER HOXHA. THE PLENUM EXAMINED THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TASKS SET BY THE sTH PLENUM OF
THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE ABOUT THE STRENGTHENING OF TFIE
WORK IN THE ARMY.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA DELIVERED AN IMPORTANT SPEECH
AT THE PIENUM.

6TH PTENUM
OF THE CC OF TFIE PIA
Tirana, December 17, 1974

The first session of the 8th legislature
of the People's Assembly oI the plt of
Albania held its proceccli;rgs in Tirana on
October 28 and 29. Attending the proceedings of the session were the First Secretary

of the

CC

of the PLA, Enver Hoxha, the

President of the presidiurn of

the

People's Assembly, Haxhi Lleshi,

the

Chairman of the Council of Ministers,
Me1-rmet Shehu, and other partty and State
Ieaders.

On bel-ralf of tl-re seniot deputies, the
session was presided over by deputy Zylyftrr Vclcshnja, .hero ol Lhe pe6plg. thsl

the crederti;r1s commission was forrt:ecl,
i.tnd after ha,ving ploceeded with their
velification, it announced tirem to be in
order.

The depuLies then took the oath and

FrRSr SESStoil
{}F THE 8[h IEGISI.ATURE
trffiE pffi0p!.E'S ASSEIvIE1V

t

The Assembly then unanimously elected the Assembly's Presidium, composed
of 15 mernber.s, lvith Haxhi Lleshi as president, Rita Marko, Myslim peza anei
Shefqet PeEi ars vice-presidents, and
Telo Mezini as secretary.
The President of the Assembly then
read out the letter from the Chairman of
tl-rc Council of Ministers, Mehmet Shehu,
or1 the resignation of the Govern-

unanimously elected the Assembly's chair-

ment. The leqrlest was unanimousiy appro-

manship, with the deprrty fr.om Durrds,

ved.

tljaz Reka, as Chainnrlr.

Chargecl

Thc Albai-rian people celebrated Novem

ber 29, the glorious jubiiee of the

30th

anniveLsaly cf t1're liberation of the Homeland and the tL,iumph of the people's
rerroltrtion, rvi[h solemnity, jolr and successes.

On this occasion numerous

activities

bv the Central Cornmittee of

the Palty, the First Secretary of the Central Corrrnittee of the PLA, Enver lloxha,
proposed that Mehmet Shehu be entrusted with forming the new governmenl.
Comrade Eaver Hoxha proposal was approved unanimously.
The People's Assenrbly unanimously
appror,,ed the nerv govelnrnent headed by
Mehmet Shehu. It also elected the Supreme Court, with 30 members and 30 assessors of the Supreme Court.
Witll that, the session ended its proceedl

ngs.

AI.BAT{!Aru PEOPTE
CEI,EBRATE }U!trH TOV THE S(lIh
A$TffiIWERSAMY OF I.IBERATIOBI

were organized thloughout the country.

A festivc meeting was held in the Capital on November 28. It lvas attended by
the First Secretary of the CC of the pLA,
Enver Hoxha, the president of the presidium of the people,s Assembly,
Haxhi Lleshi, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers, Mehmet Shehu, and
other Partv and State leading personalities.

The mceting was opened with a short
speech

by the member of the political

Bureau of the CC of the pLA and Chair-

man of the Council of

Ministers

Mehmet Shehu:

Thirty years ago, on November 29, Lg44,
the Albanian people, Ied by our glorious

Party with its founder,
Enver ltroxha, at the head, -

comrade
comrade

the foundations of new Albania,

made

it sovereign and independent, made
the people master of their own destiny, embarked our country on the road
social justice, al1-round revolutionary
and steady development, on the road of

of

socialism.

The thirty years that have elapsed from
the day of the triumph of the people's
revolution, are another heroic epic, not
less glorious than the epic of the Natio-

nal Liberation War. They have been years
of struggle and intensive and selfless

work to defend independence, secure the
gains of the revolution and build socialism. During these thirty years, the class
struggle did not cease

for a single moit has always developed in the interests of the working class and the la-

&Iehmet Shehu said among other things,
- scored the greatest vitctory in their hi-

ment,

story - the cornplete liberation of the Homeland and the establishing of the peo-

bouring masses, under the leadership of
our heroic Party. During these thirty
years our people have continually been

ple's power. This historic victory laid

in fierce

struggle against numerous aad
perfidious enemies, internal and external.
The Albanian people, with their party
at the head, led by comrade Enver Hoxha,
have inscribed glorious pages in their
history by the uncompromising struggle
they have waged, and continue to wage
with courage, against the imperialists, the
modern revisionists and their agents. These thirty years have marked for us only
victories over the enemies and no defeat
whatever. And so it will be in the future,
too.

We come to this great jubilee being in
sifuation of economic and military
encirclement by US imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism and their followers. But the blockade and encirclement
make us stronger. Our challenge is the

a

challenge

of

Marxism-Leninism,

of

socia-

lisrn, to imperialism and revisionism. In
tlris fierce struggle our enemies have uot
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been and will never be able to bend and
conquer us, anC socialist Albania's marclt
will never stop, because we are on a correct road, \/e ha\/e everything we need for
final victory anC the time worhs for us,
Our people corde to this historic jubilee with great successes and victories in

all fields, with a steel-like unity, firmly
united around the Party and the people's
power, they come with a new vigour and
re'rolutionary optimism to march always
onward and onlY onward, to reach new
peaks of socialisn, in accordauce with the
will oI the martyls who laid down their

lives for this road, as desired by the
hearts of our people, as desired by our
friencs and in opposition to the desires
and plans of our enemies.
All our successes and victories, in the
National Liberation War and in the construction of socialism, are closely connected with the name and the farsighted Marxist-Leninist leadership of the Party, with

its correct, revolutionary and

consistent
line, they are closely eonnected with the

name and teachings of its for'rnder and
lea:ler, the loyal and very rnuch beloved
son and leader of the Albanian people,
comrade Enver Hoxha I
The spcech on thc occasion was delivered by the member of the Political Bureau
and Secretary of the CC of the Party,
tlysni Kapo. A militai'y parade and a gl'andiose manifestation of the working people of the capital tooh place in the "Deshmor6t e Kombit, Eoulevard in the rr-rorning of November 29. 'lhis parade and
this jr-rbilee march past of the people of
thc capital and the armed forces, were
a blilliar-rt manifestatior-r of the unbreakab1e

unily of the people round the

its Central Committee with

Party,

comradc

Enver Hoxha at the head. They once tlore showed with majesty and par-ticular'
beauty our' 3O-year heights and vicLories,
our triumphant malch, the strength and
vitality of our scclalist order', the brightness and correc[ness of the life-giving
ideas of the Par:ty and Marxism-Leninism.
They showed our revoltltionary preparedness and vrgilance, ou1' readiness to
work, learn and defend our implegnable
fortress.

In the everring, the Central Comilittee
of the Party of Labour of Albauia, the Presidium of the People's Assembly and the

Corrncil of Mirristers of the PR of Albania gave er barquet in thc Palace of Brigades, which was attended by heroes of
the people and socialist labour, vanguard

working people, outstanding coopel'ativists, veterans of the National Liberation
War, selvice men, parents and relatives of
the martyrs' families, representatives of
mass organisations, workers in art, culturc
ald science, etc., as well as the foreign
delegations that have come to our cottntry on the occesion of the festival. Com-

rade Haxhi Lleshi greeted those preseni
at the banquet.

A series of economic lvorks, artistic,
cultural and other'lrrstitutions were previously inauguratecl in Tirana and other cities of our country.
The ,,Albania Today. exhibitiott 'vvas
inaugurated in Tirana. It sums up the
magnificent victories achieved by our fleedom-loving, industrious and valiant peo
ple during the thirty yeals of consttuction under the blight leadership of tllc
Party and the Central Commitee with comrade Enver Hoxha at the head The ex-

hibition cxpresses the firm determination
of our people to march always onward on
the blight and always tr-iumphant roael,
on which they ar:e led by the Party, plc
serving always alive the militant motto
of the Party: ,The Pick in one hand and
the rifle in the other*, consistently imple-

menting the revoltttionary principle of
sclf-reliance and faclng with heroism and

an excmplary revolutionary spirit the
intrigues, pressure and threats, plots atd
blachmail of the US imperialists and theil
running dogs, of the Soviet social imperialists and their satellites, of all the
ir-rternal and external enemies of tlte
PR of Albania.
The inauguration ceremony was atterlcled by the President of the Presidium
of the People's Assembly, Haxhi

Lleshi,

the Chairman of the Couucil of Ministers,
Mehmet Shehu, other Party and State leaders, as well as the foreign delegatious
that attended dhe festivities of the 30th
anniversary of the liberation.

The new building of the Art GallerY
was inaugurated in the capital on Novembet 27, in which the national exhibitlolt
of figurative arts was opened with the
best works of painters and sculptors itt
display.

During the c.elebrations of the glorious
jubilee the Albanian people had in their

dia, Thioun Mum; the delegation of

midst delegations from many countries
of the world: the delegation of the Party

Rumania, 1ed by the deputy Prime Minister

and Government of the People's Republic
of China, led by the member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of

Economic Collabolation, Ion Patan; the delegation of the Government of the Alge-

the Communist Party of China,
Yao Wen Yuan; the delegation of the
Party and Government of the Democlatic Republic of Vietnarn, headed by the
member of the Central Committee of the
Workers' Party of Vietnam, deputy Prin-re
Minister Tran Huu Duc; the delegation of
the Provisional Revolutinary Government
of the Republic of South Vietnam, led b1,
the Minister of Justice of the Prorrisional
Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Vietnam, Truong Nhu Tang;
the delegation of the Party and Covernment of the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea, led by the alternate member of

the Political Committee of the Centlal Committee of the PartY of Labour of Korea and acting Chairma:r
of the Administrative C ouncil of the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Zeng Zan Gi; the delegation of the
Royal Covernment of the National Union
of Cambodia, led by the member of the
Political Bureau of the Central Committee
of the National United Front of Cambo-

The member of the Political Bureau
of the Central Committee of the Party of
Labour of Albania and Chairman of thc
Council of Ministels of the People's Republic of Albania, Mehn'ret Shehu. held
talks in the seat of the Central Comrrittee
of the Party of Labour of Albania in the
afternoon, on November 30, with the delegation of the Party and Covernment of
the People's Republic of China, with Yao
Wcn Yuan, member of the Political Bureau
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, as leader, and U Guej
Hsien, alternate member of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the Corntnunist Party of China, as deputy lgadsl.

in the talks from the Chiof the delegation Keng Piao, member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of China and head of the International
Taking part

nese side were the members

Government

of the

the

Socialist Bepublic of

and Minister of Trade and International

rian Democratic and People's Republic' 1ed
by the War Veterans Minister, Mahn-rud
6s1gj; the delegation of the Covernment
of the United States of Mexico, led by
the Minister of Communications, Eugenro
Mendez Docurro; the delegations of the

of Brazil, l},e Communist Party of Italy (Marxist-Leninist).; the
Communist Party of Poland; the MarxistCommunist Party

Leninist Communists of France;

the

Communist Party of New Zealand; the Bolivian Con-rmunist Party (Marxist-Leninist) ;
the Communist Party of Gelmany (l\{ar-

xist-Leninist); the Communist Party of
Australia (Marxist-Leninist) ; the Communist Party of Indonesia; Marxist-Leninist
Communist Party of Ecuador; the Communist Party of Britain (Marxist-Leninist);
the Communist Party of Spain (Marxist-

Leninist); .Vanguardia Communista, of Ar-

gentina; the Communist Party of .|apan
(left); the Revolutionary Communist Party
of Chile; the Communist Party of Sweden;
the Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist) of
Belgium; the Communist PartY of Co-

lombia (Marxist-Leninist) ; the Communist
Party of the Working People (MarxistLeninist) of Norway; the Revolutionary
Communist Party of Uruguay; the Mar'xist-Leninist Party of Austria; the Commu-

nist Party of Switzerland (Marxist-Leni.
nist) ; the Marxist-Leninist Party of Holland; delegations of tl-re ltaly-Albania,
France-Albania, Sweden-Albania, BelgiumAlbania, Austria-Albania, Britain-Albania'
Egypt-Albania Fliendship Association; the

Palestinian Tlade Union delegation, the
trade union delegations from Azania and
the Congo; the women delegation of Lhc

Republic

of

Guinea; the delegation of

the Pan-African Youth Movement; the
youth delegation from Tat'Lzania; other
respectecl guests from Sweden, Austria aud

Italy; the representatives of our patliotic
brothers from the Albanian colonies in
ihe United States of America, Argentina'
Turkey, Syria, France, Australia and Bu1garia, as weil as many foreign guests and

our compatriots abroad who came to A1
bania to celebrate this jubilee.
During their stay in our country the foreign delegations were received by the

Filst

Secretary of the Centlal Committee of

the PLA, Enver Hoxha, the Chairman of
the Council of Ministers, Mehrnet Shehu,
and otl'rer Personalities.

AIBAIIIAN.CHINESE IAI.K$
Liaison Depaltment of the CPC Central
Committee Liu Jen FIua, alternate member of the Centlal Committee of the
Communist Party of China and anbas-

sador extraordinaly and plenipotentiary of the People's Republic of China
to the People's Republic of Albania, Y Jan;
vice Minister of Foreign Affairs of t1-re
People's Republic of China; Jan Chuen Jun,
deputy head of section in the Foreign Department of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China; Si Jao Ming
and Liu Hua, deputy directors in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's
Republic of China.
From the Albanian side taking part in

the talks were the members of the

Po-

liLical Bureau and secretaries of the Central Committee of the Party of Labour of

Albania Haki Toska, HYsni KaPo and
Ramiz Alia; the member of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the
Party of Labour of Albania and first viceChairman of the Council of Ministers of
the People's Republic of Albania, Adil
Qarqani; the member of the Central
Committee of the Party of Labour of A1bania Foto Qami, and the director of the
Foreign Department of the Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania

Agim

Popa.

Both sides talked about the further'
strengthening of the friendship and collaboration between the Party of Labour of

tR0il
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Albania and the Communist Partv of China, the People's Republic of Albania and
the People's Republic of China, as well as
about ploblems of international situation.
The talks were held in an exceptionally
cordial and fraternal atmosphere and wer.e
characterized by a complete unity of vieu,s

about all the questions discussed. This
was an eloquent expression of the great
friendship and unbreakable

unity

bet-

ween the two parties, the two countries
and the two peoples of China and Albania,
forged by comrade Mao Tse-tung and
comrade Enver. Hoxha.

NATIOHAI. COITFEMENffi
OT STUDIES
ABOI,I THE AIETIFASCIST
IIAIIOIEAI. I"IBEMATEOffi WA&
The National Conference of Studies ol
the Antifascist National Liberation War of

the Albanian people \\/as successfully
held from November Sth to 11th in
Tirana.

This conference was qrganised, in theframework of the 30th anniversary of
the liberation of the Homeland and the
triumph of the people's revolution, by the
Academy of Sciences of the pRA, the Institute of Marxist-Leninist Studies under
the Central Committee of the pLA, and
the University of Tirana.
The confelence .was attended by cacL.es
from the Central Cornmittee of the pLA
and the regional party Committees, scien_
tific workers from various institutions, ca_

dres from central departments, lecturer.s
and teachers from higher and secondary
schools, vanguard workers from ploduc_

tion centres in the Capital, collaborators
of scientific cir.cles, museum workers
and other invited guests.
Present at the conference were the First

Secretary of the Central Committee of the
PLA Enver Hox]na, the president of the
Presidium of the people's Assemblv Haxhi

Lleshi, the Chairman of the Council of
Allinisters Mehmet Shehu, and other party
and State leaders.
The Conference was presided over by
the President of the Academy of Sciences

of the

PRA, professor Aleks Buda. The
directless of the Institute of Marxist-Leninist Studies, under the Central Committee of the PLA, Nexhmie Hoxha, delivered the paper on the theme:
"The Anti-

fascist Natiolal Liberation War - a great
popular revolution 1ed by the Cornnrunist Party of Albania". papers were also
delivered on the following themes: ,,Thc
uniting of the people round the C.p.A. on
the National Liberation Front,, ,The armed uprising of the Albanian people in the
Antifascist National Liberation War,, ,The

problem of power in the NationaT Ltberation War of the Albanian people,, .The
National Liberation Movemeut of the .4'1banian people and the lVorld Antifascist
War", and "Problems of new cultu-re during

the Antifascist National Liber.ation War:
of the Albanian people*.
96 reports wele presented in thcse fivc
sections, and many discussions wer:e helcl.
The plenary sittings and sections of the
confer ence

welc attended by more Lhan
of social scienccs, veterans

1,000 studeuts

of the National Liberation War, and cadres
of Party and State, the army, and the cen-

tral and district educational and culfural
institutions of the Republic.
The conference proceedings, which were

followed with a great interest not only
by the participants but also by all the
working people of our countlry, were held

at a high scientific 1eve1, pai.ticularly
at a high Marxis[-Leninist ideologic:l
1eve1.

This scientific level was ensui.ed by the

carefnl, persistent work carried out by

all the rnen and women comrades, in preparing their reports a,nd papers, firmly
based on the Party documents and comrade Enver Hoxha's works.

One hundred and thirteen people, cadres
who had taken part in the Antifascist National Liberation War, and students from
the centre and districts, had worked on
composing the 6 papers and 96 reports
delivered at the Conference.
Each composer of the reports and papers worked primarily by himself or her-

self but nevertheless, the Conference materials without exception expressed collective creative thought.

It is the first time that a scientific
conference on a national scale has been
organized on such a wide range of problems connected with the Antifascist National Liberation War.
The organising of this conference at the
present time is connected with the level

of achievements in the field of publications, and the systematisation of all the
archives, documents and studies, about the

National Liberation Struggle.
The Conference contributed to a more
extensive and profound scientific illumination of the Antifascist National Liberation Struggle as a great popular revolution, led by the Communist Party. It discussed the process of the transformation
of the struggle for national liberation into
a popular revolution, with an anti.imperialist democratic content, but which, as

pointed out in the first report, isowed
and reared in its fold the seed of the
socialist revolution, and led to the complete victory of national independence and
the establishment of the people's power,

the dictatorship of the proletariat, detaching Albania from the world capitalist
system and engaging it on the road of
socialist development,.
The Conference also illuminated further
individual aspects of the popular revolution.

It dealt with the creation and strengthening of the steel-like unity of the
people round the Party in the National
Liberation Front, the leading role of the
working class in the Front and in

the

liberation war; the great place of, and
the decisive role played by the peasantry

in the struggle, in close alliance with the
working class and under the leadelship
of this class; and the broad social basis
of the uniting of the antifascist patriotic
forceS of the country round the CpA,
which was crowned by the common ideal

and interests for the liberation of

the

for national independence and
the democratization of the country, not
only among the working class and labouring peasantry, but also the pettybourgeoisie and the medium bourgeoisie
of the town, the patriotic intellectuals,
and antifascist and democratic elements
from other strata.
Discussing the armed uprising, as onc
of the main parts of the people's revolution, and as the principal means to reach
the strategic aim of the antifascist war,
the Conference treated in particular the
process of its gradual growth into a popular general uprising, and the oeation
of the National Liberation Army as a
regular people's army of the new Albanian State. It pointed out the originality
of the partisan warfare used by our NaHomeland,

tional Liberation Army, and our insurgent
people, solving by this struggle not only

tactical and operational tasks, but also
great strategical tasks, such as the complete liberation of the country by its own
forces, the victory of national independence, and the establishing of the new
people's democratic porver, the armed de-

fence of this power, and the further development of the revolution on the road
of socialism. A11 the difficult problems
of the people's armed struggle were solved on the basis of the principle of selfreliance, and it became possible for a
people few in numbers, as our people
were, to win against a mightet enemy.
Concerning the other main aspect of the

Antifascist National Liberation War, the
people's democr.atic state power of the
councils, which was born in this struggle,
the Conference discussed in particular the
close connection of the struggle for national liberation with the struggle for state
power, the determined stand of the party
and the National liberation Front against

any duality and compromise on this ra_
dical question, the originality of the solution of the question of state power, to
the benefit of the revolutionary democratic forces, and the creation of the new
Albanian state of people's democracy without waiting for the end of the war, a
state which began to perform the functions
of the dictatorship of the proletariat immediately after the complete liberation of

the country.

The Conference llluminated fulther

the

linking of the Antifascist National Liberation War of the Albanian people with
the world antifascist war, discussing its

two aspects: the conllibution made by
our people, in proportion with their forces, to the destruction of fascism on an
international scale; and the assistance and
backing our struggle enjoyed in the antifascist war. Individual papers discussed
the close connection of our liberation

struggle with the Patriotic War

of

the

Soviet Union, with J.V. Stalin at the head,

and with the struggle of the enslaved
peoples, especially the neighbouring Yugoslav and Greek peoples. At the same time
the Conference polnted out the determined stand of the Party and the National
Liberation Front in the relations with the
external allies of our National Liberation
War, a stand which was based on the
common war against fascism and on such
revolutionary principles as differentiation

of

a11ies, non-interference

in the internal

affairs of the struggle and the revolution
in Albania, and the fact that freedom is not
donated or imported flom abroad, but won
through struggle and sacrifices,

it is esta-

blished by the revolutionary internal forces.
The Conference scientifically illuminated further a wide raige of problems of
the new culture which was created during

the Antifascist National Liberation

War,

treating these problems as organically connected with solving the great programmatic tasks of the people's revolution. The
conclusion reached was that the Albanian
culture, literature and art of socialist rea-

lism were born in the Antifascist War
against the fascist and reactionary cu1ture, literature and art.
The National Conference of Studies on
the Antifascist National Liberation War'
makes an important contribution and a
further deepening, to the study of the
history of this struggle and the generalisation of the experience of the people's
revolution, it was an important event for
Albanian historiography for all our socio.
political sciences, and for Albanian revc
lutionary creative thought.
From the international viewpoint, making as complete as possible a study and
generalisation of the experience of our
Antifascist National Liberation War contributes to the enriching of the Marxist-
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Leninist theory on the revolution, the po-

pular armed struggle, the role of

class party

in the revolution, so that

the

revolution

broad popular masses as authors

will not stop half way, and

the

will not be destroyed either by the armed
intervention of internal and external enemies, or by peaceful methods.
Beginning with its next issue, ,Albania
Today', will pubiish the main documents

of

revolution, the leading role of the working
class in the revolution under a1l cir,cumstances of the sccial development of a

in the present epoch and the
necessity for the leadership of the workinq
country

frorn the

this

Conference.

IHIRD ]IAIIOIIA1 GAMES
In the framework of the 30th annivetsary of the liberation of the Homeland
and the triumph of the people's revolution, the finals of the third national games took place in Tirana. The physical
culturists and sportsmen of our country
came to this great political and sports

weight lifting, 43 in field and track athletics and L3 in shooting. Our sportsmen
and women improved these results still
more during the final events and matches.
Another 19 national fecords were broken.
Some of these results are of international

undertaking with a rich balance-sheet of
successes. The historic decisions of the

Very good results were achieved during
these final events by some athletes in
field and track events too. Perceptible
progress has also been made in developing hand ball games, particularly in women's basketball and volleyball.
AlI this indicates the very good con-

6th Congress of the party, and comrade
Enver Hoxha's programmatic speeches,
became

a source of inspiration and mo-

bilization for all the cadres, physical cu1turists and sportsmen, for our entire sport-

ing youth, and gave a new impetus to
the development of physical culture and
sports, particularly in giving them a mass
character, which constitutes the distinctive
feature of our physical culture and sports
movement. During the various stages of
the games, activities for which began as
far back as September last year, over
300,000 working people

of different

ages

and professions were involved through the
physical culture clubs in work and production centres schools, institutions ancl
military units.

As a result of the increase in the
numbers participating in mass activities,
the quality of sports has improved. In
all sporting circles and clubs, there has
been a marked increase in the number of

teams for the different kinds of sport,
especially for children and youngsters,
among whose ranks many fine players
have been discovered; these represented
their circles and clubs in the finals of the
games. Out of 700 players in the national finals, evetts, 443 had not even taken
part in the previous national games. By
further improving the methods of training
during the prepataLory period for the finals, it become possible to better 155 national records, 51 in swimming, 4g in

standard.

ditions the Party and the

Government

have created for the development of physical education and sports. The finals of

the 3rd national games justified this great
care, ar:d gave stil1 greater impetus to the
development of this important sector.

During the finals of the national
mes,

ga-

a great physical culture and

sports
display was organized. Over 11,500 children and adolescents from the schools of

the Capital executed varied, attractive
exercises, which reflected the care display-

ed by the Party and the Government for

the education of our youth; they showed
the people the work being done in the
schools to implement the three compo11ents - study, work and physical-military
training, as well as to raise the level of
physical culture and sports.

Ihis brilliant physical culture and

sports

display with its deep ideological content
and great beauty, deeply impressed the
spectators, and was a fine gift to the
Homeland and people, on the eve of the

festival of the 30th anniversary of liberaLion. At the same time, it was another
expression of the steel-like unity of our
sporting youth round the party, with comrade Enver Hoxha at the head.

THE GREAT
SOCIATIST REVOI.UTIOil

AND THE
REilEGATES TO IT
Greot 0ctober ideog inspire for revolutionory bottles
ogoinrt the revisionist troitors

in thc struggle

Editotiol lrom *ZERI I POPULLIII
THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE, ALL THE REVOLUTIONARY AND PROGRESSIVE FOBCES EVERYWHERE IN THE WORLD COMMEMORATE TODAY ONE OF THE MOST
MEMORABLE EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF MANKIND, THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE
TRIUMPH OF THE GREAT OCTOBEB SOCIALIST BEVOLUTION WHICH OVERTHBEW

IN RUSSIA, MARKED THE DAWN OT A
NEW EPOCH, THE EPOCH OF PBOI,ETARIAN REVOT,UTIONS ON A WOBLD SCALE
AND THE TBANSITION FBOM CAPITALISM TO SOCIALISM, IT OPENED THE EPOCH
OF TrIE REVOLUTIONS OF COLONIAL COUNTRIES, DEALT A LETHAI, BLOW TO
THE ENTIBE WORLD CAPITALIST SYSTEM AND, AT THE SAME TIME, TO ALL
THE TRAITOBS TO THE WORKING CLASS, OPPORTUNISTS AND REVISIONISTS,
TURNED SOCIALISM FROM A SCIENTIFIC THEOBY INTO A LIVING REALITY.
But Lenin's and Stalin's Soviet Union, bourgeoisie. Today the state power in the
rvhiCh 57 years ago emerged from the Soviet Union is in the hands of the new
October Revolution as the first socialist Kremlin czals with Brezhnev at the head.
country in the world, has been turned Norv the new revisionist bourgeoisie rnatoday, because of the treachery of the kes the 1aw there and has established a
THE EXPI.OITING CAPITALIST SYSTEM

Khrushchevian revisionists, from a fodress police, fascist and telroristic regime for
of the revolution and socialism into a ca- the working class and other working
pitalist and social imperialist country. This masses, which tramples on the mbst e1eis the greatest treachery mankind, the nentary human and democratic rights.
world proletariat, communism have ever The October Revolution cleated the new

known.
The October Revolution, based on

economic social socialist order. But the
Khrushchev renegade clique

of

Brezhnev

Lenin's instruction that the .fundamental and company upset the socialist econoquestion of any revolution is the question mic relations and re-established the exof political powerr, toppled the power ploitation of man by man. Important feaof the czars and landlords and established tures of the Soviet capitalist economy are
the dictatorship of the proletariat. But the failure in economy and agriculture,
the revisionist renegades and putschists the deficits in the balance of payments,
overthrew the dictatorship of the prole- the opening of doors to foreign impetariat and restored the dictatorship of the rialist monopolies.

The October Revolution liberated the
of Czarist Bussia, it liquidated their inequality and created the
united family of the Soviet socialist Reoppressed peoples

publics. But the new great Russian bourgeoisie with the Brezhnev clique at the
head, is implementing the same policy
towards the non-Russian nationalities as
that of the czars. The peoples of the Re-

of the Baltic, Central Asia and
others are denied their national rights.
A systematic plan is being implemented
for their russification through establishing
public

Russian colons, through changing national
language and cultule and leplacing them

with Russian ones, etc.
In the field of foreign poiicy, the Soviet Union led by Stalin, consistently followed the revolutionary policy announced by Lenin in the early days of the
triumph of the October Revolution. But
today a typically imperialist policy is
being pursued. Expansion and aggression
are the principal motives of this policy.

Ihe

nera,

Kremlin czal,s are demagogical-

1y, savagely and violently implementing,
colonial policy towards the pseudo so-

cialist countries they call

,brothers*.

Through the Warsaw Treaty, the

Come-

con and other agreements they

have
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occupied those countries, they have turned them into their military bases and
guberns, implementing towards them the

Brezhnevian theory o1t "limited sovereignty.. Thus, they have occupied Czechoslovakia, they have created places d'armes in other revisionist countries, they

are plundering them.

An important object of the expansionist, hegemonistic policy and of the predatory aims of the Soviet revisionists are
also the developing ccuntries. Moscow is
trylng to penetrate in the regions of the
Middle East, South Asia, Africa and Latin
America. A11 the activity of the Kremlin
chieftains in this direction has been directed in plundering the resources of raw
materials and fuels of the developing
countries, in exploiting their geographic
positions for further political, economic,
military expansion. The Soviet revisionists, through their counterrevolutionary
actions and theories, have becorre fire
extinguishers of the national liberation
struggles and progressive movements, di-

shing out

to the world proletariat

and

freedom-loving peoples the road of npeaceful transition, to socialism, which is ar-r

opportunistic theory, in flagrant opposition to Lenin's and great October teacltings. The tragic events in Chile were a
new testimony to the danger of such
opportunistic and counterrevolutionary
theories of Soviet-led modern revisionists.

The Soviet social imperialists are acting
on the international arena as the US impe-

rialists do. They consider as a

common

question and have as tl-reir objective the

strangling

of the

revolution and

socia-

1ism, the smashing and liquidation

of the
national liberation struggles of the peop1es, the division of the spheres of infiuence and the establishment of their hegemony

in the wor1d. For this

reason,

the two superpowers, vying and collaborating with each othet, are everywhere

following an agressive policy to reach
their counterrevolutionary objectives. -US
imperialism and Russian imperialism,
comrade Enver Hoxha said at his speech
before the electors, - are leading the
world to another world war, morc terri-

ble than the two previous world

wars.

These

two superBowers are

for the

responsible

present great crises, they are
vying with each other for world hegemony, they are fighting to occupy mar_
kets, that is, to oppress and enslave peo_
p1es. It is precisely the two superpowers
that arm anti-popular cliques and govern_
ments to use them as watchdogs and their
peoples as cannon fodder for the inevitable
shambles they are preparing, if they are

given a free hand.. This

is the real fo-

reign policy of the renegades to the great
October. But

in

order to hide this truth,
their propaganda does not stop prattling
pacifist slogans in order to deceive the peo_
ples. And they base these tactics of frauds
on a chain of pseudo-revolutionary doctrines and theories, completely in opposition
to the October Leninist aims. They speak
a lot about ilpeaceful coexistence,, about

,detente,, they organize meetings for ,se_
curitv, cooperation', etc., but all this is

a lie and efforts to lull the vigilance of

the peoples and to prepare them to accept
the arbitrariness of the superpowers and
the fate decided by them. Facts tellinglv

show that the two imperialist

superpo_

wers, the USA and the Soviet Union, at
a time when they speak about disarmament, are aming themselves to the teeth.
Thev soeak about peaee and are makinq
war Dr.eoarations. Ttev are soeaking about
detente, but are undertakinq agqressions.
At a time when they are speakinq about
solution of conflicts and delicate pro-

blems, thev instiqate quarrels amonq the
states Cvorus, the Middle East, etc.. are
fresh examnles. Tle Kremlin chieftains
have thrown in lurch the October banner
and Lenin's teachinqs, who said that,
"the
Government rejeets secret diolomacv and
exoresses,

in its part, the firm

determi-

nation to hold all the talks openly before the peopler. Returnins to the diptomaev of tt,e azars, thev have made of

the Kremlin a centre of back-stages and
plots, hatched up together with the chieftains of US imperialism against the revolution and the peoples.

But the revisionists' treachery to the
October ideas, cannot conquer the revolution. Ilrespective of the desire and actions of the imperialist superpowers, time
works for the revolution. The balance of

TODAY

power in the world today is in favour of
the revolution and socialism. The great
October ideas live and triumph, they inspire the revolutionaries and the progressive forces throughout the world in battles. The glorious Communist party of
China, the Party of Labour of Albania
and the other Marxist-Leninist parties de-

fend and put

in practice the October
ideas. The revolutionary parties and
groups of the working class in the ca_
pitalist countr.ies, drawing inspiration from
the ideas of the October Revolution, have

thrown

then-rselves

into class struggle,

argantze concrete actions, are closing their
lanks and are ever n-rore affirming them_
selves as vanguard of the protretariat. The
peoples of the wolld are ever better realizing that only thr.ough a resolute struggle

against the two superpowers they can
win their freedom and independence. The
revolution, the struggle for political and
economic independence constitute a non_
stop historical process. Only through re_

volution the imperialists and social impe_
rialists will meet their death. And ,this
is not a revolution, comrade Enver Hoxha
stresses, of yesmen and slaves, of people
bending their backs and wallowing in the
mud, but a powerful strike, the continua_
tion of the great October Revolution, it
is the great Chinese proletarian cultural
revolution, it is the liberation struggle of
the peoples,"
The Albanian people are always loyal
to the great October ideas, to Lenin,s and
Staiin's teachings. This year, they are
celebrating this date at a time when they
are meeting the great jubilee of the 30th

of liberation with brilliant
in all fields. Our people, under.
the leader.ship of the party of Labour,
with its founder. and leader at the head,
anniversary
successes

comrade Enver Hoxha, side by side with
Lhe great socialist China of Mao Tse-tung
and all the progressive and revolutionary
forces in the world, are determined to
always march onward triumphantly on the
road of socialism and communism opened
by great October, to determinedly continue the struggle against the hegemonis-

tic policy and aggressive plans of
US imperialism and Soviet social imperialism.

Klistin:r IIcsil:
"Y

oLLtir) slnots

in socidist Albania,
(scu1pIule).

KA gtave econo mic ond linoncial cfisishos swepf
ol7 the copitoliet caunlries. lnllolion is rc,m-

pant everywhere ond hcs reoched threatening
proporfioms,,,The socolled cansumet society,
ss foudly advertised c,nd proised by rhe bourgeofsfe os fhe <sociely of the futurett, is merely
a roffem socfety in decode nee, which is increosingly revealing ffie old permonent evils oI copitolism which it strave fo conceoln,
ENYER HOXHA

ThlE ECOilOMIC
&NE}

FI ANCIAT CRISIS
Hil T}IE

CAPITAI"E$T WORTD

by

KIQ,O KAPEIANI

The present crisis, os o new groyel
moniIestotiosl of the generol crisis ol copitolism.
Its chorocteristics, ond politicol ond sociol consequences.
!nflotion, folling production

rotes, the incleose in unemployment ond
living costs - some of the porticulorities ol thls uisis

THE CAPITAf,IST WOBLD CONTINUES TO BE TIGHTf,Y GRIPPED BY THE GBAVE,
DEEP ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CRISIS, OCCUBRING IN THE FRAMEWOBK OF
THE GENEBAL CBISUi OF CAPITALISM. THE PNESENT CRISIS HAS SERIOUSf,Y
SHAKEN THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM IN GENEBAI. AND TIIE INDUSTBIALIZED CA.
PITALIST COUNTRIES IN PABTICULAR, IN THE FIRST PLACE, THE EPICENTRE
OF WORf,D IMPERIAI.ISM, THE USA. THESE UPHEAVAI.S BEGIN WITH PBODUCTION AND THEN EXTEND TO THE SPHEBES OF DISTBIBUTION, EXCHANGE AND
CONSUMPTION, TBADE, FINANCES, TIIE CUBRENCY MARKET, THE STOCK EXCHANGE, ETC.
These upheavals do not affect merely
larly in US imperialism. . . This is a genethe economic and financial sphere of the ral economic, political, ideological and mi

world capitalist system, they also

have
an allround political, ideological, economic,

social and military character, for they are
the largest and gravest disturbances since
the end of the second world war. As many
bourgeois economic experts point out the
capitalist world is rapidly moving towards
an economic crisis similar to that of the

30's. Sounding the alarm, the American
magazine ,Business Week- admitted some-

time ago that "the states of the capitalist
world are now, more than ever, faced

u,ith their most serious challenge since
the 30's", while the British review ,The
Economist, goes even further, saying that
"economic breakdown is highly likely. This

is not merely a danger of wor'ld
sion; it has already begun,.

depres-

The present crisis is not merely an
ordinary deepening of the general crisis

of capitalism. It is distinguished by the
simultaneous outbreak of many large,
acute cor-rf1icts. The upheavals of this crisis

have rnade the political supet'structure of
capitalism so unstable that goverDments
are falling one after another, giving the
crisis a deep, alhound, political, economic and social character. The changes of
personnel

in the bourgeois

governments

are both unsuccessful efforts to justify
failures, attributing them to individuals
and their mistaken policies, and attempts,

to

create the impression that the situation is irnproving. In this framework, they
ra,ork out pl'ogrammes, plan measures and
make a lot of noise; they also make promises to overcome the dlfficulties, calling
especially for further belt tightening on the
part of the labouring lnasses, and for pt'i.
vations and sacrifices b), them.
In september 7977, in a vely important
speech, comrade Enver l-Ioxha, touching

on these problems, said among other
things: ,Today the greatest crisis ever
seen since thc second world war has bro-

ken out in world capitalism, and particu,

litary crisis of all the capitalist states,
their structures and their superstructures,
it is a crisis of their regimes and alliances. And this great crisis has just begun;
the catastrophe will come later".

The three years that have since elapsed

have tellingly confirmed this pr.ediction.
Comrade Enver Hoxha depicted, in a
clear'-cut, well-substantiated way, the actual situation of the crisis that has gripped
the capitalist world, and the whole plocess
of its deepening and aggravation. In his
speech of October 3 this yeat, at the
meeting with his electors in zone Nr. 209,
in the city of Tirana, he said among other
things: "Look at what is happening in
the wor'ld todayl A grave economic and

financial crisis has griped

all the

capi-

talist countlies. Inflation is r.anrpant cverywhele and has reached thr.eatening proportions. The reserves of the big banks have
begun to be exhausted, debts have grown
immeasurably, and foreign exchange spe-

culations have incr.eased

enornrously,
Unemployment, too, has begun to increase
and prices are rising ir-rcesantly" The cost

of living has increased and the

situation

praised by the bourgeoisie as the usociety
of the future,', comrade Enver Hoxha said
in his October 3 speech, *is merely a rotten
society in decadence, which is increasingly
revealing the old, permanent evils of ca-

pitalism which

Some

it

ol lhe

leotutes

strove to concealtr.

mo,in

ol the pte.enl

efisis

The acute symptoms of the crisis the
capitalist world is now undergoing are
neither new nor accidental, neither par-

tial nor temporary. These symptoms do
not arise simply from the energy crisis,
as the imperialist monopoly and state circles are seeking to make out. This is in
essence an allround crisis, which does not
originate from oil or the oi1 embargo, but
started long before, towards the middle

of the 60'. From the beginning of
70's

the

in

particular,, the general disintegration of the capitalist monetary system began when the currencies of all the eapitalist
countries found themselves caught in the
system of unstable rates of exchange. The
forneign currency upheavals and speculations kept increasing from year to year,

and they have reached now their climax.
Crisis engendered crisis. The monetary and

foreign exchange crisis cultivated and
encouraged speculation with rates of exchange, then this crisis gave rise to the
crisis of the banking system. Since last

The present capitalist realitv is a sad
and gloomy one. The economic prognosis
for the capitalist world forebodcs an outbreak of great storms. This r.eality of the

year there has also been the energy crisis.
Before the outbreak of the energy crisis, the capitalist states, the USA inctuded, had ben affected by the chronic di
seases of inflation, unemployment, and
the steady rise of prices. These phenomena have now become stilt more acute, and

grave and irresistible crisis which

are at present deepening and

of the working masses is continttally worsening,.

has

gripped all the structur.es and superstructures of the capitalist world has increasingly exposed the theories about socalled

thliving capitaiism,,popular,,,democratic*, "humanitarian*, capitalism, the ,consumer society, etc. Capitalism in fact has
not changed its nature. It has neither been
"renovatedtr nor "democratized", nor has
it become .populartr. It remains capitalism,
and as such only the proletarian revolution will wipe it out. .The socalled consumer society, so loudly advertised and

becoming

worse:
The presenl ecouomic and financiat crisis
of capitalism has particular features which

are expressed in some principal aspects,
First, it has qripped both the big centres and the outlying areas of capitalism,
like a virus that has penetrated into every
cel1 of capitalist socio-economic life. This
crisis, growing in the .hot house' of the
general crisis of capitalism, had its
beginning in ttre summer of last year. It
is rernarkable for its breadth and depth,
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and its destluctive consequences throughout the entire capitalist world. A11 the
structural and conjunctural factors of that
world are opera[ing with exceptional forcc, bringinE about fierce political, economic and social conflicts, on ;r national and
international sc:r1e.
Second, capitalist reproduction as a
rvhole is sinking into this swamp. Now it
is not a question of just one crisis, but a

whole complex of crises. Alongside the
crisis in industrial and aglicultural production, there are the energy, currency, raw
materiais and other crises FIardly tr,vo
years have elapsed since the last crisis

of overproduction, which swept ihe

indus-

trialized capitalist countries, but they are
now again heading towards the abyss of
depression. These countries ale nolr facing
the danger of losing even the results of
the short breathing space in the years
7972-7973, which saw a temporary rise in
industrial production.
One characteristic at the present momcnt is that the depression proocsscs
going on in the ctpitalist world are interwoven, and operate in a comnon, with the
processcs of inflation, the.energy hunger,,
the currency upheavals, the marked fal1 in
share prices, the collapse of banks and ca-

pitalist firms and other plenomena of
this kind. All this is worsening the situation sti11 mole, and is making this crisis
resemble the 7929-7933 crisis increasingly
c1ose1y.

Third, .fhe crpitelist economy is at pr.c
sent characterized by its irregular development, and the begir-rning of a decline
in the rates of development Thcse rates
are slowing down, by any standards. The
most optimlstic prognosis for the year
7974, according to those stud5ring the marr-

ket, predicted that the capitalist economy
would mark time. Stagnation and economic decline has swept thr: USA, Italy, Ja-

IODAY

with one anothel in the process of capitalist reproduction, and inflicting on it new
deformations and disproportions. This is

with the dominating position
of financial crpital, the growth in the dominating position of banks and bank capital, the strengthening of the dominating
connected

position of the imperialist financial oligar-

chy, the great inclease in the export of
capital, with all its consequences, the extension of the relations of capitalist cledit,
the increase in -aid,, the financing of wars
and aggressions in various countries of the
wolld, capitalist speculations in the imperialist international markets, etc.
Fifth, Another feature of the current cri
sis is its immediate spread from one ca-

pitalist country to another, from

one

branch of the econony to another, from
the sphere of production to that of circulation and viceversa - all this is due to

the interconnections, interdependence and
interstate relations in the world capitalist
system,

Sixth, A great negative influence is exerted by the US economic system on the current con\/ulsive development in general
and on individual countries due to its dominating posi[ion in the world capitalist
system, and its role as an international
gendarme against the freedom and independence of the peoples and as ,creditor,
of vassal countries.
Seventh, the present crisis, particularly
the speculation with raising prices, has
affected the Soviet social imperialists too;
in oldel to cope rvith their troubles, they
are striving to exploit the dificulties of
other countries, especially of the COMECON tnember countries, so as to subjugate
and exploit them economically and politi
ca1lJr. The speculations of the Moscow
chieftains in the ir-rternational markets concerning oi1 and gas, their seiztrre of rare
netal resoulces, such as uranium and titanium, in satellite countries, the purchase

pan, Bfitain, Spain, West Germa;ry and
the other capitalist countries.
Fourth, crises today frequently appear
as monetary crises, inflation, and price ri_

of raw matelials at low prices from the
undeveloped countries, and the sale to these countries of Soviet industrial products

ses, i.e. they break out mostly in the
sphere of circulation, although they ema-

at prices higher than those on the international narket - all this is common

nate from capitalist production. From the
sphere of circulation, they have extended

knowledge.

to the sphere of production, interweaviig

entirely dependent on the Soviet metropo-

The COMECON member countries are
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lis for raw matrials, fuels, principal materials, machinery, equipment, etc. Thus,
for instance, in what Czechoslovakia imports 900/6 of oii, iron ore and nonferrous
metals, 800/0 of grains, over 600/s of cotton,
over 500/e of sulphur various phosphates

etc., is of Soviet origin. Not only the eco-

nomic br-rt also the political consequences
originating from conditions of such dependence are evident.
According to the published data, from
the year 1980, the East European countrics

will need about

150 million tons of Soviet

oi1 annua11y, which will be supplied by
Moscow in exchange for capital investment by these countries in the exploitation
of the Siberian oilfields. This means that
these countries must decrease their internal investment funds placing them at the
disposal of the Soviet social imperialists,
otherwise they will have to experience an

"oil famine',

The Soviet social imperialists get supplies of very important products such as
non-ferrous metals, long-fiber cotton, natural rubber, vegetable oils, cotton textiles, rice, etc. in a speculative way. According to some statistics, from 1960 lo

7971',

the Soviet Union has taken from the underdeveloped countries 1.7 billion dollars
worth of rubber and 1.6 billion dollars
worth of cotton, bought at low prices;
whereas ftom 1973 to 1980, the Middle
East countries will repay their debts and
trade obligations to the Soviet Union by
supplying oi1 at a price 20 per cent lower
than the price on the international market.
At the same time, today the Soviets sell oil

at high prices to their satellite

countries.

By such methods, the Soviet revisionist
imperialists are vying with the US imperialists for .cheap, markets in which to
invest their capilal, se1l their goods, and
glab raw materials at low prices. Engaged
in such competition, the two superpowers
proceed with the economic division of the

world between them.

The toll

in production rqles
F;rlling production rates

a1'e

a

characte-

ristic of almost all the industrialtzed

ca-

pitalist countries. In the USA, in the second

quarter of this year, production fell by
8,8 per cent, the greatest fall in the last
7 to 8 years. .The country's economic situation has worsened in recent years. It
is worse than was thought., an American
review wrote some time ago, "and all the
conditions exist for a further fall in the
rates of economic development".
In the British econorny, there have fol
years been long stagnation periods, alternating in these last 3 to 4 years with per'ceptible fal1s in rates of increase in production. The share of British industrial
production, in the industrial production
of the capitalist wor1d, has now fall.en below 6,50f o, as against 9,30f s at the beginning of the 60's, equal to a decline of over
3oolo.

At the end of the first six months of this
year, many branches of the economy of the
Federal German Republic including the
steel. chemical, automobile and other industries, showed a decline of 2.10t0 in production, in comparison with the corresponding period last year.
The fali in production rates has been
accompanied with the chronic under-utilization of produccive capacities, a charac-

teristic of the capitalist mode of production. According to admission in the bourgeois press itself, the productive capaci-

in the industrial

branches that produce the means of production, in the USA,
Brllain, the FCR and elsewhere, have in
these last 2 or 3 years been utilized at
three quarters of their capacity. An American senator stated recently, in a television
intcrview; uWe ale now living through
great decline. We are not undergoing sim-

ties

ply a feverish crisis, but we are

condem-

ned to paralysis. Its features are seen
among other things, in the decline of production rates,

After the 60's, particularly beginningJ
from the second half of the decade, there
is evidently a tendency for the economic
and financial position of the USA in the
world capitalist market to weaken and a
certain "rise* for its rivals in this market.
Thus, while in 7955 the USA realized 52
per cent of the industrial production of
the capitalist world, in 1960 it realized 47
per cent of this production and in 7972 a
little over 43 per cent. This fall in the
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share of the USA in capitalist inoustrial
production has meant a relative growth
in specific fields in the other capitalist
countries, as a result of the objective 1aw
of the unegual economic and political development of crpitalism. As V. I. Lenin
said, in the epoch of imperialism, the development of the capitalist countries .not
only becomes in general more unequal,
but the inequality appears particularly in
the rottenness of the countries thal are
richer in cepital.. Experience has fu11y confirrncd the correctness of these conclusions.

Motked growth ol lntloltion
Inflation is one of the gravest evils of
capitalism, and one of the main aspects of

its

economic and financial crisis. As a
of inflation, all the channels of

result

monetary circulation are over-supplied
with large quantities of currency, originating from chronic budget deficits, consequently, in the first p7ace, f.rom Large war
expenditure. The excessive money supply
causes rise in prices, which constitutes
another direction of the present crisis of
capitalism.

In the 7971-7973 petiod, the total amotlnt
of the money in circulation, in the industrialized capitalist countries, grew 2,5 times as fast as the annual average of the
gross national product and the needs of
domestic circulation.
In comparison rvith the 1966-1970 period, the rates of the increase in inflation,
in 7973, were as follows: in the USA about
50 per cent (in the USA, in these last 5
years a1one, the money supply has increased by over 40 per cent, at a time

when intelnal retail tutnover has increased by only 5-6 per cent), in France about
60 per cent, in Canada 47 per cent, in
Japan 25 per cent, in Italy 28 per cent,
in Britain about 4 times higher, etc. "It
is impossible for the USA,, the US treasury Secretary, Simon, declared some time
ago, rto hinder or lower the rate of inflation,.
Inflation has become a function of the
process of capitalist reproduction, We find
its roots, in the first place, in the rule
of the monopolies. The giant corpolations
and trusts, seizing dominating positions
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in the capitalist market, dictate high monopoly prices always on the rise. lheir
interference in the process of price setting on the capitalist market has now become a general policy. This predatory
policy finds its clearest expression in the
grdat rise in the prices of oil products.
Inflation also originates from the militariza|.on of the economy and from the
aggressive, warmongering policy of imperialism. The direct war expenditures of
the capitalist states in 1973 surpassed 115
billion dollars, of which about 83 billion
was spent by the USA. In 1966 the USA
accounted for 45,2 per cent of the military forces and 69,4 per cent of the mi.
iitary expenditures of the industrialized
capitaiist countries, but by 1973 its share

was 49,5 per cent of the armed forces
ar:d over 75 per cent of direct war expenditures. The imperialist military expenditures have thus reached colossal sums.
In 1-973 the aggressive NATO bloc spent
16 billion dollars more than in 1970. This
year the US senate has approved the
expenditure of about 86 billion dollars
fol war purposes, the greatest such amount
ever approved in that country's 198-year
existence. These budget expenditures, and
the deficits stemming from them, create
only a parasitic consumption, which the
Iapitalist market can cover only by increasing the devaluated money in circulation, resulting in an immeasurable increase
in inflation"l)
The great increase in inflation, and the
deformation of the capitalist reproduction
cycle, as a direct consequence of the militarisation of the economy, and further
imperialist economic and military expansion, have brought about increased unemployment and the further impoverishment

of the broad labouring masses in
countries,

these

first of all in the industrialized

capitalist countries.

on the international capitalist market.
According to reports in the bourgeois press
itself, price rises have irr.esistably flooded
the entire capitalist system, without exception, surpassing even the limits forecast by
bourgeois economists and business circles.
The skyrocketing of prices has greatly
affected the centre of international imperialism - the USA. Analyzing this problem
in the Financial Commission of the House

of Representatives of the US Congress,
Treasury Secretary William Simon said that
the USA is now experiencing the highest
price rises it has ever seen, and that such
increases have taken such deep root in
the country's economy, that the process
of mitigating them
difficult one.

Alongside the great inflation,

in all the
capitalist countries, in the first place in
the industrialized countries, one notices
an unprecedented rise in domestic prices,
particularly in retail prices, and in prices

will be a long

and

The rise of prices in the capitalist world

is not matter of comparing prices over
a relatively long period of time (3,5 or
more years), but it is a monthly, daily
and rapid phenomenon. Now it is no
longer a question of prices increasing frorn
one period to another at the rate of
2,3,5 or even 7 per cent, but of an increase of several hundred percent.
Price rises are no longer at levels which
.do not arouse concern for the internal
and external capitalist economic situation,
but are resulting in the capitalist economy

plofoundly feeling this rise, with serious,
direct consequences for the working class
and the broad labouring masses. As such,
they bring the aggravation of the social

conflicts and antagonistic contradictions
of the capitalist society, particularly of
the fundamental contradiction between the

social character of production and the
private capitalist character of appropriation.

For the September 1,972 - Septembel
7973 period, the retail prices of industrial
products increased
13.50/6

in

in Italy,

lnesislible
/se ,n prrces

TODAY

by
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Japan, 79,4ofs

in

in the

USA,

Canada, 2}olo

etc., and raw materials prices

in these four counbut from September

increased on average

tries by
'1973

to

30010-47010,

September 1,974 these increases

were twice as great.

In the first six months of this year,
the level of prices for mass consumer
goods was in the USA 4 times highel
than in 7972. From June to Ju1y, the

ALBANI.A

prices of mass consumer goods there had
increased on average by 74, rents had
increased by 1,1.601s, medical services cost

the interests of their business, markedly

about 100/e more, etc. In Italy, the retail
price of macaroni, which is the stapie
food of the Italian people, had increased

rnarket for oi1. They are trying to extend
this in other directions and spheres of

by over

300/6

ir August this year, in

comparison with the same period last
year. In Japan the price of rice, which
is the staple food there has recently increased

by

products, fuels, vital services, such as
transport and medical services, phaltna'
ceuticai products, clothing and footwear,
etc. Thele is no commodity in capitalist
markets which is not subject to the con-

tinuous rise of plices.
A quite marl<ed, unlestrained rise has
been noted in the plices of impor:ts and
cxpolts in the capitalist markets. In this
rnarket, prices nrore freely, and exchange
1'ates are implemented whiclr are under
continuous plessul'c from thc curt'ency aud
financial clisis.
A higrh lisc has been registeled in the
pr:ices of processed goods, such as steeI,
machinery, instrunents, tlotorvehicles,
electrical equipmer-rt, petrochemical prodrLcts, etc, As lvell, a high increase has
been registe::ed in the plices of food and
non-food alticles processed by industry,

such as sugar, edible fats, and hides, as
well as s,rme other products of agricul-

tulal o::igin, such as cotton, graill, coffee,
ctc. Thus the price of steel has incteased
3.4 times ovel in a year, steel tubing
orrer 3 times, pig iron 2.3 times, sheet
iron 2.2 times, ziuc products 5.4 times,
soldering electlodes 2.4 times, nylon fibres
2 tirnes, hides nole lhan 4.4 times, sugar'
3.4 times, edible fats over' 2 times, coffee
1.7 times, wheat 1.7 timcs, etc.
The price rise in the c:pitalist interrational markets is extremely rapid. The
r.no;ropoly cilcles have ccntinually striven
to mal<e the maxinrum profits from this
situation, speculating rvith priqes at the
cxpense of the labour..ing masses and their
partners.

We know how the oil dynasties of the
USA and the monopolies attached to them,

havc soughl to exploit the energy clisis in

t

raising the plices of oi1 by-products and
arousing panic in the capitalist world

exchange,

by dictating high

monopoly

prices which do not correspond at all
to the social cost of production. They do
this in order to enstue profits, but also

to

compete

with their rivals'

32olt).

There has been a considerable rise in
the prices of sugar', meat, edible fats, farm

i
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fhe

number

ol uaenployed

incteoses,

olong with
fhe cosf ol living

In many capitalist countries the number
of unemployed is increasing and is reaching ievels which have not been seen for
yeafs,

In the USA, thc unemPloYed account
for 6.50 11 of the ccuntry's active population. In the poverty areas (where 29 miLlion people live) the unemployed represent 70i6 of the active population. Among
the blacks the unenployel acccunt fot
10.80,,i of the active black population, and
among the young people in these areas,
thcy accrunt for' 18.8n(
In Britain there are now over 900,000
unemployed, moving towards 1 mi11ion.
The recent election victory fol the labourites will not improve this grave situation. The Federal Cetman Republic, which
was consideled by boulgeois circles to
be a country without utlcmploymenl, has
at present over 9O0,O0C unemployed. During the first fo::tr-right of September alone,
mole than 50,00C emigrant wcr'kers 1or;i
their jobs. In Italy, lt'hich has become the
greatest exporter of laboul in tbc capitalist worltt, there is at present an army
of about 1 million jobless workers,

As a result of ihe rise in ir-rf lation,
unemploynerrt, and, in palticrrlar, the prices of mass consulrler goods and services,
the cost of living h.rs risen constantly.

\'r 1973, as compaled wiih 1950 the cost
of living in the industrialized. capitalist
couutries had increased 3,5 times, whilc
over the last 10 years it jncreased in
Britain by 730fs, in Spain by 1040/0, in
Italy by 57ala, in Canada by 460,/6, in the

USA
FGR

by
by

45ol(),

in
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France

43ofn, and

in
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Our socialist economy does not know
such pheuomena, which are the accompaniments of capitalism. It develops in
a planned waY, at stable, raPid rates,
harmoniously, and it directly serves the
vital interests of the labouring masses,
promoting a steady rise in their living
standards. Comrade Envel Hoxha said

in his October 3 sPeech, uHere these
things will never occurn.
It is a fact that in the conditions when
prices in the capitalist world are increasing
so rapidly, in Albania thcv have marl{ed

no incLease whatever. We have stable pri
ces. planned by the socialist state, for

botli home ploduced mass consummer
goods and those articles lve are compelled
to buy on the international marhet, at
prices which have risen. This price iuby the socialist state
so as not to bulden our co1lsufilers.
However, in order to cope with the in-

crease is coped with

fluence reaching our economy thlough thc

foreign trade t'olations maintained with
crpitalist and levisionist countries, pal'licrlarly concerning import prices and the
ensuraDce of the p1:rnned goods, the Party
ancl the Govetntnent have set the labouring
lrlasses the task of inct'easing their efforts
to fu1fill and overfulfill tl-re planned tar-

gets in all areas, increase cxpolts, decrease
impolts and fur:ther stleugthen the savings

progl'amme. Correcillr understanding these
tasks, the wolking m?sses have raised

still highel the level of their nriliiirnt mobilization and enthusiasm at wolk, in all
the sector-s and branches of the people's
economv.

-

7) The tecent anti-inllatiotlist measures
proposed to the Congress

by

president Fotd

were receioed tuith distrust and scepticisfi
by the people, they attect the wotkittg
md.sses anC the middle strata, withoul
impairing the inlerests of big monopoly
capital..

KIQO KAPETANI
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-
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TRIUMPANT MARCH
OF GREAT PEOPLE'S CHINA
ON THE ROAD OF THE REVOLUTION AND SOCIALISM
,ZERI I POPULL,IT. - atgatl oI the CC o! the pLA

The Chinese people celebrated

the glorious jubilee, the 25th
anniversary of the founding of
the People's Republic of China,
in the atmosphere of a great
revolutionary enthusiasm, with

brilliant balance-sheet of

a

acl-rie-

vements in all the fields of socialist construction and with un-

flinching confidence

march forward

to

always

triumphantly.

During an historically sho1.t pe_
riod, within a quarter of a cen-

tury alone, the courageous, industrious and talented Chinese
people, under the wise and far-

sighted leadership of their glorious Communist party, with the
great Marxist-Leninist, comrade
Mao Tse-tung, at the head, stron-

gly upholding the principle
"preservation

of

of

independence,

holding the initiative and selfreliance,, were able to transform
their country from an oppressed,
poor and backward country into

a

powerful and developed

cialist state. Risen to

so-

new

heights, People's China is now
a country with a modern industry, advanced agriculture, with
a science and technology of a
high world level, with a defence
capacity able to smash iverv
aggression or coalition of aggressors that tvould dare touch

it in the least.

Today,

at a time when

the

capitalist-revisionist wor.1d is in
the glip of a deep-going and
all-r'ound crisis, people,s China
knows no crises, high prices,
unemploymenl and other serious
evils inflicted on the working
masses iu the countries where

capital and the new revisionist
bourgeoisie rule. The steady developnent and strengthening of
the socialist economy in the pR

of Chiua, the creation of an all-

round independent industrial
system of the new branches of
industry, the increase at farm
products, testify to the superior:ity of the socialist order. China
is a country without inflation

people had to strive heroically,
to clash in fierce class struggles
with ferocious and perfidious
enemies in the country and in

the international arena.

The

great proletarian cultural revo-

lution, initiated and 1ed

by

Chairman Mao Tse-tung perso-

nally, created an unprecedentecl

revolr-ttionary situation.

The

triumph of this revolution which
constitutes a valuable contribution to the treasure of MarxismLeninism for the continuation of
the revolution in the conditions
of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat, 1ed to the defence and
consolidation of the socialist
gains, to the liquidation of the

and foreign debts, a country
rvhere the market is fu1l of
commodities, currency is stable

bcurgeois-revisionist treacherous

and the purchasing power of the
people is increasing continually.
The strengthening of the alllound positions of socialism in
People's China, the unp::ecedented progress in the life of the
Chinese people, are the result
of the correct linc of the g1o-

the counterrevolutionary plot of

rious Communist Party of China, of Chairman Mao Tse-tung's
Marxist-Leninist teachings, of
the Struggle aDd g1.eaI creaLive
worh of the revolutionary mr^rltimillion Chinese masses. To
reach these heights, the Cl-rinese

Liu

ful

Shao Chi gang, the success-

exposure and smashing of

the traitor, careerist and agent of
the Soviet revisionists, Lin piao.

The hopes

of US

imperialism

and Soviet social imperialisnr to
seize the Chinese fortress from
within, their plans and attemi:ts
to encircle and isolate it, were
smashed to smithereens, they

failed with shame. The

ful

power-

revolutionary movement in

People's China, the successfull

implementation of Mao Tsetung's Marxist-Leninist teachings, bar the way to the dan-

ger of the birth of revisionisln
and the restoration of cepitalism
so that Chirra preselve pure and
never change i[s red colour.
The whole of Chiua, the mul-

timillion masses of

wor:kers,

communc rnembels, soldiels and
revolutionary cadres have mobilized themsek,es to successfuli5,

carry into effect the histor.ic cle
cisions of the 10th Congress of
the Communist Party of China;
they are taking part in the mass
movement to develop steadily the

struggle against Corrfucius,

ancl

Lin Piao's rcactionary ideas.
This moverlellt gave a new powerful impetus to the incessant
development of the revolution,
promotion of production and
preparations in case of war.
The brilliant victories of the
Chinese people in the socialist
revolution and socialist construction, the internationalist foleign

policy of the people,s Republic
of China in thc ilterests of the
freedorn ancl independence of

the peoples, of the g1,eat cruse
of the revolution and socialism,
of real peace and security in
Asia and the world, havc increased as nevel' before the in-

ternational authority and pr.estige of great People's China.
,A11 the peoples of the world,
- comrade Enver Hoxha said in
his October' 3 speech, - have
pinned their hopes for. liberation, independence and welibeing on their own forces and
on Mao's China. Thcy are not
mistaken and their conviction is
not based on propaganda, but
on a great reality which is shin-

ir-rg lilse the sunlight, on the

building of soc.ialism in

China

which is being realizcd correc-

tly, according to the cloctrine

of
Nlarx and Lenin and according
Lo Mao Tse tung's teachings,

relies on the determined poljtical stands of the people,s
Republic of China in the international arena, on the concrete
moral, political and economic
aid it renders to the world peo-

and hegemonism of US
rialism and Soviet social

impeimpe-

rialism. A clear testimony to this
is the all-round support it js
rendering to the workinll peopte
and progressive forces in the

stluggle against capitalist oppression and exploitation, the
just struggle of the Indochinese,
Korean, Arab, African and Latin
Americ-rn peoples against impe-

pIes,.

rialism, colonialism, neocolonialism and their tools- The aid

The freedont-loving peoples of
the world see in people,s China

loving peoples is an internatio-

the most powerful and

unbent

fighter for their freedom and
independence, the great and
real friend, tl-rc insurmountable
barricade f or the hegemonistic
and aggressive plans of the
two most savage ener:ries of
ma.nl<ind, two imperialist super.-

powers, the USA and the Soviet

Union. At a tirne when these
two supetpowers, in fierce and
ccnstant rivalry with each other
trnd in conjunctural collaboration between them to carry into

effect their ctazy plans for
wor'ld domination, are prepaling

a new, more terrible war than
ali othei's, the peoples of the
wor'ld multiply their forces in
their struggle for. freedom, national independence and social
-prcgress, for rearl international
security.

Mao Tse-tung's great

China

stands determinedly on the side

of the peoples. People's China
has become the most powerful,
sincere and loyal defender of
the sovereign peoples and countries against the plots, intrigues

China renders

to the freedom-

nalist and flatet'nal aid, conpletely differ.ing from the soca1led ,aid, the Moscow social
imperialists are rendering to
other countries and which aims

at

plundering them and their
economic and political enslavement. The base anti-China calumnies and inventions of the
imperialist-revisionist enemies

cannot deceive the

peoples,

they are smashed in face
of the reality that is shining
like the sunlight and cannot
darken in the least the great
role of People's China, as a
fortress of the revolution and
socialism in Asia and all the
world, as staunch fighter for the
defence and triumph of Mar.xism-Leninism, for the freedom
of the peoples, peace and real

international security. Socialism,
the revolution, the liberation of
the peoples march forward because the People's Bepublic of
China unswavelingly marches at
the head of this glolious road.
The impetuous and triumphant march of the Chinese peo-

54.6
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their colossal victories that
h:ive further strengthened the
big military and ec:nomic po-

breakable revolutionary fliendship between our two peoples,
parties and governments, a

wer station and other important

terrtial of

friendship forged by our two
heroic parties and the beloved
leadels comrade Enver Hoxha

being built up with the great
fraternal aid of the PR of China.
Precisely because the great A1bania-China friendship is powerfully based on Marxism-Leni-

p1e,

t1-re

People's Republic

of China, the steady increase of
its international prestige, gladde:r our people immeasurably,
who wish wholehearrtedly that
they increase and multiply to
the benefit of the fraternal Chinese people and the revolution
in the wo::ld ,,The People's Republic of China, our pecple, our
Party of Labour, - comrade
Enver Hoxha said in his speech
before his electorate on October

3, - are 1oyal friends,

dear

friends and comlades, invincibie
allies with the People's Republic

of China, with the fraternal
Chinese people and with the
glolious Communist Party of
China of Mao Tse-tung's. We
are bound by common ideals,
we are bound forever by Marxism-Leninism, common ::oads in
the constlucLlon of socialism, the

arnd

c:mrade Mao Tse-tung.

The exceptionally fraternal,
social, internationalist lelations
between the People's Republic of

Albanla and the People's Repu-

blic of China, that are developing and strengthening with each
passing day in al1 fieids, are a
brilliant example in the relations
between fratelnal socialist countries. The acting force of this
friendship, the generous unspal'ing and disinterested aid People's China is rendering to our

countl'y in the building of socialism, immeasurably inspirc
the Albanian people who a1'e
glateful for ever to the great
Chinese people, to the glorious
Communist Party of China and

Chairman Mao Tse-tung,

the

struggle against our common
enemies, the same tasks in the

most beloved friend of our peop1e Such magnificent works as

spirit of ploletalian internatio-

the ferrous metallurgy combine,

nalism.. Precisely on these granite-like bases relies the nn-

p1ant. the big Fierza hydropo-

the intensive oil

processing

units of our engineering, chemic-rl and other industrics are

nism and proletarian internationalism, because the two peoples,
the two parties and the two governments of our countrics drc
successfully building socialism
and stand deterrnined on the
forefront of the struggle for the

cluse of the freedom of the Peoples, the revolution and socia-

lism against the same enemies,
the US imperialists, the Soviet
social imperialists and international reaciion envy this friendship, slander it and thcy give
vent to their spleen against it.
But there is no intrigue, trickery,
plot and enemy in the world to
touch it in the 1east. The unbleakable revolutionary AlbaniaChina friendship will shine and
flourish ever more, to the benefiL of our two peoples, the revolution, socialism and communism.

IRRESISTIBLE EXPLOSION
OF ECONOMIC CRISIS IN THE CAPITALIST WORLD
,ZERT

I

P)PULLIT,

Hardly two years have elapsed

since the western world last
found itself in a crisis of overploduction and again it is slipping into the abyss of depresslon. It is facing the risk of 1os-

ing even those results of the
short breathing space in the
years 1-972-7973, when a temporary rise in industrial produc-

tion was recorded. The most
optimistic prognosis

for

7974,

according to observels of the
market situation, shows that the
capitalist econolny will be in
stagnation. Meanwhiie, the facis

speak for themselves. In the
UljA, where during rccen[ yeals
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the situation has been more favourable than

in the countries

of Western Europe, since the
beginning of this year, industlial production has marked a
clecline of 1.5 per cent and con.
tinues to fall. A situation of
stagnation and economic decline

is

observable

in Italy,

Japan,

Britain, Spain, West Cermany
and other capitalist countries.

This situation of

depression

which has arisen, and is deepen-

ing, is throwing

increasingly lesemble thosc in
the years 7929-1.933.
In the gcneral econonric clisis

the capitalist world is now 1iving through the phenomenor.r
of inflation (the flooding of circulatlon channels with devalued
currency, which blings about a
redistribution of national income

in favour of the exploiting classes, and to the detriment of the
labouring masses) has become

its ,scourge,. Inflation is not,
of course, a new phenomenon.

progressively
larger contingents of workers

The new, feature of recent years,

out of work in all the capitalist countries. In West Germany,
which is considered to be vir.-

particularly this year, is the
fact that it has oper.ated with
unprecedented force, although

tua1ly free of unemployment, the
number of unemployed has surpassed half a million. In ltaly,

bourgeois governments have always declared that avoiding in-

which has become the greatest
exporter of labour powet, there

is now arl army of about 1 million unemployed. Unemployment
is growing rapidly in the USA
too. As against 4.5 per cent of
the labour force in the past year,

it

has now reached 5.2 per. cent
and is predicted to reach 7 per

cent, equal

to about 2

million

jobless.

What is characteristic at the
present moment is that these
depressive processes which have
gripped the

world of

capital

are interwoven, and operate in
common. with the processes of
inflation, the energy "famine,,

currency upheavals, the marked
decline in shar,e ptices, the failure of banks and capitalist businesses and other phenomena
of this nature, which make the
situation even worse and are

giving the crisis features which

flation is one of the most important aims, if not the major
aim, of their economic poiicies.
The fact however remains that
the deflationist measures carried
out in recent years, by the governments of various capitalist
countries, have been unable to
stop inflation. They have resul-

ted only in slowing the I'ates
of development in production.
As far as inflatiot-r is concerned,
durrng 7973, it was not slowed
down, but on the contr.ary nal.ked a great increase. In the second half of last year in general, for the developcd capitalist
countries, the inflation index
reached its highest post war
level and averaged about 10
per cent. This course continues
nonstop.

Inflation has becomc a function of the process of capitalist reproduction. We find its
roots in the fir.st place in the
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rule of monopolies. The giant
corporations and concelns, occupying dominating positions
in the wolld capitalist market,
dictate high monopoly prices
which are always rising. Their'
intelference in the process of
fixing prices in the marlsets of
all the capitalist countries has
now been raised to a general
policy. More c1early, this predatory policy of the big international monopolies

finds

its

demonstration in the great inclease in prices of oil products.
The prices of oil products, for
example, have increased 3-4 limes, synthetic rubber 2 times,
petrol 40-50 per cent, etc. The
oil embargo and the other fu1ly
legitimate measures adopted by
thc oil producing countries in
1'aising the price

of

oi1, which

the imperialist states, by means

of their neocolonialist, discriminating policy, had artificially
kept 1ow for decades, no doubt
threw into relief the
ces

consequen-

of the energy crisis,

which

is the offspring of the nature of
the capitalist system itself. These measures, likewise, exerted
their influence on the rise in
the prices of goods produced by
the industrial branches engaged

in

oi1 processing. The apologists

of

monopoly capitalism, with
cunning intent, seek to shift the
blame for the situation on the
markets of capitalist countries,
rvhere price rises continue to
soar, onto the Ar.ab countries.
For instance there are the pressures and threats from the president of the USA, cerald Ford,
and from Kissinger, against the-
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se countries. However, the essen-

tial

reason behind this situation,

and the great proportions assu-

med by inflation in capitalist
countries, is not the legitimate
st.ends of the developing courltries, but the unrestrained greed
of the monopolies to make the
maximum profits. In our time,
this has become an unrestrained

epidemic, which has

led

to
sp€culative

fierce, criminal
at the expense of

actions

the

working masses. The capitalist
corporations and concerns are
extending this practice to all
other goods, in particular to
food articles, and in general to

mass consumer goods, espe_
cially wheat, sugar, rice, cotton, etc., prices of which
have inctreased many times
oveI.

Militarism is another decisive
factor incessantly feeding infla-

tures and the budget deficits
slemming from them, create
only a parasitic consumption,
which can be covered by the
capitalist rnarket only by incleasing the devalued currency,
and thus immeasur.ably increasing inflation.
A1l the centres of financial capital in capitalist world are panic-stricken. An atmosphere of
distrust prevails everywheie, in
Frankfurt, London, Zurich and
other currency exchange centres.

Tl-,e'prices of shares on the
London stock exchange fe1l by

TODAY

The present crisis is not simdeepening of

ply an ordinary

the general crisis of capitaIism, which is distinguishecl

by the

simultaneous, rapid

outbreak of many large, acute
conflicts which are increasingly
hitting all the sectors of the
economic and social structur.e of

the capitalist world. It is precisely these extraordinary economic and social upheavals that

have made its political superslructure so unstable; govetnments are falling one after ano-

ther, giving the crisis

a

deep,

70 per cent in .7973, as against
7970. In aIL the capitals of
Western Europe, bank opera-

all-round poliiical, economic and
social character. This reality of

tions have perceptibly decreased.

that has engulfed the whole
structure and superstructure of
the .free, world, has definitely
destroyed the myth about the
,rnew capitalism,, so noisily

As admitted by the

newspaper

"Sunday Times,, ,if we compare
Lhe decline in shares prices in
these last two years with what

occurred in 7929, those events
seem a ,joyfull wa1k,. Depression in the monetary market is
taking on broad proportions, it

the heavy and unrestrained crisis

USA envisages spending this
year, 85,8 billion dollars, on direct military purposes, the largest budget ever seen in its

is merely a link in the chain
reaction of the general economic crisis, which has erupted
fiercely throughout the entire

by the impelialistrevisionist apologists. Capitalism
has not changed its nature, it
has neither {grown }ourgr 11s1
has become npopulartr. It remains capitalism, and as such
it will be removed flom the
stage of history only by pro-

198-year history. These expendi-

capitalist

letarian revolution.

ticn. Military expenditures

have

reached eolosal sums. The NATO

bloc in 1973 spent 16 billion
dollars more than

in

1970. The

wor'1d.

trumpeted

BY THEIR DETERMINED STEUGGI,E,
THE WORKING PEOPLE OF THE CAPITALIST COUNTRIES
REFUTE THE PREACHINGS
OF THE REVISIONIST AND TRADE UNION SCABS
"ZERI

I

POPULLIT,

Reports coming

in

steadily

from New York, Londorl. Bl.usse1s, Tufin, Madrid, Bonn, etc.,

tell of an extension in the

class

mo\/ement of tlie proletariat,
which does not know periods of

"tranquillity. and ,class

peacer.

The wolking rlnsses cannot obediently allow the bourgeoisie to
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shift on to them the burden of
the crisis stemming from its rotten system, therefore they have
chosen the road of strikes, de-

in their living standards. This
stand is another testimony to the

monstrations, and barricades, the
road of determined struggle

which favours the struggle of
the British proletariat, they are
playing, the role of a fire bri-

bourgeoisie.

ga.de.

by the traitorous trade

through to the end.
At this moment, which favours
the extension of the working
class struggle, the obedient servants of the rnonopoly bourgeoi-

sie, the revisionist and refor'mist traitors, are using all the
ineans in their power to extinguish this struggle, and not to
let it escape from the framework
of some purely economic claims,
which do not endanger the fundamental interests or domination
of the bourgeoisie. They do not
move a finger to counter the
anti-worker attacks of capital,
but on the contrary, they come

to its assistance showing it ways
of overcoming the crisis with the
minimum losses. The trade
union leaders call on the work-

ing class to make more sacrifices and tighten their belts still
rnore, The secretary of the Bri-

treachery of the British tradeunion leaders; in this situation,

Through

the

other deceptive actions, the bour-

or another, they want to persua-

de the working class and

trade unions, aim to camouflage
the essence of their anti-worker
policy. This framework includes
the intensive dialogue which the
US president Ford held recently

labouring masses to give up
their strike struggle. One quite

with the traitorous
nists

in the

USA,

a

tradeuniodialogue

which has so far taken concrete
form in two direct meetings between the White House chief,

and the group of tradeunionist
bosses already known for the
services they have rendered to
Ford's predecessors. 'We need
your advice, we need your opi-

with them. Such expressions
from the White House chief,

responsible for the increase in
the country's economic dif ficulties. He told the British work-

addressed to those who have betra5,ed the interests of the Ame-

Trade Unions. Demanding still
greater sacrifices from the workers, Murlay pointed out that
they should agree that this year

rican working class, and who
strive to deceive it, show better
than anything eise the relations
existing between the representatives of the monopoly bourgeoisie in power, and their seryants, who have usurped the
leadership of the trade unions
in that country. In every tricky
situation for American capita'I,

there cannot be an imPtovement

and particularly in recent years,

ing class to
mands for higher pay and avoid
what are according to him, ,unnecessarytr strikes, i.e. strikes
held without the approval of the

union

of other countries. They
have now gone so far that, in
one way or another, in one form

geoisie, in collaboration with
the traitorous leaders of the

Murray, threatened the striking
workers, and described them as

de-

The same attitude is adopted
leaders

nions,, Ford told 'the trade union
Ieaders at his recent meeting

its

when the intensification of its
general crisis has placed it in a
difficult position, the trade union
leaders have openly come cut
in defence of the interests of the

revisionist and
tradeunion scab chieftains, and
by means of machinations and

tish Trade Unions Congress,

moderate

57

the

other oppressed and exploited

significant case is the appeal
by one of the Italian revisionist
leaders, Amendola, who has declared: ,Strikes can be abused,
and I think, iit is reasonable that
in some sectors strikes should

be held only, as a last resort.
We need more self-discipline,
more

political

consciousness.

f

can say that some strikes do not
seem just to me",

Surely these facts, and others

like ,them, clearly show the treacherous role of the trade union
and revisionist chieftains. It is
precisely because they play such

a role that the workers go on
strike without taking any heed
of their slogans and their words.
The latest strikes by the proletariat, and those which will be
prepared in the future, without
the approval of the trade union
chieftains in France, Italy, Britain, etc., show that many of the
workers can no longer be deceived by the false slogans and
empty promises of the bourgeoisie, nor by the noisy statements
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of the revisionists, who by
announcing in their programmes,
as an important aim, collabora-

tion, not

only with the social

democrat parties, but also with
the parties of the bourgeoisie in
power, show that they have
openly gone over to defending

TODAY

the interests of the bourgeoisie,
and have nothing in common
with the real interests of ,the
workers.

A COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY MEETING
IN THE SERVICE OF SOCIAL IMPERIALISM
,ZERI

I

POPULLIT,

In his speech to his electors in
Tirana comrade Enver Hoxha
declared: ,Following the traitorous Khlushchevite line, the revisionist Communist party of the
Soviet Union is now organizing
a meeting of the revisionist par-

ties of Europe, with the aim of
imposing on them its own views,
holding them in check and showing that allegedly it is not isolated, that it is the .centre of

world communism,. The other
parties which

will

attend this

meeting are bound to prove that
they are on the road of treason;

they will become accomplices
of the malevolent, counterrevolutionary activity of the Soviet
revisionist leaders. The party of
Labour of Albania severely condemns such a plotters,meeting,
however this meeting will be a
success in so far as the peoples
and the communists of the world
will have occasion to see once
again tire real features of these
parties which are meeting to plot,.
The expansionist and hegemonistic policy pursued by the Soviet leaders, and the increasing
application of an aggressive neo.

colonialism,

are

meeting with

greater resistance from the peoples

'of the world, The

Soviet
emerging, to the

Union today is
working masses of various countries, in its true colours, as an
imperialist superpower which, in
competition and rivahy with US
imperialism, is seeking to rule

over the whole world. paallel
with anti-americanism, there is
a steadily rising wave of feeling
againsl Soviet social imperialism.
Sensing the way they are being
isolated, which, in the long run,
will become even more serious,
the Soviet revisionists need partisans and supporters to applaucl

and acclaim them.

Speculation

on what they call the ugemmsn
line of the world communist movement", approved and coordinated by

all the sister

parties

and fraternal countries, has now
become one of the main foun_

dations of demagogic propaganda and deceptive tactics, in order

to conceal their treachery and to
rmpose

it

on others.

These counterrevolutionary tac-

tics and manoeuvres of the
Soviet revisionists must be resolutely rejected and severely
condemned by all the genuine

revolutionaries, patriots and democrats. The Soviet Union has
long ago been transformed into

a centre of

counterl'evolution
a great

and antisocialism, into

imperialist power, which c.:rr.ies

out a chauvinistic and expansionist policy with regard to all

and peoples, which
undermines the national liberation movements and practices
countries

neocolonialism.

Therefore, those parties which
approve and share these tactics
of Moscow show that they bor,r,
before the aggressive policy of
the Soviet Union, help it in implementing the imperialist stra-

tegy of enslaving the peoples
and dominating the world, and
become its partner.s and tools in
the struggle against communism
and the revolution.
The meeting being organized
by the Soviet revisionists, just
like a1-1 those organized since
they seized power in the Soviet
Union, aims to mobilize the re-

visionist

counterrevolutionary

flont in the struggle against China and Albania. As at other times, resorting to the o1d, hack.
neyed arguments produced by
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the mil1s of their

anti-China

ver be able to divert in the least

propaganda, the Sovict revisio-

our two parties and our two
countries from the road of the
revolution and socialism, or to
slacken their determined struggle to expose and destroy mo-

nists will strive to "outlaw China", and to condemn it on false

pletexts which they themselves
invent.

That this is one of the main
objectives of the new revisionist
meeting can be seen in the increasing attacks on China and
Albania in the propaganda of
the Soviet Union and its satellites and in the particularly antiChina direction Soviet diplomacy

has assumed at present. No
meeting takes place without
Brezhnev furiously rushing
against China, without attacks
on its levolutionary stands
its intelnationalist policy.

and
The

atmosphere of preparations for
the present meeting and the way
it is being organized, closely resemble those of the 1g69 Mos-

ccw meeling, which,
call,

you

was

attacks

characLerized by
of Brezhnev and his

rethe
sa-

tellites against China.
But there is no doubt that, just

as at that time, so at present
too the Soviet revisionists and
those following them will not
attain their reactionary aims.
They have not been and

will

ne-

dern revisionism.
These attacks do

not

(tel,
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mean real destruction for them.

With the meeting or without
it,

,the revisionists,

filst

and in

the

place the Soviet ones, can-

not attain their treachelous
ob jective. They will never be
able to conquer and destroy

mearl

Marxism-Leninism and the par-

that the international authority
and prestige of the pR of China

ties defending and leading it for-

of the PR of Albania are

ward, they cannot prevent the
outbreak of the revolutions and

weakeneed, on the contr.ary, they
grow sti1l more, just as the con-

liberation struggles, they cannot
hinder the triumphant march of

fidence and iove of the world
revolutionaries for them grows
and increases.
The Soviet revisionists it'i11
gain nothing by their anti-China

socialism.

and

meetings. Their efforts to ucondemn* China and A1bania, which
r:emain loyal to Marxism-Leninism and ploletarian interna-

tionaiism,

will rebound

against
and
cause their further exposure and

tl-re authors themselves,

isolation. As for the othcr. i'cvisionist parties, if they unite and
blindly fol1ow Moscow's anti-

China and anti-Albania 1ine,
they will certainly meet a reaction from their members and
peoples. Deep engagement on
this road along which the Soviets are pushing them will

SOVIET SOCIAL IMPERIALISM
AGAIN STABS THE ARAB PEOPLE

The present revisionists will
suffer the fate of al1 renegades
and traitors. The working class
and the peoples will not allow
themselves to be trampled and
oppressed by the US imperialists
or the Soviet social imperialists,
just as they will never allow
themselves to be hindered and

by their agents and
Like the previous ones,
thc new meeting of the rcvisionist parties will be another occadeceived

too1s,

sion serving still more to expose
them as incorrigible opportur:ists, anti-Marxists and cnemies
of communism. With this meeting, they will take another step

on the road to

their

complete

destruction and bankruptcy.

IN THE BACK

,BASHKIMI,
The Brezhnev clique has assured Washington that it will allow
more Soviet Jews to emigrate
to Israel. Washington, for its
part, has assured Moscow that

it will confer on the Soviet
Union "most favoured nation"
status in trade. In accordance

with the agreement, about
60,000 Soviet Jews will go to

Israel this year; they will be
followed by 130,000 others. This

is another
act of treachery by Soviet social imperialism against the
US-Soviet bargaining

60o
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Arab cause: it is another blow
at the interests and dignity of

of

thc

In this collaboration and r.ivaL:y, Soviet social imperialism
has become increasingly rnolc
dangclous, because it seeks to
conceal its treachery with slogans of .friendship", ,,peaceful
po1icy,,, and {suppot't". But L}re
facts evc:: morc clearly show

trvo superpowers. Both US

and

what is hidden bchind

the Arab peoplc, particularly
of thc Palestinian pcople.
Thc problem of Jewish

emi-

gration to Israel is not new. tt
is a product of the hegemonistic

policy and bargainir-rgs

Russian imperialism are intein securing as many key

rested

as possible in thc
Middle East, at the cxpense of
the freedom and independence
of the Arab people. Israel has
positions

been used

by the US

lists as a tool

imperia-

for

aggrcssion
against the Arab peopie, to com-

pel them to submit. Russian
imperialism, for its part, has
used Israel's existence as a
bugbear, with the aim of compelling the Arab people to submit and ask for aid frorn Moscow, allegedly to defend themselves against Israel. Through these

tlicks, the two superpowers, while
vying with each other, have always united in order to undertrine the just struggle o.f the Arab
people, and they have sabotaged
it at the decisive moments (as was
the case in October last year).
They continue to coordinate their
activities in this direction.

the

,friendship" of Soviet sccial in"rperialisrn, The B::czlrnev clique
long ago stabbed Lhe Arab peo-

til

TODAY

we are prepared

to

receive

you. Israel is meaningless without

emigration. All our sacrif:icds would havc bcctt in vain,.
The open aid which Soviet social imperialism is giving to
strengthen the Israeli a5rgl'essors
mdss

is a heavy blow to the Arab
In particular, it is dilected against the Palestinial
people. Ll the final account, what
people.

arc the Palestinian people fight-

p1e

in the back. Who left thc
Arabs in the 1ulch, and indeccl
sabotaged them, in the days

ing for? They ale fighting for'
their rights, for their territolies. The Jews being sent by

rvhcn the Egyptian, Syrian, Palestinian and otirer fighters had
defeated the Zior-risl- aggression?
Who plomised thcm morc aid
but gave them only a 1iti1e, after.

Blczhncv and company are increasingly settling precisely in

long delay and onlv on hurniliating and enslaving conditions?
Soviet soclal imperialism.

By this bandit-like stand, Soviet social imper.ialism, for the
sake of its alliance with US irnpelialism, has in fact c:rr.ied out
thc policy the Zionists al:e wa.c;ing to strengthen their. ranl<s.
When the Russian Jews began

to emigrate to Israel a few
y€a1's ago, Golda Meir joyfully
stated: "We ask for nothing better. Let them all come at once.
We will not tell them: Wait un-

these telritories. Is this the exprcssion of ,fliendshipD and isuppor:t,' about rvhich thc Moscow
clique is shouting so loudly?

This

is further

unplecendeted

pe:rfidv towards the Palestinian
people. The Moscow clique is
thus openly helpi:rg to bar the

way to tl-rc Palestiniar-r peopie
for the realisation of their legitin:

ate

li.cJhts.

The new Soviet-US agreement

once fiIorc teals the

mask

"friends* from the Soviet social
imperialists, and shows that they

are criminals who would ki11
you at night and weep for you
in the daytime. -

THE MEDITERRANEAN _
AN ARENA FOR THE FEVERISH RACE BETWEEN
THE TWO SUPERPOWERS TO EXPAND
IZERI

I

POPULIJT,

Recently intense activity by
the Soviet and US war fleets
has been noticed in the Mediter-

ranean basin. The trews agen-

through the Bosphorus, heading

cies report that Soviet warships

f

are passing almost every

day

or the Mediterranean.
The chieftains of the fwo irn-
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perialist superpolvers, in order
ce, constantly increasing, in the
Mediterranean, refer to the ,balance of powerr, or to the threat
from each other. While the Moscow revisionists declare that they

with his electorate, when he
said; ,No pretext whatever can
justify the fleets of the two superpower.s being. allowed not
only to have permanent bases,
but also to anchol and to be
repaired and supplied. This is

do this for the ,security of the
region,, and to ,supportr the

try giving

to justify their military

presen-

Arab people, 'the US imperialists

claim that the US military presence, especially the 6th fleet
in the Mediterranean, is being
strengthened "to defend NATO's
south-eastern flank.. But these

very dangerous both to the counthese concessions, and

to its neighbours. We cannot
agree with such actions. We have already stated our stand towards the presence of the agglessive US and Soviet fleets in

the Mediterranean, and we

re-

for a

set purpose

in

6t

the, Eastern

Mediterranean, around. 6yprrr,
where the two superpo\^ els, in
the summer of this year', crea-

ted a new hotbed of tension
with dangerous consequences for
peace and security in Ihis area.
The US imperialists organized
and instigated the bloody events
in Cyprus and threw the population of that island into flatri-

cidal war, with a view to

tul"n-

ing Cyprus, with its impoltant
strategic position, into a base
for the aggressive NATO bloc
so :as to use it as a lever' for'
expansion and aEgression in thc

declarations cannot conceal the

main loyal and consistent to this

real hegemonistic aims of

the

po1icy".

two superpov/ers, which
lunning a feverish race to

are

The increase in the naval po-

Mediterranean, the Middle East

ex-

wer of Sovi.et social impelialism
and US imperialism in the Medi-

and other regions. For their'

pand, and win zones of influence

in the Mediterranean area, the
East and the Balkans
^liddle
The fact that about 100. Soviet
and US warships are today con-

in the Mediterrallean.
more than in any other ocean

terranean

is occuring at a time

when the situation in the Middle
East, as a re$r1t of Israel's
aggressive activity and the anti-

centrated

Arab plots of the two superpo-

01 sea, clealry bears witness to

wers, remains tense and threatens to erupt again. The two

these aims of

Moscow

and

Washington.

The stand of the People's

Re-

public of Albania towards the
expansionist aims of the two

superpowers, in rivalry with
each other to secure as many zones of influence as possible, are
concocting all sorts of intrigues
to disrupt the Arab people, to sa-

superpowels in the Mediterra-

totage the struggle of

nean area has always been clear'cut. The P.R. of Albania is reso-

people for the realization of
their national aspirations, and to

lutely opposed to the

impose on the,solutions* wor-

presence,

on whatever pretext, of the warships of the United States and
the Soviet Union, as well as to
the existence of foreign military bases. This correct stand, in

these

ked out in the chancelleries

of

Kremlin and the White House,
in conformity with neocolonialist
aims. One of the means used to

the

realize these anti-Arab plans,
along with promises, -flattery,

the interests of true security in
this region of the world, was
once more confil'med in the

pressure and blackmail, is the familiar imperialist gunboat policy.

by
Enver 'Hoxha at the

The increasing activity by US
and Soviet warships is occuring

speech delivered

comrade
meeting

part, the Soviel soci.r I rnrpcri.rlists, in conformity with their
known hegemonistic aims, did
not fail to make all out efforts

to fish in troubled waters, and
prcfit by the situation which
had arisen in Cyprus. Behind
their hypocritical proposals,for'

a solution of the Cyprus question* are the Kremlin's aim to
set foot on Cyplus, and to establlsh bases for theil wa1'ships,
so as to create greater possibilities for them to penetlate deep1], in the Mediterrancan, the
Adriatic and other regions. In
the framework of the rivalry of
the two superpowers to scize es
many strategic positions as possible in this area, they demon-

strate the force of their naval
fleets in order to challenge each
other intimidate the Mediterranean peoples and force them to

their knees. Precisely for
purposes, the

these

US imperialists,

following Greece's withdrawal

62.6
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from the NATO military structure, are striving to preserve
and strengtheo their nrilitary
power in the Mediterranean,
they are looking for new ports
and bases for their ships, jets

and missiles, and they are
extending the existing ones.
"According

to US military ex-

perts,, the newspaper *Nuova
UnitA, wrote recently, ,the problem of transferring the main
bases of the US 6th Fleet to
Italy, has been raised. On the
basis

of the plans mapped out

by admiral Zurlwalt, the reinforcement of the US military bases

in Italy, at Augusta, Naples,

Gaeta, Brindisi, Taranto and La

Spezia, has ben envisaged,.

In the framework of a premeditated plan, parallel with the
increase of naval power in the
Mediterranean basin, the Soviet

terranean, Balkan and Adriatic
areas, are becoming increasingly
clearer. In these conditions it is

understandable

that the visits

which Soviet and US warships
pay from time to time to the ports

of certain countries, irrespective
of their ,friendly, or ,good will.
labels conceal dark aims.
The peoples of the Mediterranean and Balkan areas, from
the very course of events, are
more clearry rcalizing the dan_
gers which threaten their freedom'and independence, as a re-

sult of the presence of the war
fleets and military bases of the

two superpow€rs in this region.

They do not allow

themselves

to be decbived by the

demago-

gical declarations of Washington
and Moscow about {peace and

stability,, or about {guaranteeing security,. This entire paci-

social imperialists are brandishing arms in the vicinity of the
Balkans, so as to threaten and

smokescreen is designed to
hoodwink the peoples, to weaken

cow the peoples of this peninsula. They have turned Bulga-

off guard. precisely such
a cunning aim is served by

ria in a place d'armes

against

the other Balkan countries and,
at the same time, for the same
dark and aggressive pul.poses,
they demonstrate their strength
and carry out military exercises
from time to time near the bor-

ders of the Balkan c-ountries.
They did this recently in Hun-

gary, where, as

the

Viennese

newspaper ,Die Presse, reports,

the contingent of Soviet troops
already stationed on Hungarian

territory was swelled

with

60,000 more troops.

The expansionis[ aims of the
two superpowers, in the Medi-

fist

their vigilance, and to

catch

them

Brezhnev's deceptive proposal
made in his speech in Berlin,
for the ,withdrawal of the warships and nuclear submarines

from

the

Mediterranean,. The
hypocrisy of this iproposal, is
best exposed by the increase in
the number of Soviet warships
passing through the Bosphorus
towards the Mediterranean.

In the face of the tensg dangerous situation created by the
two imperialist superpowers in

the

Mediterranean region,

as

well as in other areas of the
world, the interests of the peoples and sovereign countries,

TODAY

r,uhich cherish freedom, indepen-

dence, true international peace
and security demand that they
should rise with still greater determination against the hegemonistic policy and aggressive plans

of the two superpowers, the
United States of America and the
Soviet Union. Today it has become still more urgeat and indispensable

for the Mediterra-

nean peoples and countries to

act courageously and energetically so as to expel the US and
Soviet fleets from the Mediterranean,

The Albanian people and their

Party and Govemnrent

have

fought and continue to fight
with all their forces against the
aggressive plans and conspiracies

of the two superpowers,
a genuine con-

always making

tribution to preserving real

pea-

ce and security in the Balkans,
the Mediterranean and the wor.1d.
While resolutely defending its
freedom and national independence, and inspired by the aim
of real security in the Mediterranean and the Balkans, Socialist
Albania will never allow the

of foreign military
on its territory. Only
through a determined struggle
by al1 the Mediterranean peoexistence

bases

ples and countries, for the with-

drawal of the fleets of the two
imperialist superpowers from the
Mediterranean, the annihilation

of imperialist-revisionist

plots,

and the removal of foreign mi-

litary bases, will it be possible
to achieve real security and the
preservation of peace in this region of the world.
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N.t 1, (14)
January - February
Socialist Albania

-

country of new reatity

Stability and reduction of prices
socialist economy

and of the new mau
_ a distinctive feature of the

From the life of the country
Lenin's ideas,and work are immortal

A meeting against revolution and

ir

Press review

Adil Qarsani

10 Priamo Bollano
18 Kozma Skarqo
25 Ismail Kadare

Modern agriculture, extended socialist reproduction
Socialist realism - great art of the revolution

,t

2

30

36 ,ZEri i Popullir47 ,Z€ri i Popullib,

communism

48

Nt. 2, (1s)
- Aptil

March

The veterans are the living embodiment
New work by our heroic youth

of partisan heroism

in the service of socialism and
Bates of development of socialist Albania
Education

2
7

revolution

10 Thoma Deliana
77 Aleko Haxhi
22 Hulusi Hako
27 Omer Hashorva
32 Arqile Semini

Freedom of conscience

The counter-revolutionary alliance
The real nafure of the theatre of the absurd

of the revolution, socialism, and the
of the whole world

Savage enemy

peoples

Press Beview

37

,Zdli i Popullit"

43

Nt. 3, (16)
May

-

June

Soeialist industrialization

in

Albania

2 Kogo Theodhosi
7 Llambi ziqishti
72 Stefanaq Pollo

The progress of public health at present

The June 1924 revolution in Albania
From the life of the countfy

18

Against imperialist interference and control
Revisionist economic integration and its contradictions

28 Nesti Nase
34 Kigo Kapetani,

'The transition from confrontation to tarks'
tionary theory
Pages from the History
Press review

- a counterrevolu-

of the party of Labour of Albania

Veniamin Togi

40
46

62

Shaban Murati
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Nr. 4, (17)
Jttly - August

The working class

soci€ty
Wellbeing

.
fsr all

sf

Albania

- a

leading force

of

socialist

::

2
12

the working people

of contemporary foreign
From the life of the country

Some problems

literature

10

38 Bujar Hoxha
46 Servet Pdllumbi

"Deideologisation,,

Further evidence

the two superpowers

hegemonistic aims of
52

Press review

Nr. 5, (18)
September

-

&&tum

October

56

THE POLICY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA
OPEN, A POLICY OF PBOI,ETARIAN PRINCIPLES.
The Democratic Front

in the struggle for

-

IS

2

socialism

18 Ramiz ATia
21 Piri'o Dodbiba
30 l(iqo Ngjela

in the service of the economy

Revolutionary education of youth with the spirit of mass underta_
kings

35

The revolutionary national teaching
From the life of the country

47

Tiana, the lovely capital of socialist Albania

1)

Press review

55

Time works for usj'and the future belongs

to

forger of the historic victories of the Albanian peopte

Taxation policy -in Albania
From the

life of the

Sabli

Pilkati

Socialism and

Glorious jubilee of Albanian people

-

Jovan Bardhi
Bedri Dedja

46

Communism

The PLA

ENVER HOXHA

a militant union of the Albanian people

What are the higher type cooperatives
Foreign trade

Dervish Gjiriti

)a

The national question and revisionism

or reideologisation?
of the eipansionist ancl

Rita Marko

country

2 Mehmet Shehu
74 Hysni Kapo
24 Petro Dode
30 Pjetdr Kosta
36

The great Socialist Bevolution and the renegades to it
The -economic and financial:crisis'.in the capitalist world

42 ,Zdri i Popullit.
46 KiEo Kapetani

Press review
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